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ABSTRACT
In phonological analyses of both adult and child language, a *dl constraint has frequently been
used as a shorthand to indicate that coronal stops are dispreferred before laterals (Dinnsen et al.
2001). This dispreference has frequently been attributed to the Obligatory Contour Principle
(OCP), which prohibits sequences of adjacent identical elements (McCarthy 1979). However,
this type of analysis misses the generalization that what languages really seem to lack is the
contrast between TL-KL (Flemming 2002). The neutralization of TL-KL contrasts is argued to
occur because acoustic cues for coronal and velar stop place are insufficiently distinct in pre-
lateral contexts (Flemming 2002, 2007; Bradley 2006).
In this dissertation I address the question of which perceptual dimensions are indistinct
for surface contrasts of TL-KL. I capture the perceptual indistinctness of TL-KL contrasts by
formalizing constraints that penalize stop place contrasts that crucially lack sufficiently distinct
cues for place in both their release transitions and their stop burst properties (Flemming 2007),
and show how coronal and velar place contrasts are predicted to be maintained in environments
in which (1) at least one of the two cues is available (e.g. before vowels/rhotics) or (2) when
other contextual cues are available to license the place contrast. As the threshold of
distinctiveness for place contrasts that rules out TL-KL contrasts in a language is predicted to
rule out any place contrast that is less distinct for the same cues, the formalization of these
constraints make testable predictions about place contrasts in languages more generally, some of
which are explored in this dissertation.
Another puzzle that arises from adopting a contrast-based analysis for the coronal-stop
lateral dispreference involves the outcome of TL-KL contrast neutralization. Why, in languages
that show a neutralization of the contrast, is the outcome generally a KL sequence (Flemming
2007)? In my dissertation, I argue that the direction of the neutralization of indistinct surface
contrasts, such as TL-KL, is conditioned by the avoidance of other indistinct contrasts. In
addition to an indistinct pre-lateral stop place contrast (TL-KL), there are indistinct contrasts
involving stop presence (TL-L) that play a role in determining the outcome of neutralizations.
Thesis Supervisor: Adam Albright
Title: Associate Professor of Linguistics
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Chapter One: Introduction and Overview of Dissertation
1.0 Overview of Cross-Linguistic Distribution of Stop-Lateral Sequences: TL/DL Gaps
In phonological analyses of both adult and child language, a *dl constraint has frequently been
used as a shorthand to indicate that coronal stops are dispreferred before laterals (Dinnsen et al.
2001). Sequences of [tl]/[dl] have been argued to be cross-linguistically rare, particularly in word
initial position (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming 1995, 2007; Tobin 2002; Bradley 2006).
Kawasaki (1982) observes that languages that prohibit initial coronal stop-lateral
sequences do not prohibit stop-lateral sequences more generally. The table in (1) contains a list
of languages from a variety of language families that Kawasaki lists as lacking word-initial
coronal stop-lateral sequences. All of these languages license at least one type of initial stop-
lateral sequence with a stop at a non-coronal place of articulation (e.g. labial or velar), and most
of the languages license a contrast between pre-lateral velar and labial stops (e.g. contain surface
contrast sets of [kl, pl]).
(1) Languages With Initial TL gaps (1
Indo-European Breton
Danish
Dutch
English
German
Norwegian
Modern Greek
(I)
Austro-Asiatic Cua -1
Pac6h
Palaung
Sre
Sedang
Austronesian Chamorro 41
Iroquoian Oneida I
Niger-Congo Ewe 1(
Gude
Kisi V
Wob6'
Sino-Tibetan Hayu
Tai-Kadai Lakkia
English is an example of language where stops with multiple places of articulation (e.g. [p, k, t])
are well-attested before liquids in initial and medial position as in (2). There is a three-way place
contrast in front of laterals and rhotics in medial position, and a three-way place contrast in front
of rhotics in initial position. The only gap in pre-liquid place contrasts is the lack of word-initial
coronal stop-lateral sequences (*[#tl]/[#dl]).
1 Kawasaki lists Breton as an example of a language without initial [tl]/[dl], but the Mouton de Gruyter grammar of
Breton (1986, pg. 37) lists them as present but rare (example word: /dle/ 'debt').
7
ge list from Kawasaki 1982, p. 14)1
(2) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in English
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in English
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, tl, dl (stop-lateral clusters)
There are also languages such as Latin where sequences of [tl]/[dl] do not surface anywhere in
the language - either in word-initial position or in word-medial position - despite the fact that all
the stop place contrasts in the language (e.g. [p, t, k]) are attested in front of rhotics in both initial
and medial position (Devine & Stephens 1977). The across-the-board ban on [tl]/[dl] sequences
in Latin is schematized in (3).
(3) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
The reason for these [tl]/[dl] gaps in languages has been an ongoing source of debate in the
phonological literature.
1.1 TL Phonotactic as OCP (Place) Restriction
One line of analysis that has frequently been used to explain [tl]/[dl] gaps makes crucial
reference to the homorganicity of the sequences (Moreton 2002; Jesney 2005). The hypothesis is
that [tl]/[dl] sequences are prevented from surfacing as a result of a version of the Obligatory
Contour Principle (McCarthy 1979; Selkirk 1981; Steriade 1982). The Obligatory Contour
Principle (OCP) constrains the sequencing of identical elements. In this case, the relevant
elements being constrained have identical specifications for place ([+coronal]). The formulation
of the specific OCP constraint that prohibits coronal stop-lateral sequences usually involves a
relativized version of the constraint (Selkirk 1991) such that the identity of the adjacent
consonants does not have to be complete in order for the sequence to be disallowed.
There are a number of issues that arise from adopting an OCP approach to motivating [tl]/
[dl] bans in languages. One issue that needs to be addressed with regards to bans on coronal stop-
lateral sequences is explaining the strength of the dispreference for these sequences as compared
to other OCP violating sequences. For example, Moreton (2002) examined the strength of the
dispreference among English speakers for two OCP violating onset sequences that are not
attested in English: [pw] (OCP:labial) and [tl] (OCP:coronal). He found that, although neither
sequence is attested in onset position in English, speakers showed a far greater dispreference for
the [tl] sequence than the [pw] sequence. Although it is possible to capture this asymmetry
through a different ranking of the relevant OCP markedness constraints with regards to the
relevant faithfulness constraints, such an approach lacks an explanation as to why the different
constraints are ranked in this particular manner (i.e. why the [tl] dispreference is so much
stronger).
Additionally, there are a number of restrictions on the distribution of both coronal stop-
lateral sequences and other homorganic coronal sequences that are not explained by the OCP.
These restrictions either have to be stipulated in an OCP constraint or explained by other means.
For example, in explaining the positional asymmetry in English and other languages (where [tl]/
[dl] sequences are allowed in medial position and banned in medial position) many analyses have
appealed to syllabification (Hammond 1999). The [tl]/[dl] sequences in medial position are
allowed because the sequences are heterosyllabic (e.g. [Vt.lV]) and the [tl]/[dl] sequences in
word-initial position are banned because they are tautosyllabic onsets. An example formalization
of a onset-based constraint is in (4).
(4) Constraint Against TL Onset Clusters (from Hammond 1999)
*ONSET/ [COR] [1]
[stop ]
As can be seen in the above constraint, the homorganic sequences being prevented being
prevented by the OCP ([tl]/[dl]) are very specific. Although both rhotics and laterals are sonorous
liquids that should make for a good sonority profile when adjacent to a stop (Kawasaki 1982),
coronal stops are only banned in front of laterals. In order to capture this difference in an OCP
constraint Moreton (2002) formulates the constraint to prohibit adjacent [+coronal, -continuant]
segments. The result is that a lateral has to be specified as [-continuant] in order to explain the
difference in behavior between laterals and rhotics ([#tr]/* [#tl])--a specification that Moreton
acknowledges to be controversial in the literature.
The [-continuant] specification also does not capture all the coronal obstruents that are
frequently prohibited from occurring pre-laterally. For example, in English, in initial position,
certain coronal fricatives occur pre-laterally (e.g. [sl]), while others do not (e.g. [*01]).
(5) Initial Coronal Sequences in English (Obstruent-Liquid)
a. sl, *01, *tl (pre-rhotic)
b. *sr, Or, tr (pre-lateral)
If this difference in the behavior of [+continuant] obstruents is captured in an OCP constraint, it
has to be stipulated. There is no direct way of unifying the fact that [s] behaves as an exception
with regards to other types of general cluster restrictions, such as occurring in clusters that
violate the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Selkirk 1984; Clements 1990).
1.2 TL Phonotactic as Contrast Dispreference (TL-KL)
A number of recent analyses have addressed the TL gaps in languages not as an OCP-type effect,
or an effect of a dispreference against the [dl]/[tl] sequences themselves, but rather as an effect of
a difficult to perceive phonological contrasts (Flemming 1995, 2002; Ni Chiosain & Padgett
2001; Bradley 2006). In this type of analysis, the elimination of TL from language inventories
can be viewed as a result of a dispreference for the maintenance of indistinct contrasts, of which
TL-KL is one such contrast (Flemming 1995). The difficulty of maintaining TL-KL surface
contrast in languages from a perceptual standpoint has been analyzed using a variety of
theoretical frameworks, including Dispersion Theory (Flemming 1995; Padgett 1997; Ni
Chiosain & Padgett 2001). Dispersion Theory is built around the hypothesis that the goal in
licensing phonological contrasts in language inventories is to maximize perceptual
distinctiveness and minimize articulatory effect.
The reason for the focus on TL-KL contrasts as the source of the TL dispreference is that
experimental results confirmed an increased acoustic similarity between coronal and velar stops
in the pre-lateral context (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming 2007; Halle & Best 2007). The result of the
similarity of coronal and velar stops pre-laterally is that the place contrast frequently neutralizes
in this environment. This can be observed in common TL-KL neutralization processes such as
the velarization of pre-lateral coronal stops (e.g. tl--+kl), as well as in languages that show free
variation between TL-KL sequences and KL > TL sound changes (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming
1995, 2007; Hall6 et al. 1998; Moreton 2002; Bradley 2006; Blevins & Grawunder 2009).
One example of TL-KL alternations that supports this approach can be seen in Mong
Njua. Mong Njua is a language with variation between [k]-[t] pre-laterally, and this variation
has the effect of neutralizing the contrast between the two stop places in the pre-lateral context
(Flemming 1995). Examples of variation between coronal and velar stops pre-laterally in Mong
Njua are listed in (6). The data show that this lack of contrast is not just a property of plain
coronal and velar stops (6a), but of aspirated (6b) and pre-nasalized (6c) coronal and velar stops
as well.
(6) KL ~ TL Variability in Mong Njua (data from Flemming 1995)
Varying Sequences: Forms: Glosses:
a). kl - tl kl: kle 'dog'
tl: tle
b). khl - thl khl: khla 'to run; jump'
thl: thla
c). ggl ~ ndl rgl: rjglua 'flash (as of lightning)'
ndl: ndlua
The variation between TL ~ KL sequences in Mong Njua provides evidence for the place
specification of coronal and velar stops being perceptually similar in the pre-lateral environment.
The data also provides support for the hypothesis that the TL dispreference is a function of a
dispreferred contrast (TL-KL) rather than being the result of a highly ranked OCP constraint. As
the effect of the dispreference is not unidirectional (banning only coronal stops in the pre-lateral
environment) it is difficult to attribute the entirety of the effect to an OCP constraint (Flemming
1995; Bradley 2006).
1.3 Questions Raised by the Contrast Approach
In this analysis, I will argue along the lines of Flemming (1995, 2002, 2007) and Bradley (2006)
that the coronal stop-lateral (TL) dispreference is not a dispreference for the sequence in
isolation. Instead, its limited distribution is a result of a dispreference for contrasts that are not
perceptually distinct (Flemming 1995; Padgett 1997). One reason for adopting this approach is
that it accounts for data such as in (6) above, where what languages seem to ban is an indistinct
contrast (TL-KL), not a marked sequence (*TL). Another reason, is that it makes predictions
regarding the behavior of other the homorganic coronal sequences discussed above such as [sl]
and [*01]. The prediction is that such sequences are maintained or banned based on whether or
not the sequences would surface as members of an indistinct contrast.
For example, although [tl] sequences have a good sonority profile, the contextual acoustic
cues as to the place of the stop are indistinct due to the effect of the following lateral (Kawasaki
1982; Flemming 1995, 2002; Bradley 2006), and thus TL-KL contrasts are dispreferred.
However, a surface contrast of [sl] and [kl] (SL-KL) would not be perceptually indistinct because
stridents have strong internal cues as to both their presence and their place (intense frication),
and thus are not dependent on having distinct place cues in their transitions into a following
vowel or sonorant (Wright 2004). To sum, the maintenance of surface contrasts is determined by
the perceptual salience of the members of the sequence and the ability of a listener to
differentiate it from other sequences based off of the presence of distinct acoustic cues
(Flemming 1995; 2002).
However, there are several questions raised by this approach to accounting for the
apparent cross-linguistic dispreference, and these questions are the focus of the following
dissertation.
1.3.1 Which Perceptual Dimensions are Indistinct for TL-KL?
One question that has never been fully addressed is how to formalize precisely which acoustic
cues are responsible for the perceptual indistinctness of pre-lateral T-K contrasts. Formalizing
these cues is important because whatever threshold of distinctiveness for place contrasts that
rules out TL-KL contrasts in a language is predicted to rule out any place contrast that is less
distinct for the same cues. In this type of analysis, there is nothing special about a ban on TL-KL.
The constraint that bans TL-KL is made up of cues that apply to stop place contrasts in other
contexts.
1.3.2 What Contextual Cues License TL-KL Contrasts?
Although TL-KL contrasts are hypothesized to have indistinct cues for the place of their stops,
these contrasts are maintained in languages in specific contexts. In this analysis, the distribution
of the contrasts under discussion is predicted to be affected by contextually available acoustic
cues present in both the segments of the contrast (intrinsic cues) and in cues present in
surrounding context (Steriade 1995, 1997, 2001; Cot6 2000). This leads to the question: what
contextual cues are robust enough to license surface contrasts of TL-KL in languages that
maintain the contrast? In this dissertation, I examine some of these cues and show that in just
those environments in which the cues are robust does the contrast surface. This is the line of
reasoning that explains the strength of the asymmetry in the initial and medial licensing of TL-
KL contrasts: there are cues in medial (post-vocalic) position to support the contrast that do not
exist in initial position.
1.3.3 Why is the Direction of TL-KL Neutralization so Frequently KL?
One puzzle that arises from adopting a contrast-based analysis for the coronal-stop lateral
dispreference involves the outcome of TL-KL contrast neutralization. Why, in languages that
show a neutralization of the contrast, is the outcome frequently a KL sequence (Flemming
2007)? In the analysis below I hypothesize that the direction of the neutralization of indistinct
surface contrasts, such as TL-KL, is conditioned by the avoidance of other indistinct contrasts. In
addition to the stop place contrast (TL-KL), there are marked contrasts involving stop presence
that play a role in determining the phonotactics of surface contrasts.
Specifically, I argue that a contrast between a stop-lateral sequence and a lateral singleton
is less distinct when the stop is coronal (TL-L(L)) than when the stop is velar (KL-L(L)). It is the
avoidance of this second, less distinct contrast (TL-L(L)) that conditions the outcome of TL-KL
neutralizations. This hypothesis is schematized in (7).
(7) Contrast Neutralization Influenced By Avoiding Other Contrasts
TL---------KL
TL---------L KL---------------L
less distinct o* more distinct '
This type of effect, where an outcome of contrast neutralization can be conditioned by trying to
avoid creating another indistinct contrast is predicted by the architecture of the theory. I show
that this prediction is useful for capturing a number of these 'direction of neutralization' effects.
1.4 Outline of Dissertation
In Chapter Two I begin by formalizing the perceptual dimensions that are less distinct for a pre-
lateral T-K contrast than a pre-vocalic contrast (TV-KV) or a pre-rhotic contrast (TR-KR). Once
that formalization is in place, I examine the contextual cues available in medial (post-vocalic)
position that provide cues for (post-vocalic) TL-KL contrasts that are not available in word-
initial position. I show that the reason that word-initial TL-KL contrasts are less well-attested is
that they are less well-cued. Finally, I address the issue of why the neutralization of TL-KL is so
frequently a KL sequence and introduce the hypothesis that there is more than one indistinct
contrast involving TL: a stop place contrast (TL-KL) and a stop presence contrast (TL-L(L)).
In Chapter Three I examine the role that voicing plays in the licensing of phonological
contrasts involving stop-lateral sequences. Previous analyses have attributed the stronger ban
against the voiced coronal-stop lateral sequences ([dl]) than the voiceless sequences ([tl]) to the
stop place contrast (DL-GL). However, I attribute the stronger dispreference to the stop
presence contrast (DL-L(L)). This approach helps to explain some perception results involving
place contrasts among pre-lateral voiced and voiceless stops (Halle & Best 2007), and reinforces
the necessity of correctly identifying the relevant indistinct contrast that motivates
neutralizations.
Chapter Four returns to the effect of contextual cues on maintaining pre-lateral stop
place (TL-KL) and stop presence (TL-L(L)) contrasts. I examine a word-medial contrast that
does not appear to provide good place cues for a stop contrast: a TL-KL contrast that occurs after
stridents (STL-SKL). I argue that the reason that the place contrast can exist is that the presence
of the coronal stop is more difficult to detect in this environment. The lack of cues to stop
presence makes the place contrast more distinct, allowing SKL-STL contrasts to be maintained.
However, the weaker cues to the presence of the stop endangers the stability of SL-STL
contrasts, demonstrating that what enhances one contrast can weaken another.
Chapter Five concludes the analysis and describes future research involving the effects
of more intrinsic cues on the licensing of TL-KL and TL-LL contrasts (e.g. palatalized laterals,
syllabic laterals, flapped stops).
Chapter 2: Caught In Between: Indistinct Surface Contrasts and TL
2.0 Overview of Cross-Linguistic Phonotactic against Surface Contrasts of TL-KL
In phonological analyses of both adult and child language, a *dl constraint has frequently been
used as a shorthand to indicate that coronal stops are dispreferred before laterals (Dinnsen et al.
2001). Sequences of [tl]/[dl] have been argued to be cross-linguistically rare, particularly in word
initial position (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming 2002, 2007; Tobin 2002; Bradley 2006).
Kawasaki (1982) observes that languages that prohibit initial coronal stop-lateral
sequences do not prohibit stop-lateral sequences more generally. The table below contains a list
of languages from a variety of language families that Kawasaki lists as lacking word-initial
coronal stop-lateral sequences. All of these languages license at least one type of initial stop-
lateral sequence with a stop at a non-coronal place of articulation (e.g. labial or velar), and most
of the languages license a contrast between pre-lateral velar and labial stops (e.g. contain surface
contrast sets of [kl, pl]).
(1) Languages With Initial TL gaps (language list from Kawasaki 1982, p. 14)
Initial Place Before LateralsLanguage Family: Language: Crnl VlrLbaCoronal elar Labial
Indo-European Breton ()
Danish I
Dutch I
English
German
Norwegian
Modem Greek
Austro-Asiatic Cua
Pac6h
Palaung
Sre
_Sedang
Languages With Initial TL gaps (continued)
Language Family: Language: Initial Place Before Laterals
Coronal Velar Labial
Austronesian Chamorro
Iroquoian Oneida
Niger-Congo Ewe
Gudrd'
Kisi
Wob6
Sino-Tibetan Hayu
Tai-Kadai Lakkia
English is an example of language where stops with multiple places of articulation (e.g. [p, k, t])
are well-attested before liquids in initial and medial position as in (2). There is a three-way place
contrast in front of laterals and rhotics in medial position, and a three-way place contrast in front
of rhotics in initial position. The only gap in pre-liquid place contrasts is the lack of word-initial
coronal stop-lateral sequences (*[#tl]/[#dl]).
(2) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in English
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in English
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, tl, dl (stop-lateral clusters)
There are also languages such as Latin where sequences of [tl]/[dl] do not surface anywhere in
the language - either in word-initial position or in word-medial position - despite the fact that all
the stop place contrasts in the language (e.g. [p, t, k]) are attested in front of rhotics in both initial
and medial position (Devine & Stephens 1977). The across-the-board ban on [tl]/[dl] sequences
in Latin is schematized in (3).
(3) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tJ, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
As discussed in Chapter 1, analyzing these gaps as isolated phonotactics against coronal stop-
lateral sequences (e.g. *[#tl]/[#dl], *[tl]/[dl]) misses the generalization that what languages really
seem to lack is a contrast between coronal and velar stops in pre-lateral contexts (Flemming
1995, 2002). Rather than containing both TL and KL sequences, languages contain either TL or
KL (or show free variation). In the analysis below I pursue the argument that the neutralization
of pre-lateral T-K stop place contrasts occurs because acoustic cues for coronal and velar stop
place are generally not sufficiently distinct in pre-lateral environments (Flemming 2002, 2007;
Bradley 2006).
2.1 TL vs. KL: An Overview of Acoustic Similarity
Many analyses of TL-KL contrast neutralization have posited that there is an increased similarity
in the place cues of coronal and velar stops in pre-lateral contexts (Macken 1980; Kawasaki
1982; Ohala & Kawasaki 1984; Flemming 1995, 2002, 2007; Halle et al. 1998, Halle & Best
2007; Bradley 2006; Blevins & Grawunder 2009). This increased acoustic similarity of coronal
and velar stops before laterals is argued to help explain why this stop place contrast is licensed
far more frequently before rhotics than before laterals, despite the fact that both rhotics and
laterals are sonorous liquids that should make for a good sonority profile when adjacent to a stop
(Kawasaki 1982).
The results of experimental studies confirm that this increased similarity of place cues for
velar and coronal stops in front of laterals has perceptual consequences. In identification tasks
conducted by Halle et al. (1998) and Hall6 & Best (2007), participants experienced difficulty in
correctly labeling the place of word initial coronal stops in front of laterals (frequently labeling
them as velar stops), but did not have same difficulty when the stops occurred in front of rhotics.
Listeners also had difficulty when presented with pairs of stop-lateral clusters (e.g. [tl]-[kl]) and
stop-rhotic clusters (e.g. [tr]/[kr]) in discriminating between coronal and velar stops in pre-lateral
environments, but not in pre-rhotic environments 2.
In determining which acoustic cues for coronal and velar stop place are less distinct in the
pre-lateral context, some analyses have focused on the greater similarity of formant transitions
following the release of the stop, and others have focused on the greater similarity of certain
properties of the release bursts of the stops themselves. For example, in Kawasaki's experimental
study involving stop-lateral sequences, she discusses spectral similarity between stops in [dl] and
[gl] sequences (1982, p. 179), highlighting the similarity of the formant frequencies at the release
of the stops. Halld & Best (2007) observe that the spectral center of gravity (SCG), which is
lower in velar stop bursts than coronal stop bursts, is less well differentiated before laterals than
before rhotics.
The results of Flemming's (2007) experimental study of stop-lateral sequences lead him
to posit that the reason why TL-KL surface contrasts are particularly difficult to maintain is that
2 1 discus the specifics of these different perception experiments in more detail in Chapter 3.
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both formant transitions following the release of the stops and certain properties of the stop
bursts are insufficiently distinct before laterals. The affected portions of the stops as reported in
his study are highlighted in (4). If a stop is specified in a language inventory with formant
transitions (from both the approach to and release of the constriction) as well as properties of the
constriction and the burst (Flemming 2002), then it is the cues in both (4c) and (4d) that are
rendered less distinct in the lateral context.
(4) Representation of Stop Consonant (adapted from Flemming 2008)
[F2 Loudness Noise Frequency, etc. F2
F3 I F3I
a). closure transitions b.) closure c.) burst d.) release transitions
In the discussion below, I incorporate Flemming's (2007) acoustic results into markedness
constraints that penalize indistinct surface contrasts. Crucially, the analysis emphasizes that pre-
lateral T-K surface contrasts are particularly difficult for languages to maintain due to the fact
that such contrasts do not have sufficiently distinct cues for stop place in either the release
transitions or the bursts of the stops.
2.2 Outline of Analysis
The outline of the chapter is as follows. I begin by reviewing experimental results (Flemming
2007) that show an increased similarity in the acoustic cues for coronal and velar stop place in
pre-lateral contexts. Contrasts of pre-lateral coronal and velar stops are shown to be marked
contrasts because they are insufficiently distinct in several perceptual dimensions, specifically in
regards to their (1) formant transition values, and (2) burst properties (Flemming 2002, 2007;
Bradley 2006). Using these experimental results, I formalize the reason that a coronal and velar
stop place contrast is more difficult to maintain before laterals (TL-KL) than before vowels or
rhotics (TV-KV, TR-KR). In TV-KV and TR-KR contrasts, the pre-vocalic and pre-rhotic stops
have distinct cues for place present in either their release transition cues or their stop burst cues
(or both). However, pre-lateral stops in TL-KL contrasts have sufficiently distinct cues for a stop
place contrast in neither their release transitions nor their stop burst properties. I formulate
distinctiveness constraints with respect to these perceptual dimensions that penalize indistinct
stop place contrasts such as TL-KL. These distinctiveness constraints crucially reference acoustic
properties of both release transitions and stop bursts.
In Section 2.5 I address the question of how TL-KL contrasts are maintained in languages.
If a T-K place contrast is not perceptually distinct based on the cues available in the pre-lateral
context, what cues license the contrast in languages where it is attested? I pursue the hypothesis
that the presence of other contextual cues that contribute to the perceptibility of the stop place
contrast (if available) license pre-lateral T-K contrasts. I argue that the relative availability of
place cues in different contexts is the reason for the much-discussed positional asymmetry in the
cross-linguistic attestation of TL-KL contrasts (e.g. the stronger word-initial ban). In this chapter
(and subsequent chapters) I show that TL-KL contrasts are maintained in just those environments
that provide additional contextual cues that enhance the perceptibility of the stop place contrast.
In Section 2.6 I examine the outcome of TL-KL contrast neutralizations. The discussion
focuses on the general preference for neutralization in languages to result in surface KL
sequences (Flemming 2007). I argue that the reason the preferred output in languages is
frequently KL rather than TL is that an output of KL avoids creating other marked surface
contrasts. I hypothesize that the presence of a coronal stop is more difficult to detect in front a
lateral than the presence of a velar stop (Blevins & Grawunder 2009), with the result that a
surface contrast of TL-L is less distinct than a surface contrast of KL-L. Thus, a set of surface
contrasts that includes a KL sequence (e.g. [pl, kl, 1]) rather than a TL sequence (e.g. ([pl, tl, 1])
avoids the presence of two marked contrasts: TL-KL and TL-L.
In Section 2.7 I analyze the phonotactics of pre-lateral stop place contrasts in Latin. I
argue that this language shows positional asymmetries in unfaithful mappings of TL to surface
sequences that provide evidence for the neutralization of more than one indistinct surface
contrast involving TL: both a stop place contrast TL-KL and a stop presence contrast TL-L. In
capturing the data, I formalize the manner in which faithfulness constraints interact with the
proposed distinctiveness constraints. I show that the same perceptual distances that are used in
formalizing the markedness constraints are used in formalizing the faithfulness constraints
(Flemming 2008 ms). Whereas small perceptual distance between sounds create marked
contrasts (e.g. TL-KL), these same small perceptual distances create preferred faithfulness
mappings .
2.3 Formalizing the Acoustic Dimensions of TL-KL Contrast Dispreference
In formalizing the distinctiveness constraints that penalize indistinct stop place contrasts such as
TL-KL, I start by examining the role that release transition cues play in licensing stop place
contrasts and then look at the role of stop burst cues. This work crucially builds on the work of
Flemming (2002) and Bradley (2006). I compare the availability of stop place cues in pre-lateral
contexts to the availability of cues in pre-vocalic contexts (e.g. TL-KL vs. TV-KV) and to the
availability of cues in pre-rhotic contexts (TL-KL vs. TR-KR). The focus of the early analysis is
on the relative markedness of a single place contrast (T-K), but the set of place contrasts being
evaluated is expanded later in the analysis to include labials as well (e.g. [kl, tl, pl]).
2.3.1 Formalizing the Role of Release Transitions in Stop Place Contrasts
It has been well established that formant frequencies following the release of a stop closure play
a large role in cuing the place of a stop (Delattre et al. 1955; Dorman et al. 1977). However,
Flemming's (2007) results for American English show that this is one of the cues to stop place
that is less distinct for coronal and velar stops in a pre-lateral context. The data in (5) summarizes
his findings (numbers in parenthesis are standard deviations). There is an increased similarity of
formant values for coronal and velar stops before a lateral as compared to those before a vowel
(specifically a vowel with a F2 value comparable to that of the lateral).
(5) Pre-Lateral Coronal/Velar Cues Less Distinct 3 (from Flemming (2007))
(a) Formant Transitions Pre-V
d (dole) g (goal)
F2 onset (Hz) 1846 (139) 1075 (106) well-differentiated
F3 onset (Hz) 2754(160) 2758 (177)
(b) Formant Transitions Pre-L
-dl- -gl-
F2 onset (Hz) 1311 (149) 1158 (131) less distinct
F3 onset (Hz) 3089 (403) 3044 (233)
As can be seen in a comparison between (3a) and (3b), F2 values are far more distinct when
comparing velar and coronal stops before the vowel (3a) than before the lateral (3b) (F3 values
are similar across-the-board). Flemming (2007) hypothesizes that the lower F2 in the formant
3 Although the focus of the second half of the chapter is on pre-lateral place contrasts of voiceless stops, all of the
acoustic measurements from the experimental study are for voiced stops because release transitions are more
difficult to measure in English voiceless stops. This is due to the fact that English voiceless stops are aspirated and
so the transitions occur in the aspiration phase (Smits et al. 1996).
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transitions in [dl] is due to the lateral release of the stop. By holding the stop occlusion at the
primary place of articulation (coronal) and lowering the sides of the tongue (laterally releasing),
the cavity in front of the constriction is lengthened. This lowers the F2 value in the CL transition.
This lowering of F2 makes the place cues of coronal and velar stops more similar (in a
canonically velar direction). The result is that one of the main cues that differentiates coronal and
velar stop place is greatly reduced in the pre-lateral environment.
I capture the way in which this reduction in cues affects the maintenance of TL-KL
contrasts by proposing a distinctiveness constraint that penalizes stop place contrasts with
insufficiently distinct release transitions in both F2 and F3. One consequence of the fact that stop
transitions vary contextually based on the quality of adjacent vowels (Lindblom 1963), or other
sonorous segments, is that stops are not differentiated by the same formant in all environments.
For example, Kewley-Port (1982) argues that in many cases neither F2 nor F3 taken individually
differentiates all three stop places (labial, coronal, velar) across different vowel contexts in
English. She shows that fully distinguishing between places of articulation requires (i) a
difference in formant values plotted in more than one perceptual dimension (F2xF3) and (ii)
knowledge of the vowel context. The manner in which the relevant information is contained in
the combination of formant values is illustrated in the F2xF3 plots in (6) (average values for
representations taken from Kewley-Port 1982).
(6) F2xF3 Mappings for CV Formant Transitions (Kewley-Port 1982)
(a.) Ci (b.) Ca
3000 3000
2500 2500 gir
b g2 2000 -20 2000
1500 1500
1000 1000
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
F2 F2
Thus when formalizing a distinctiveness (MinDist) constraint that evaluates the perceptual
distinctness of the release transitions in stop place contrasts, I propose that the constraint needs to
evaluate perceptual distance in two-dimensions, taking into account both F2 and F3.
In order to determine a cut-off point in formant measures that captures the manner in
which transitions following the stops in T-K contrasts are insufficiently distinct in front of
laterals, but not in front of vowels, I use Euclidean distance measures (Liljencrants & Lindblom
1972). I measure the distances between the onset frequencies (F2xF3) of stops that contrast in
place in front of vowels and liquids, and then I compared the distances. The data used to
establish the necessary comparison distances is the American English data from the Flemming
(2007) study. In his experiment, he recorded five native speakers of American English saying
minimal triplets that contrasted stop place ([b, d, g]) in front of a variety of vowels ([a, x, c, i, i,
ou, u]) as well as in front of liquids ([I, r]). Formant measurements had been performed in the
original study 4; in order to use the values to calculate perceptual (rather than acoustic) distances,
I converted the frequency measurements (Hz) into barks. The Bark scale is a psycho-acoustic
4 For a complete discussion of the methods used to take formant measurements see Flemming (2007).
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scale in which the output of the conversion (to barks) is a quasi-logarithmic transformation of the
Hertz scale (Lindblom 1986; Roark 2001). The equation for the conversion is shown in (7).
(7) Critical band rate z (in bark) (Traunmilller 1990)
z = [26.81 / (1 + 1960 If)] - 0.53, withfin Hz
The converted F2 and F3 measurements are averaged for each sequence and then these averages
are used to find the perceptual distance between stop place contrasts in F2xF3 space. The
distances are calculated as simple Euclidean distances (e.g. distance (dae-g)= [(F2da - F2gx) 2 +
(F3da - F3 gx) 2 ]/ 2). Although many studies have shown that lower formants (Fl values) have
more perceptual weight (are more salient) than higher formants (Lindblom 1975, 1986; Diehl et
al. 2003), there is less consensus with regards to the relative weighting of F2 and F3. As a result,
I have given both formants equal weight in the perceptual distance calculations.
The results of the calculations are shown in (8). The results in (8) show the F2xF3
distances for all three stop place contrasts ([d-g], Id-b], [d-bJ) in English before vowels as
compared to the distance of [d-g] in front of a lateral. The results in (8) are a subset of the results
in (9), showing only distances related to the [d-g] contrast.
(8) Subset Comparison: dV-gV vs. dl-gl
Contrast Distance (barks)
dol-gol 3.51
du-gu 2.71
dou-gou 1.29
di-gi 1.17
di-gi 1.14
do-go 1.11
da-ga 1.00
de-gE 0.90
dl-gl 0.80
(9) Perceptual Distances in F3-F2 for Stop Place in CVs as Compared to dl- I
Contrast Distance (barks)
a. bol-dol 4.15
b. bu-du 3.76
c. dol-gol 3.51
d. bou-dou 3.11
e. ba-da 3.03
f. du-gu 2.71
g. bac-go 2.05
h. ba-ga 2.05
i. bou-gou 1.90j. bc-gE 1.85
k. bi-gi 1.77
1. bi-gi 1.57
m. dou-gou 1.29
The results in (8) clearly show that all the release transitions in pre-vocalic [d-g] contrasts are
more distinct than the transition in the pre-lateral [d-g] contrast. The more global comparison of
the [d-g] contrast with the rest of the stop place contrasts in pre-vocalic environments (9) still
shows that pre-lateral [d-g] has one of the least distinct contrasts in its release transitions, though
there are several pre-vocalic stop place contrasts that are even less distinct (9w)-(9y). I argue in
the next section that the stops in these contexts have distinct burst properties that provide robust
cues for place contrasts--cues that are reduced in pre-lateral coronal and velar stops.
I use these results in the formalization of the distinctiveness constraint in (10). This
constraint states that surface contrasts of stops must have sufficiently distinct release transitions,
where the measure of sufficient distinctness is defined as .90 barks. This constraint is a further
refinement of Flemming's (2008) constraint that evaluates the distinctiveness of the release
transitions of stop contrasts (MinDist{release transitions}).
Contrast Distance (barks)
n. di-gi 1.17
o. di-gi 1.14
p. do-go 1.11
q. bu-gu 1.05
r. da-ga 1.00
s. bc-dc 0.96
t. bo-do 0.95
u. dc-gE 0.90
v. dl-gl 0.80
w. bol-gol 0.67
x. bi-di 0.63
y. bi-di 0.43
(10) MINDIST Constraint for Formant Transitions (Release)
MINDIST=F2xF3 (R): stop release transitions must be distinct in their values for F2xF3
by a distance of at least .90 barks.
Ranking this distinctiveness constraint above the constraint *Merge (which assesses violations
for the neutralization of contrasts) predicts the neutralization of TL-KL contrasts, because the
release transitions for coronal and velar stops do not have sufficiently distinct formant transitions
pre-laterally. This ranking is illustrated in (11); it is the type of ranking that captures languages
such as Latin where TL-KL contrasts are neutralized in all positions.
(11) Indistinct Release Transitions-Place Contrast Neutralized
dlV, glV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
a dlV, glV *!
-tb dlV *
-+c glV *
The place contrast in candidate (11 a) is eliminated by the distinctiveness constraint, leaving
either of the output candidates with a single place specification (11 b) (coronal) or (11 c) (velar) as
the predicted winners. The analysis does not yet predict the direction of the neutralization of the
contrast (surface TL or KL)--only the fact that the contrast neutralizes. I address the outcome of
pre-lateral T-K contrast neutralization in Section 2.6 when I examine larger sets of surface
contrasts in languages.
The ranking of the constraints in (11) does (correctly) predict that coronal and velar place
contrasts that have distinct release transitions (e.g. in pre-vocalic contexts such as [o]) should be
maintained. This is illustrated in (12).
(12) Distinct Release Transitions- Place Contrast Maintained
do, go MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
-+a do, go
b do *!
c go *!
Candidates (1 2b) and (12c) are eliminated because they have gratuitous violations of *Merge; as
there are no violations of the higher ranked distinctiveness constraint (1 2a) the winner.
However, the distinctiveness constraint formalized in (10) does not does not fully capture
the reason that surface TL-KL contrasts are difficult to maintain, because it does not take into
account the fact that in addition to lacking sufficiently distinct release transitions, pre-lateral T-K
contrasts also lack sufficiently distinct cues differentiating the place of their stop bursts. Without
adding in the role that burst properties play in the licensing of stop place contrasts, the ranking of
constraints in (11)-(12) incorrectly predicts that all the pre-vocalic place contrasts that have less
distinct release transitions than [dl-gl] should also be neutralized. One such example (from (8w))
is shown in (13).
(13) Incorrect Prediction: Neutralization of [bol]-[dol]
bol, dol MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
© a bol, dol *1
b bol *
c dol *
Below I show that stop place contrasts such as those in (13) are able to surface when pre-lateral
T-K place contrasts are prohibited due to the fact that the stops lack sufficiently distinct place
cues in both their release transitions and their bursts.
2.3.2 Formalizing the Role of Burst Properties in Stop Place Contrasts
One reason for emphasizing the fact that both formant transitions and burst properties are
insufficiently distinct for coronal and velar stops before laterals is that it has been well-
established that both bursts and transitions play a role in cuing the place of stops (Cooper et al.
1952; Fischer-Jorgensen 1954, 1972; Dorman et al. 1977; Smits et al. 1996). The trade-off in the
perceptual weight of formants and transitions in cuing stop place is argued to correspond to the
location of the stronger acoustic cues supporting the place contrast in the context being compared
(Fischer-Jorgensen 1972; Smits et al. 1996).
For example, results from studies of both Danish (Fischer-Jorgensen 1972) and Dutch
(Smits et al. 1996), showed that bursts play a greater role in listeners' perception of stop place
when stops precede front vowels, but formant transitions generally play a greater role in the
perception of stop place when stops precede non-front vowels. Thus, stop place contrasts in
forms such as those shown in (8x)-(8y) (reproduced below) that contain front vowels fit into the
category of contrasts demonstrated to be discerned mainly by the cues in their stop bursts -- not
by their release transitions 5.
(8) Release Transitions: Insufficient Distances
Contrast Distance (barks)
v. dl-gl 0.80
w. bol-gol 0.67
x. bi-di 0.63
y. bi-di 0.43
Fischer-Jorgensen (1972) and Smits et al. (1996) argue that the perceptual weight of stop bursts
5 I postpone the discussion of the cues that license the place contrast in form (8w) until I discuss the licensing of
place contrasts in front of laterals more generally (e.g. [bl]-[dl] as well as [bol]-[dol]).
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is higher when cuing place contrasts before front vowels (e.g. [i], [y]) because formant tracks for
the different stop places are similar in this context, whereas the acoustic properties of the burst
are distinct. The opposite is frequently true of place contrasts which occur before non-front
vowels (e.g. [a]), where formant tracks are well-differentiated and burst shape is less distinct.
Although it is rarely the case that only one type of cue (burst or transition) is available to
license stop place contrasts in any given environment, such cases do arise and in these contexts
stop place contrasts can be licensed in the complete absence of formant transitions--but only if
distinct burst properties are present. These contexts include stops that occur as the first member
of stop-stop clusters, particularly when such clusters occur word initially (Wright 1996). One
example of the role that release bursts play in the licensing of place contrasts in such stop-stop
clusters can be observed in the regressive (anticipatory) place assimilation patterns of Cl in
C1 C2 stop clusters. It is the case that unreleased stops are targets of place assimilation in these
clusters far more often than released stops (Kohler 1990; Ohala 1990; Jun 1995, 2002; Steriade
1997). Jun (2002) provides a list of languages that differ in whether or not neutralization of
place contrasts occurs in stop clusters based on the degree of overlap and the rate of release of
C1. In languages that release Cl, stop contrasts surface faithfully (14a); in languages that do not,
Cl undergoes processes of deletion or place assimilation (14b).
(14) Released C1 in C1C2 Sequences Resistant to Modification (data from Jun 2002)
Ci Target for Ci Target for
Place Assimilation Deletion
(a.) Released Ci in CiC2 Sequences
Arabic, Chontal, Hindi, Kutenai,
Motilone, Russian, Tillamook, Twana,
Upper Chehalis, Wikchamni, Zoque
(b.) Unreleased C1 in CiC2 Sequences
Catalan, English, German, Korean,
Malay, Thai, Yakut
Basque, Diola-Fogny, English,
German, Malay, West Greenlandic
Stop place contrasts in CI position in stop-stop clusters can even be maintained in word initial
position, where the only cues available to the place of the stop are in the burst. However, for
contrasts to exist in this position, it is imperative that the release burst is present. Wright (1996)
shows that in Tsou, C1 in medial stop-stop clusters is variably released, whereas in initial
position it is released 100% of the time.
(15) Rate of C1 Stop Release in Stop-Stop Clusters in Tsou (from Wright 1995)
total released % released
a. initial 120 120 100%
#pts 45 45 100%
#pt 30 30 100%
#pk 15 15 100%
#tp 30 30 100%
total released % released
b. medial 120 79 66%
-pts- 45 30 67%
-pt- 15 10 67%
-tp- 45 29 64%
-tk- 15 10 67%
While it is true that release bursts are present in the pre-lateral stops in Flemming's (2007) data
for American English, these bursts do not provide strong cues for a T-K contrast. There is an
increased similarity in many of the properties of coronal and velar stop bursts in this context,
including an increased similarity in the distribution of the energy in the bursts. This increased
similarity is shown in (16).
(16) Pre-Lateral Coronal/Velar Cues Less Distinct (from Flemming (2007))
(a) Stop Bursts Pre-V
d (dole) g (goal)
Burst Peak (Hz) 3225 (490) 1240 (98)
Amid-Ahi (dB) 3.6 (4.18) 16.11 (6.66) well-differentiated
(b) Stop Bursts Pre-L
-dl- -gl-
Burst Peak (Hz) 12141 1233
Amid-Ahi (dB) 12.37 (4.63) 20.42 (5.04) less distinct
As can be seen in the table above, both the location of the peak of the burst and the spectral
shape of the burst are more similar before laterals than before vowels such as [o]. The
highlighted measurements in (16) are those for the spectral shape of the burst, given as Amid-Ahi
values (Suchato & Proadpan 2005). Amid-Ahi values are calculated by taking the difference
between the average amplitude of the burst over the frequency range 1.25kHz-3kHz (mid range)
and the average amplitude of the burst over 3.5kHz-8kHz (high range).
The result is that higher values of Amid-Ahi indicate stops with bursts that are compact
(have a prominent central peak) and lower values indicate bursts that are diffuse (have smaller
spectral peaks across multiple frequencies). It is the case that canonical velar stop bursts are
compact and coronal stop bursts are diffuse (Blumstein & Stevens 1978). However, as can be
seen by the Amid-Ahi values in (16), in the pre-lateral context coronal bursts become more
compact, thus making them more similar to velar bursts. An illustration of this difference
between pre-vocalic and pre-lateral coronal stop bursts is shown in (17).
(17) Burst Spectra of Coronal Stops: Diffuse vs. Compact
(a.) do- (b.) -dl-
(c.)
Fretuxey (Hz)
go- (d.) -gl-
4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
Freumy (Hz) Frequuy (Hz)
The greater similarity in the spectral shape of coronal and velar stop bursts pre-laterally is
schematized in (18) using values for [diffuse]. Stop bursts are specified as either diffuse or not
diffuse (i.e. compact). The important difference between (1 8a) and (1 8b) is the fact that the pre-
lateral realizations of coronal and velar bursts do not differ by a schematized distance of [1] in
(1 8b)--neither realization is diffuse.
(18) Burst Spectra & Contrast Licensing: Diffuseness
a. Targets (Canonical, e.g. Pre-Vocalic (Blumstein & Stevens 1979)):
d g
diffuse 1 0
b. Realization (Pre-Laterally (Flemming 2007)):
d,g
diffuse 1 0
Although other properties of the bursts are also noticeably more similar in front of laterals (e.g.
the location of the burst peak), for the sake of the formalization in this analysis, I will focus on
the distribution of the energy of the bursts (e.g. values for diffuseness) introduced in (16)-(17)
and schematized in (18) in my formalization of distinctiveness constraints.
The distinctiveness constraint that incorporates this cue is shown in (19). This constraint
is a modified version of the earlier constraint that formalized the role of formant transitions in
licensing the pre-lateral T-K contrast. The modified constraint captures the fact that what makes
pre-lateral T-K contrasts particularly dispreferred is the fact that the place contrast is
insufficiently distinct in both formant values and the quality of their stop bursts.
(19) MINDIST Constraints for Formant Transitions/Release Bursts
(modifications of the constraints are italicized)
a. MINDIST=F2xF3 (R)vDiffuse:1: release transitions must be distinct in
their values for F2xF3 (distance: .90 barks) gr release bursts must be distinct in
their values for diffuseness (distance.:1).
If this distinctiveness constraint remains above *Merge, then pre-lateral contrasts of T-K are
predicted to neutralize as in (20). Once again, such a ranking captures languages with no surface
contrasts of TL-KL (such as Latin).
(20) Indistinct Release Trans. & Burst Properties- Neutralization
/tl~q klV/ MinDist=F2xF3(R) *Merge/tlV, klV/ v Diffuse:1 *eg
a tlV, klV F2xF3 X *
Diffuse X '
- b tlV *
- c klV *
Candidate (a) is ruled out in the above tableau because a surface TL-KL contrast violates both
parts of the distinctiveness constraint (individual violations marked with a 'W'). Both candidates
(b) or (c) are better outputs as these candidates (lacking the T-K stop place contrast) only violate
the lower ranked *Merge constraint.
This ranking with the modified constraint predicts that T-K contrasts before vowels will
be maintained as long as the contrasts are minimally distinct in either their bursts or their release
transitions (or both) as shown in (21)-(22).
(21) Distinct Release Trans/Bursts - Place Contrast Maintained
do, go MinDist=F2xF3(R) *MergevDiffuse:1
- a do, go F2xF3
Diffuse
b do *!
c go *!
The surface contrast in tableau (21) is maintained because both the formant values at the release
of the stops and the burst properties of the stops are significantly distinct. Additionally, stop
place contrasts that only have distinct burst properties are now predicted to surface as in (22).
(22) Distinct Burst Properties-Place Contrast Maintained
/bol, gol/ MinDist=F2xF3(R) *Merge/bol, vDiffuse:1
-+ a bol, gol F2xF3 X
Diffuse
b gol *!
c bol *!
The surface contrast in tableau (22) is maintained because even though the stop place contrast is
not well-cued by formant transitions, the contrast does have distinct burst properties (only
violates one disjunct of the constraint) 6.
2.3.3 TL-KL vs. TV-KV Local Summary
Due to a reduction in the formant cues differentiating T-K place contrasts pre-laterally, acoustic
cues in the stop burst become the primary means of distinguishing place. However, even though
the stop bursts contain some cues that differentiate between the places of the stops (frequency of
the peak, etc), burst cues are still more similar in front of laterals than elsewhere. The energy in
a canonical (e.g. pre-vocalic) coronal stop burst is diffuse, but in front of a lateral the same burst
is more compact, making it more similar to a canonical velar burst.
2.4 Laterals vs. Rhotics
Thus far the analysis has focused on the manner in which surface contrasts of coronal and velar
stops in pre-lateral environments are less distinct that than in pre-vocalic environments. An issue
that has not yet been addressed is how to formalize the reason that T-K place contrasts are
6 For a description of the distinct burst cues in [bol]-[gol] see Flemming & Jones (2006)
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frequently licensed in languages before rhotics but not laterals. As both rhotics and laterals are
liquids, the occurrence of either segment in C2 position following a stop creates sequences with
similar sonority profiles (Clements 1990). In the next section I summarize the difference in the
distinctiveness of the place cues for T-K contrasts in pre-lateral vs. pre-rhotic environments. I
show how the constraints proposed above are able to capture the differences in cue availability
for T-K contrasts in different liquid contexts and predict the correct surface distribution of
contrasts.
2.4.1 Stop Liquid Clusters: Cross-Linguistic Distribution Facts
One study that clearly shows an asymmetry in the cross-linguistic distribution of stop-liquid
sequences is a dictionary count conducted by Tobin (2002). In his study he reports the counts of
word-initial stop-rhotic and stop-liquid sequences in over forty different languages7 . One of the
most striking distributional facts that can be observed in the reported counts is the rarity of
coronal stop-lateral sequences as opposed to other stop-liquid sequences. In (23) I summarize the
number of languages in his survey that contain initial stop-liquid sequences. The counts include
voiced and voiceless stops at three major places of articulation (labial, coronal, dorsal) which
occur before rhotics and laterals (e.g. [gr]/[kr], [dr]/[tr], [br]/[pr] | [gl]/[kl], [dl]/[tl], [bl]/[pl]).
7 The languages included in his study are listed in Chapter 3.
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Languages Containing Stop-Liquid Sequences
#Languages with an initial velar-stop rhotic cluster
#Languages with an initial coronal-stop rhotic cluster
#Languages with an initial labial-stop rhotic cluster
#Languages with an initial velar-stop lateral cluster
#Languages with an initial coronal-stop lateral cluster
#Languages with an initial labial-stop lateral cluster
(23)
Cr|
Cl|
Aside from one language which does not contain labial stop-lateral sequences (Bukharian), all of
the stop places are attested in Cr/Cl clusters across the different languages with one general
exception: coronal stop-lateral sequences are comparatively rare (18/41 languages). This means
that out of forty two languages 42/42 have TR-KR contrasts in initial position but only 18/42
have TL-KL contrasts in the same environment.
2.4.2 Phonetic Facts: T-K Place Contrast before Rhotics
An examination of the acoustic cues available for coronal and velar stop place in front of rhotics
vs. laterals in a specific language (American English) shows that coronal stops before rhotics do
not undergo the same degree of lowering in F2 values as coronal stops before liquids. The results
from Flemming's (2007) study are reproduced in (24).
Either/Both
[kr]/[gr]
[tr]/[dr]
[pr]/br]
[kl]/[gl]
[tl]/[dl]
[pl]/[bl]
# Lang.
42/42
42/42
42/42
42/42
18/42 <-
41/42
(24) Pre-Lateral Coronal/Velar Cues Least Distinct (from Flemming (2007))
(a) Formant Transitions Pre-V
d (dole) g (goal)
F2 onset (Hz) 1846 (139) 1075 (106) well-differentiated
F3 onset (Hz) 2754 (160) 2758 (177)
(b) Formant Transitions Pre-R
dr gr
F2 onset (Hz) 1641(177) 1272(215)
F3 onset (Hz) 1998 (224) 1957 (205)
(c) Formant Transitions Pre-L
-dl- -gl-
F2 onset (Hz) 1311 (149) 1158 (131) least distinct
F3 onset (Hz) 3089 (403) 3044 (233) 1_1
These results show that F2 values for coronal stops in front of rhotics are higher than those for
laterals ((24b) as compared to (24c)), resulting in a more distinct contrast place contrast before
rhotics than before laterals. However, F2 values for coronals before the vowel [o] (24a) are
higher than those before the rhotic, meaning that the place contrast before the vowel is more
distinct than that before the rhotic. In other words, the most distinct contrast between formant
values for coronal and velar stop place occurs in front of the vowel ([o]) and the least distinct
contrast is in front of the lateral; the distinctiveness of the contrast in front of the rhotic is
intermediate between the two. This result is schematized in (25).
(25) Perceptual Distances: Pre-Liquid vs. Pre-Vocalic [d]-[g] Contrasts
[do]---------------------------[go]
[dr]--------------------[gr]
[dl]---------[gl]
smallest distance; least distinct o*
The schematization in (25) does not generalize to all vowel contexts. This is because the T-K
place contrast before rhotics is more distinct than before some vowels (26), though crucially all
contrasts in front of both vowels and rhotics are more distinct than before laterals.
(26) F2xF3 Distances T-K: Pre-Liquid vs. Pre-Vocalic
Contrast Distance (barks)
a. dol-gol 3.51
b. du-gu 2.71
c. dr-gr 1.68
d. dou-gou 1.29
e. di-gi 1.17
f. di-gi 1.14
g. dw-go 1.11
h. da-ga 1.00
i. dE-gE 0.90
j. dl-gl 0.80
However, the greater distinctiveness of the T-K place contrast before rhotics as opposed to before
laterals is only present in the release transitions of the stop, not in the burst properties. With
respect to burst properties, coronal stops are even more compact in front of rhotics (making them
more like canonical velar stops) than they are in front of laterals as in (27).
(27) Pre-Rhotic Coronal/Velar Cues Less Distinct (from Flemming (2007))
(a) Stop Bursts Pre-L
-dl- -gl-
Burst Peak (Hz) 2141 1233
Amid-Ahi (dB) 12.37 (4.63) 20.42 (5.04) not well-differentiated
(b) Stop Bursts Pre-R
dr gr
Burst Peak (Hz) 1924 (764) 1062 (333)
Amid-Ahi (dB) 17.00 (5.46) 18.01 (3.18) even less distinct
Thus, T-K place contrasts are more distinct in front of rhotics than in front of laterals with respect
to the difference in the formant values of the release transitions of the stops, but in neither pre-
liquid context is the place contrast well-differentiated by the energy distribution of the bursts.
2.4.3 Capturing TR-KR Surface Contrasts: Formalization
Using the ranking of constraints established above, a surface contrast of TR-KR would be
predicted to be maintained given that it satisfies one disjunct of the distinctiveness constraint. It
violates the part of constraint that requires sufficiently distinct stop bursts, but satisfies the part
of constraint that requires sufficiently distinct formant values.
(28) Distinct Formant Transitions- Place Contrast Maintained
/trV, krV/ MinDist=F2xF3(R) *Merge
v Diffuse: 1
-+ a trV, krV F2xF3
Diffuse X
b trV
c krV *!
As the distinctiveness constraint is not violated, the winning candidate is (28a) as it does not
contain any unnecessary violations of the *Merge constraint.
2.4.4 Local Summary: The Distinctiveness of T-K Place Contrasts
To summarize the findings of the analysis so far, I have argued that the reason surface contrasts
of TL-KL are difficult for languages to maintain is that both formant transitions at the release of
the stops and certain properties of the stop bursts are not sufficiently distinct to support a stop
place contrast in the pre-lateral environment (Flemming 2007). I formulated a distinctiveness
constraint using these acoustic dimensions to establish the minimum perceptual distance required
in order to maintain surface contrasts of stop place (focusing on contrasts of coronal and velar
stop place). Using the acoustic properties of stops before laterals, vowels, and rhotics in
American English, I showed how this constraint penalizes T-K contrasts in front of laterals
(indistinct release transitions & burst properties), while allowing T-K contrasts in front of vowels
(distinct release transitions and/or burst properties) and in front of rhotics (distinct release
transitions). The manner in which the distinctiveness constraint captures the distribution of T-K
place contrasts is summarized in (29).
(29) The Distinctiveness of T-K Contrasts in Different Segmental Envts.
MinDist F2xF3(R) Maintained
v Diffuse: 1 Y/N?
a dlV, glV F2xF3 X *
Diffuse X N
b do, go F2xF3 Y
Diffuse
c drV, grV F2xF3 Y
Diffuse X
d bol, gol F2xF3 X Y
Diffuse
The above formalization captures the fact that T-K stop place contrasts are not perceptually
distinct in the pre-lateral context. However, as these contrasts are indistinct in the pre-lateral
context, it raises the question as to how the contrasts are maintained in languages. The
hypothesis being pursued in this analysis is that other contextual cues (if available) license pre-
lateral T-K contrasts (Steriade 1995, 1997, 2001; Cote 2000). For example, cues from the context
preceding the stop are a possible source of place cues to the stop. In the next section, I argue that
the relative availability of place cues in different contexts is the reason for the much-discussed
positional asymmetry in the cross-linguistic attestation of TL-KL contrasts (discussed in the
introduction).
(30) Preview of Perceptual Distances: Word Initial vs. Post-Vocalic
VTL---------------------------VKL
#TL---------#KL
smallest distance; least distinct #
2.5 Positional Restrictions on Surface Contrasts of TL-KL
As discussed in previous sections, there are many languages that do not license a word-initial
TL-KL contrast, but do license a medial TL-KL contrast. English is one such language. The data
in (31) and (32) show the difference between attested pre-lateral stop place contrasts in initial
and medial position in English.
(31) Initial Sequences (no TL-KL contrast)
Stop Place: Example Forms:
labial pl pledge, plan, please
bl bled, black, blight
velar kl clean, close, clan
gl glean, glow, glad
coronal *tl
*dl
(32) Medial Sequences (TL-KL contrast licensed)
Stop Place: a. pre-syllabic lateral b. pre-lateral
labial pl people, supple applaud, replica
bl pebble, trouble oblong, sublime
velar kl trickle, vocal eclipse, nuclear
gl wriggle, straggle igloo, neglect
coronal tl attle, metal (r) tlas, atlantic (?)
dl peddle, cradle (r) bedlam, maudlin
As can be seen in (31), in initial position only the two way contrast between labial and velar
place exists. However, in medial position, all three place contrasts surface before both syllabic
(32a) and non-syllabic (32b) laterals.
The licensing of pre-lateral stop place contrasts is somewhat complicated in American
English by the fact that many of the voiceless coronal stops in the relevant contexts are also in
environments for processes of glottalization (e.g. [ot?los]/[o?l3s] 'atlas') or flapping (e.g. [mefal]
'metal). These forms require a separate analysis to account for how the different phonetic
realizations of the stops affect the perceptual distinctiveness of place contrasts. Despite these
complications in American English, there remains an asymmetry in the licensing of stop-lateral
contrasts by position: an asymmetry where pre-lateral stop place contrasts in word initial position
do not include stops with coronal place specifications (e.g. [blcnd] 'blend', [glcn] 'glen', *[dlcn])
while the pre-lateral stop place contrasts in medial position do include stops with coronal place
specifications (e.g. [gDblin] 'goblin', [rogbn] 'raglan', [modlin] 'maudlin').
Italian is another language that shows an asymmetry in the positional licensing of TL-KL
contrasts. Italian has initial KL sequences (e.g. [klasse] 'classe') and initial PL sequences (e.g.
[pliko] 'envelope') but not initial TL sequences (Kramer 2009; 130). However, word medially,
sequences with stops at all three places of articulation occur. As stop-liquid clusters are
syllabified tautosyllabically in intervocalic position (Kramer 2009;134), the result is that [pl],
[kl], and [tl] are all licensed as onset clusters word medially 8
8 For a alternate view of syllabification in Italian see McCrary (2004).
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(33) Tautosyllabic Coronal Stop-Lateral Clusters in Italian9
#TL VJ'L
--------------- a.tlan.te 'atlas'
-------------- a.tle.ta 'athlete'
-------------- A.tlan.tide 'Atlantis'
This means that in Italian, the exact same (tautosyllabic) TL-KL contrast shows an asymmetry in
its licensing by position: prevented initially, allowed medially. Syllabification does not appear to
play a factor in the maintenance of the contrast, only word position.
(34) Initial vs. Medial TL-KL Contrasts in Italian (tautosyllabic clusters)
Initial Contrast Medial Contrast
TL Kb Tb Kb
------------- clas.se 'class' a.tlan.te 'atlas' re.cla.me 'advertising'
------------- cli.ni.ca 'clinic' a.tle.ta 'athlete' Ra.clet.te 'a type of cheese'
--------------- cli.ma 'climate' A.tlan.tide 'Atlantis' , e.cla.tan.te 'striking'
In line with many other analyses based on positional cues (Steriade 1997, 2001), I argue that the
asymmetry in the distribution of the contrast in initial and medial position in languages like
English and Italian results from a difference in the availability of place cues for the stop.
2.5.1 Formalizing the Effect of Position on TL-KL Phonotactics
Dorman & Raphael (1980) showed that listeners make use of a number of transitional cues when
asked to identify the place of a medial stop. They showed that listeners not only use cues
available in the formant transitions following stops, but also in formant transitions preceding stop
closures. Although a number of studies have shown that the information contained in the
9 Much of the Italian data in (33)-(34) is from the BADIP (BAnca Dati dell'Italiano Parlato) database. All forms
checked with a native speaker of Italian.
following (release) transitions of the stop play a larger role in stop place identification than the
information contained in the preceding (closure) transitions (Fujimura et al. 1978; Ohala 1990),
the fact remains that both types of transitions play a role in differentiating between stops with
different place specifications.
One result of the reduction of distinct place cues in bursts and release transitions for
coronal and velar stops in pre-lateral contexts is that the strongest cues remaining to differentiate
stop place pre-laterally are in the formant transitions preceding the stop closure (VC transitions).
(35) Highlighting Increased Importance of Place Cues in Closure (VC) Transitions
[ F2 ] [Loudness Noise Frequency, etc. F2
a). closure transitions b.) closure c.) burst d.) release transitions
These VC transitions are not available in all environments--such as in initial position.
If closure (VC) transitions are incorporated into the distinctiveness constraint as an
additional cue that plays a role in licensing stop place contrasts then it is possible to capture the
distribution of pre-lateral T-K contrasts in English and Italian. The distinctiveness constraint
defined in (36a) below is the older (stricter) version of the constraint. It requires that either
release transitions or burst properties of stops be distinct in order to license place contrasts. The
newer (less strict) version of the constraint is defined in (36b). In this version of the constraint
either distinct release transitions or burst properties or closure (VC) transitions are enough to
license stop place contrasts.
(36) MINDIST Constraints for Formant Transitions/Release Bursts
(modifications of the constraints are italicized in the definitions)
a. MINDIST=F2xF3:1(R)v Diffuse: release transitions must be distinct in
their values for F2xF3 (distance: .90 barks) .r release bursts must be distinct in
their values for diffuseness (distance: 1).
b. MINDIST=F2xF3: 1(R) v DiffusevF2xF3: 1(C): release transitions must be
distinct in their values for F2xF3 (distance: .90 barks) _r release bursts must be
distinct in their values for diffuseness (distance: 1) or closure transitions must be
distinct in their values for F2xF3 (distance .90 barks)
Ranking the stricter version of the constraint (36a) above *Merge captures languages such as
Latin (37) where TL-KL contrasts are banned both word initially and word-medially..
(37) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *t1, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *t, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Distinct closure (VC) transitions are not enough to maintain the stop place contrast (the strict
version of the constraint requires either distinct release transitions or distinct stop burst
properties) and so the contrast is neutralized in medial (post-vocalic position) as in (38).
(38) Latin: TL-KL Contrast Banned in Medial Position
VdlV, VglV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
vDiffuse
a VdlV, VglV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse x '
-*b VdlV *
-+c VglV *
The same distinctiveness constraint also rules out the contrast in word-initial position (39).
(39) Latin: TL-KL Contrast Banned in Initial Position
#dlV, #glV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
vDiffuse
a #dlV, #glV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X
- b #dlV *
- c #glV *
Ranking the less strict version of the constraint (36b) above *Merge and demoting the strict
version of the constraint captures languages such as English (40) that show a positional
asymmetry in the maintenance of TL-KL contrasts.
(40) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in English
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in English
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, tl, dl (stop-lateral clusters)
The place contrast is able to surface in medial position due to the presence of distinct closure
(VC) transitions (41).
(41) TL-KL Contrast Maintained in Medial Position (English, Italian)
MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge MinDist=F2xF3 (R)
VdlV, VglV vF2xF3 (C)v Diffuse vDiffuse
--+ a VdlV, VglV F2xF3 (R) X F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X Diffuse X *
F2xF3 (C)
b VdlV *1
c VglV *!
Despite lacking sufficiently distinct release transitions and burst properties, the place contrast in
(39a) is able to surface because of the presence of distinct VC transitions10 . The constraint
*Merge rules out candidates (39b) and (39c).
The word initial TL-KL contrast is correctly ruled out in (42) because the contrast
violates the minimum perceptual distances defined for both release transitions and burst
properties, while also lacking closure transitions altogether.
(42) TL-KL Contrast Banned in Initial Position (English, Italian)
lV, #glV }MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge MinDist=F2xF3 (R)
vF2xF3 (C)vDiffuse vDiffuse
a #dlV, #glV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X
F2xF3 (C) X
-4 b #dlV
-4c #glV
Once again, the output of neutralization is predicted to be either [dl] (40b) or [gl] (40c). I address
the issue of the outcome of contrast neutralization in more detail in Section 2.6. I argue that
whether TL or KL surfaces in a language crucially depends on how distinct each sequence is
from other sequences in the language.
2.5.2 Preceding (Closure) Formant Transitions and Contrast Licensing
Before expanding the set of surface contrasts being considered in the analysis, there is one last
issue to address regarding the positional asymmetry of TL-KL contrast licensing. In the above
analysis the role of word position on contrast licensing is attributed to the availability of
'0 Under the assumption that the same perceptual distance for formant transitions in stop releases hold for the
transitions in closures (e.g. the same difference in F2xF3).
F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X *
preceding (VC) formant transitions: if they are available (e.g. word medially), the TL-KL
contrast is argued to be more distinct and thus more likely to surface. One complication with this
type of approach is that the effects of preceding transitions are more nuanced--some transitions
provide more cues than others.
For example, previous analyses have shown that not all preceding vowel contexts provide
the same degree of distinct place cues for stop place contrasts (Ohala & Ohala 1998). This means
that all preceding vowels are not predicted to be equally good at licensing pre-lateral T-K
contrasts. Additionally, as shown in (43), not all segments preceding medial sequences of TL and
KL are vowels.
(43) Word-Medial Contrasts of TL-KL in English
Medial Sequence -dl- -gl-
VCl needle [nidol] regal [.igol]
middle [midoDl] niggle [migal]
saddle [sodol] haggle [hogal]
noodle [nud3l] frugal [fiugal]
rCl curdle [ksadal] gurgle [g3Jgal]
nCl spindle [spindAl] jingle [d319g3]
sCl pistol [pistAl] fiscal [fiskol]
It is straightforward to argue that the segments preceding TL-KL contrasts in (1 a)-(l c) all
provide additional cues to the place of the relevant stop. Both preceding vowels and preceding
rhotics are very sonorous segments that provide good cues in their formant transitions to the
place of the following stop. The nasal murmur in the nasals in (1c) (a sound comprised of the
resonances of the nasal cavity and the anti-resonances of oral cavity) provides place cues to the
nasal and the following homorganic stop (Kurowski & Blumstein 1984). The formant transitions
preceding the nasal also provide place cues for both the nasal and the stop as well, considering
that both segments are homorganic.
However, the TL-KL contrast in (1d) provides a seeming puzzle for a cue-based account
of contrast licensing. What cues in the strident are helping to maintain the following TL-KL
contrast? This issue is addressed in Chapter 4 when I analyze the distribution and production of
[stl] and [skl] sequences in both adult and child speech (Smith 1973; Macken 1980; Ohala &
Sole 2010).
2.6 Comparison Sets of Surface Contrasts & the Direction of Contrast Neutralization
Thus far in the analysis TL-KL has been examined as a surface contrast in isolation. However,
whenever TL-KL is being evaluated as a possible surface contrast in a language it is being
evaluated as part of a larger set of surface contrasts (Flemming 2002; Lubowicz 2003). The set of
surface contrasts that is sufficiently distinct determines the permissible sound sequences - the
phonotactics - of a language. I hypothesize that once TL-KL contrasts are included in larger sets
of surface contrasts, the general preference for output KL sequences rather than TL sequences
can be straightforwardly accounted for.
In the discussion below I first increase the contrast set size by analyzing TL-KL alongside
other pre-lateral stop place contrasts, specifically contrasts involving stops with a labial place of
articulation (e.g. KL-PL, TL-PL). Then I examine contrasts involving the presence (or absence)
of pre-lateral stops. Specifically, I look at stop-lateral sequences as compared to simple laterals
(e.g. TL-L, KL-L, PL-L). I argue that due to the homorganicity of TL sequences, TL-L is a less
distinct contrast than KL-L, and that it is the avoidance of this latter, marked, contrast that
accounts for the greater attestation of [ki, pl, 1]/[gl, bl,l] surface contrast sets in languages as
opposed to [tl, pl, 1]/[dl, bl, 1] contrast sets.
2.6.1 Comparison Set: Adding Stop Place Contrasts
In all the example languages discussed in detail up to this point in the analysis (English, Italian,
Latin), there exists a three-way stop place contrast of both voiced ([b, d, g]) and voiceless stops
([p, t, k]). All three languages also show a two-way place contrast between labials and velars in
front of laterals ([kl, pl], [gl, bl]), although only English and Italian show a medial contrast
involving all three places (e.g. [gl, bl, dl]).
No new distinctiveness constraints need to be posited in order to account for pre-lateral
stop place contrasts sets that include labials (TL-PL, KL-PL). Pre-lateral contrasts of labial and
coronal stops ([bl]-[dl]) are differentiated (minimally distinct) because of their release transitions
(44a).
(44) F2xF3 Distances: Pre-Lateral Place Contrasts
Contrast Distance (barks)
a. dl-bl 1.22
b. dl-gl 0.80
c. bl-gl 0.43
In the case of pre-lateral contrasts of labial and velar stops ([bl]-[gl]), although their release
transitions are not distinct (44c), the properties of their stop bursts are able support a contrast. As
can be seen in (45), labial stops are diffuse (falling), whereas velar stops are compact. Labial
stops also have an incredibly low burst peak (approx. 100 Hz).
(45) Burst Spectra of Velar and Labial Stops: Compact vs. Diffuse
(a.) gl (b.) bl
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 0000
Ftquewy (Hz) Fretquay (Hz)
The difference in diffuseness between labial and velar stops is schematized in (46).
(46) Burst Spectra & Contrast Licensing: Diffuseness
a. Targets (Canonical, e.g. Pre-Vocalic (Blumstein & Stevens 1979)):
b,d g
diffuse 1 0
b. Realization (Pre-Laterally (Flemming 2007)):
b<- d,g
diffuse 1 0
In the tableaux in (47)-(48) the set of surface contrasts being evaluated are expanded to include
contrast sets with pre-lateral labial stops. Tableau (47) captures languages such as Italian and
English where a three way place contrast is maintained in medial position.
(47) Three Way Place Contrast Maintained in Medial Position (English, Italian)
VdlV, VglV, VblV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
vF2xF3 (C)vDiffuse
-+ a VdlV, VglV, VblV F2xF3 (R) X(d-g), X(b-g)
Diffuse X(d-g), X(b-d)
F2xF3 (C)
b VdlV, VglV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse x*!
F2xF3 (C)
c VblV, VglV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse
F2xF3 (C)
d. VblV, VdlV F2xF3 (R)
Diffuse x*
F2xF3 (C)
Candidate (47a) [VdlV, VglV, VblV] is the winning output set of contrasts because there are no
gratuitous violations of *Merge as in the other candidates (47b)-(47d). The three way contrast is
permitted in (47a) because there are closure transitions preceding all the stops.
The three way place contrast is correctly ruled out in (48) because it is being evaluated in
initial position, where there are no closure transitions.
(48) Three Way Place Contrast Banned in Initial Position (English, Italian, Latin)
#dlV, #glV, #blV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
vF2xF3 (C)vDiffuse
a #dlV, #glV, #blV F2xF3 (R) X(d-g), X(b-g)
Diffuse X(d-g), X(b-d) *!
F2xF3 (C) X(d-g), X(b-g), X(b-d)
b #dlV, #glV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X *! *
F2xF3 (C) X
-+ c #blV, #glV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse *
F2xF3 (C) X
- d. #blV, #dlV F2xF3 (R)
Diffuse X *
F2xF3 (C) X
Candidate set (46a) is ruled out because the pre-lateral [d,g] contrast violates all three disjuncts
of the distinctiveness constraint (no closure transitions and insufficiently distinct release
transitions/burst properties). Candidate set (46b) is ruled out for the same reason. Candidates
(46c) ([#blV, #glV]) and (46d) ([#blV, #dlV] are both permitted because the stop place contrasts
have either distinct release transitions (46d) or distinct burst properties (46c)".
Hence both contrast sets [bl, gl] and [bl, dl] are minimally distinct; as of yet there is no
reason to prefer one contrast set over the other. In the next section I posit that adding laterals in
the contrast set (so that stop lateral sequences are being compared to simple laterals) provides a
perceptually motivated explanation for why KL-TL contrasts generally neutralize in favor of KL
sequences (e.g. output: [bl, gl, 1]) rather than TL sequences (e.g. output: [bl, dl, 1]).
2.6.2 Comparison Set: Adding Stop Presence Contrasts
As mentioned throughout this analysis, one puzzle that arises from adopting a contrast-based
analysis for the coronal-stop lateral dispreference involves the outcome of TL-KL contrast
neutralization. Why, in languages that show a neutralization of the contrast, is the outcome
frequently a KL sequence (Flemming 2007)? In the analysis below I hypothesize that the
direction of the neutralization of indistinct surface contrasts, such as TL-KL, is conditioned by
the avoidance of other indistinct contrasts. In addition to the stop place contrast (TL-KL), there
'A remaining issue that needs to be addressed is that the burst cues portion of the constraint requires further
refinement as [bi]-[di] is not differentiated by diffuseness (but is differentiated by both burst peak and spectral center
of gravity (SCG)).
are marked contrasts involving stop presence that play a role in determining the phonotactics of
surface contrasts.
Specifically, I argue that a contrast between a stop-lateral sequence and a lateral singleton
is less distinct when the stop is coronal (TL-L) than when the stop is velar (KL-L). It is the
avoidance of this second, less distinct contrast (TL-L) that conditions the outcome of TL-KL
neutralizations. This hypothesis is schematized in (49).
(49) Contrast Neutralization Influenced By Avoiding Other Contrasts
TL---------KL
TL---------L KL---------------L
less distinct o* more distinct o*
In previous analyses that discuss stop place contrasts in front of laterals, synchronic and
diachronic processes of coronal stop velarization (tl -+ kl) are cited as being evidence for the
perceptually similarity of stop place in TL-KL contrasts (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming 2002;
Bradley 2006). However, the velarization of coronal stops is not the only way in which TL
sequences are commonly eliminated from languages (neutralizing TL-KL contrasts). A few of
the attested realizations of TL sequences in Philippine Minor languages are reproduced in (50).
The realization of these sequences show a cross-language difference in the way TL sequences are
eliminated from surface contrast sets (Blevins & Grawunder 2009).
(50) Philippine Minor Languages (data Reid 1971; reconstruction B&G 2009)
Reconstruction: *?iteluR 'egg' (Proto-Malayo-Polynesian)
Language Name Output Sequence Process
a. Balangaw ?etlog ti syncope
b. Batad Ifugao ?itlug ti syncope
c. Agta ?iklug kl syncope + velarization
d. Bayninan Ifugao ?iklug kl syncope + velarization
e. Atta illuk 11 syncope + assimilation
f. Gaddang ?ilog 1 syncope + simplification
The surface sequences in (50e)-(50f) show that in addition to a process of stop velarization
(50c)-(50d), stops in TL sequences in some of the Philippine Minor languages undergo a process
of complete assimilation/simplification (tl -* 11, tl -+ 1). I argue that this latter mapping indicates
that contrasts of TL-L(L)12 are not strongly cued, and that neutralizations of TL-L contrasts
contribute to the lack of TL sequences in many languages. For example, this same cross-
language difference in the diachronic change that eliminates [tl]/[dl] sequences by either (1) stop
velarization (tl -+ kl) or (2) stop deletion (tl -- 1) is attested in the realizations of Proto-Slavic
coronal stop-lateral sequences in Slavic and Baltic languages (Kalima 1947; Vaillant 1950;
Shevelov 1965; Arumaa 1976; Kiparsky 1979; Anderson 2006; Derkson 2008).
Aside from coronal stop-lateral sequences, stops preceding the liquids [1] and [r] from
Proto-Slavic were generally preserved in Slavic languages. Shevelov (1965) lists the example
forms in (51) from Old Church Slavic as forms showing that aside from pre-lateral coronal stops,
stops were (as a rule) preserved in stop-liquid clusters (initially and medially).
12 I am ignoring the length of lateral geminates for the moment. I will return to this issue in Chapter 3.
13 See Shevelov (1965 p. 372-374) and Anderson (2006) for evidence of [tl]/[dl/] simplifications being a process
apart from other historical coda weakening processes. For example, Anderson (2006) provides a few etyma showing
that the simplification process occurred word initially for [tl] as well.
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(51) Old Church Slavonic Stop-Liquid Sequences (data from Shevelov (1965) p. 200)
One difference between the three major Slavic language groups (West Slavic, East Slavic, South
Slavic) is the manner in which Proto-Slavic *tl and *dl sequences are realized in the different
languages: whether or not the coronal stops were realized faithfully, or simplified to [1] (Kalima
1947; Vaillant 1950; Shevelov 1965; Arumaa 1976; Kiparsky 1979; Anderson 2006; Derkson
2008). In West Slavic languages (e.g. Czech, Polish) the sequences are realized faithfully,
whereas in East Slavic languages (e.g. Russian, Ukrainian) and South Slavic languages (e.g.
Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian), the sequences are generally simplified to [1]14.
The examples in (52) show three Proto-Slavic forms with reconstructed word-medial
(tautomorphemic) *dl: the word for 'soap' (*mydlo), the word for 'fir/spruce' (*jedla), and the
word for 'pray' (*modliti).
14 See the discussion below for more details regarding Russian dialect behavior.
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(52) Retention vs. Simplification of *dl Clusters
(a) Reconstruction: *dl *mydlo 'soap' (Derkson 2008, p. 336)
-dl- -1 4-
Western Slavic: Eastern Slavic: Southern Slavic
Czech: mfdlo Russian: m'lo Serbo-Croatian: milo
Polish: mydlo Ukrainian: ----- Bulgarian:-
(b) Reconstruction: *dl *edlb; *edla 'spruce, fir' (Derkson 2008, p. 139)
-dl- -1 -1-
Western Slavic: Eastern Slavic: Southern Slavic
Czech: jedle Russian: el' Deli] Serbo-Croatian: jela
Polish: jodla Ukrainian: ---- Bulgarian: jel6
(c) Reconstruction: *dl *modliti 'pray' (Derkson 2008, p. 320)
-dl- -- -1-
Western Slavic: Eastern Slavic: Southern Slavic
Czech: modliti Russian: molit' Serbo-Croatian: m6liti
Polish: modlid Ukrainian: Bulgarian: -----
As can be seen in words such as (52a) 'soap' (reconstructed *mydlo), Western Slavic languages
preserve the pre-lateral coronal stop (e.g. Czech mydllo), whereas Eastern Slavic and Southern
Slavic languages (generally) simplify the coronal-stop lateral sequences to simple laterals (e.g.
Russian mylo, Serbo-Croatian milo).
Although Proto-Slavic *tl and *dl sequences are realized in the Eastern and Southern
Slavic languages as simple laterals, they have a different unfaithful realization in neighboring
Baltic languages. In the Baltic languages of Lithuanian and Latvian, these stops underwent a
velarization process, becoming *kl and *gl (Kalima 1947; Vaillant 1950; Arumaa 1976; Kiparsky
1979)16. This process resulted in velar stops in Lithuanian and Latvian cognates of some of the
Slavic [dl]/[l] forms discussed above, such as the word for 'fir, spruce' (*edlb).
15 Sequences of [tl] and [dl] do exist in contemporary Russian, etc. from sources other than Proto-Slavic *tl, *dl.
16 In his Urslavische Grammatik (vl.2, pg. 56), Arumaa (1976) states that this velarization process happened to some
extent in Albanian as well.
(53) Baltic Velarization vs. Eastern/Southern Slavic Deletion of *dl Clusters
Reconstruction: *dl *edlb; *edla 'spruce, fir' (Derksen 2008, p. 139)
-dl- -I- -gl-
Western Slavic: Eastern/Southern Slavic: Baltic:
Czech: jedle Russian: el' [jeli] Latvian: egle
Polish: jodla Serbo-Croatian: jela Lithuanian: dgle
Moreover, in some of the Northwestern dialects of Russian, most particularly the dialect of
Pskov, the sequences *dl and *tl also surface with velar stops before laterals (Kalima 1947;
Vaillant 1950; Kiparsky 1979)'7. Two Pskov dialect forms with these sequences are shown in
(54a)-(54b)
(54) Velarization in Pskov (Northwestern Russian Dialect)18
(a) Reconstruction: *dl *i9dlo 'sting, barb' (Derksen 2008, p. 560)
-dl- -I- -gl-
Western Slavic Eastern/Southern Slavic Pskov: ario || iaglo 'sting, barb
Polish: 2qdlo 'sting' Russian: wano || ialo 'sting'
(b) Reconstruction *dl *ierdl6' (Derksen 2008, p. 559)
-dl- -I- -gl-
Western Slavic Eastern/Southern Slavic Pskov: meperno || ieregl6
Polish: fr6dlo 'source' Russian: xepeno |1 ierelb 'place-name near Narva'
Czech: iridlo 'source' 'mouth, estuary'
Similar to the realization of pre-lateral coronal stops in the Philippine Minor Languages, the
realization of these sequences in Slavic and Baltic languages show a cross-language difference in
the way TL sequences are eliminated from surface contrast sets: by either stop velarization or
17 Mikkola (1913) qualifies that this process occurs 'at least in front of palatal vowels' in the Pskov dialect. There
are forms which show exceptions to the velarization process, including MOIRHTBa 'prayer' (singleton [1] in standard
Russian as well as in Pskov (Kalima 1947)). Some common words were also replaced with standard (singleton [1])
forms (e.g. cano 'fat', (Kiparsky 1979)).
18 Kalima (1947) observes that in zeregld there is additional evidence that the Pskov g/ is a development from
Common Slavic *dl out of Russian territories, including the fact that this form shows the same pleophony or 'full
vocalization' (Cubberley 2002) process as in Std. Russian (e.g. leregl6, *zregl6)
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stop deletion. As diachronic processes of coronal stop velarization (TL -+ KL) are cited as being
evidence for the perceptually similarity of stop place in TL-KL contrasts, I also hypothesize that
diachronic processes of stop assimilation/deletion (TL -> LL, TL -+ L) are evidence for the
perceptual similarity of TL-L. In the latter case, it is the stop presence contrast that is difficult to
maintain. To summarize, if both TL -+ L and TL -+ KL are small perceptual changes, then
neither TL-L nor TL-KL are predicted to be perceptually robust surface contrasts.
In the next section I formalize the way in which TL-L contrasts are less distinct than KL-
L contrasts. This formalization provides an account for why the output of TL-KL neutralization
is so frequently a KL sequence.
2.6.3 KL Only Languages: Formalizing the Indistinctness of TL-L Contrasts
There is an intuition in phonological literature on coronal stop-lateral sequences that perceiving a
coronal stop in front of a lateral is more difficult than perceiving stops with other places of
articulation in the same context (Albright 2008; Blevins & Grawunder 2009). There are several
possible explanations for why TL-L contrasts are less perceptually distinct than KL-L contrasts
(or PL-L contrasts). First, in medial position the vowel transitions preceding TL and L are both
coronal (homorganic). A result of this homorganicity is that C I C2 (TL) is more similar to simple
C2 (e.g. L), because preceding vowel transitions are not sufficiently distinct to cue a contrast
between the coronal sequence and the coronal singleton. However, as no transitions precede
stop-lateral sequences in word-initial position, homorganic (VC) transitions cannot be the only
reason why the presence of coronal stops in TL sequences is less well-cued than the presence of
velar stops in KL sequences.
One acoustic difference between coronal and velar stops that holds across word position
is that coronal stop bursts are weaker (quieter) than velar bursts (Ohala & Ohala 1998). In their
analysis of pre-liquid stops, Halld & Best (2007) provide measurements of the difference in BIE
(burst integrated energy) of pre-lateral coronal and velar stops, showing that values of BIE are
greater for velar stops (3.74 dBs) than for coronal stops (2.38 dBs). This measurement of energy
integrated over time correlates with the perception of a sound's loudness; thus, Halld & Best's
results support claims that velar stop bursts are louder than coronal stop bursts. As a louder stop
burst is a stronger cue to the presence of a stop, the relative loudness of coronal and velar stop
bursts provides a perceptual explanation for a preference for KL-L contrasts as opposed to TL-L
contrasts.
The difference in loudness between coronal and velar stop bursts is schematized in (55).
The lateral in the schematization is labeled with a loudness value of zero, as lateral approximants
do not have bursts (the strength of labial bursts will be addressed momentarily). The
distinctiveness constraint based on the schematized noise loudness scale in (55) is defined in
(56). The constraint establishes a minimum perceptual distance in the dimension of burst
loudness that is satisfied by KL-L contrasts but not TL-L contrasts.
(55) Schematized Noise Loudness (NL) Scale for Stop Bursts
I-----------------t ---------- k
0 1 2
(56) MINDIST Constraint for Noise Loudness (NL):
MINDIST=NL:2 - Release bursts must be distinct in their values for noise loudness
(distance:2).
The distinctiveness constraint in (56) is ranked below *Merge, which means that the constraint
does not have the power to reduce the size of surface contrast sets. It can, however, play a role in
choosing what contrasts are maintained when there is competition between contrast sets of the
same size. In other words, this constraint functions as a tie-breaker to determine the set of
contrasts that results from a merge caused by higher ranked distinctiveness constraints (the
importance of this ranking is shown in Section 2.7).
The tableaux in (57)-(58) show how this constraint favors surface contrasts of KL-L
rather than TL-L in both initial and medial position.
(57) KL-L More Distinct Surface Contrast in Initial Position
(58)
MinDist=F2xF3 (R) MinDist#dlV, #glV, #IV vDiffuse *Merge =NL
a #dlV, #glV, #1V F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X
b #dlV, #V * *!
-+ c #glV, #IV *
KL-L More Distinct Surface Contrast in Medial Position
MinDist=F2xF3 (R) MinDistVdlV, VgJV, VlV v~fue*Merge =N
vDiffuse =NL
a VdlV, VglV, VlV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse X '
b VdlV, VlV *
-+c #glV, #IV *
The way that MINDIST=NL:2 evaluates surface contrasts that contain labial stops is addressed
in the next section (when capturing surface contrasts of stop place in Latin).
2.7 Place (TL-KL) vs. Presence (TL-L(L)) Contrasts: A Case Study
In order to clearly show the effects of both TL-KL contrast neutralization and TL-L contrast
neutralization in the same language - including positional contexts in which each contrast is least
distinct - I discuss the realization of stop-lateral sequences in Latin in more detail. To review the
phonotactics of Latin stop-liquid clusters in more detail, in both initial and medial position in the
language, there is a three way stop place contrast in front of rhotics (voiceless: [p, t, k], voiced:
[b, d, g]), but only a two-way place contrast in front of laterals (voiceless: [p, k], voiced [b, g]).
The distribution of word initial stop-liquid sequences in Latin is illustrated in the words in (60)-
(61) below (data from Devine & Stephens 1977;128; Lewis & Short 1879).
(60) Initial Stop-Liquid Sequences in Latin (Voiceless Stops)
(61) Initial Stop-Liquid Sequences in Latin (Voiced Stops)
br [dr] gr
brevis 'short, little' dragma Greek coin (6paxpil) gratia 'favor'
braca 'trousers (rare)' Drusus surname gravis 'heavy, weighty'
drensare 'to call'(like a swan) grex 'flock, herd'
bl *dl g
blandus 'flattering' glaber 'bald'
gloria 'glory'
gluten 'smooth'
The distribution of word medial stop-liquid sequences in Latin is illustrated in the words in (62)-
(63) below (data from Devine & Stephens 1977;128; Lewis & Short 1879).
pr tr kr
prelum 'press' traho 'to move' creber 'thick, close'
primus 'the first' tres 'three' crimen 'verdict'
pruina 'hoar frost' trepidus 'to turn' cruor 'stream of blood'
pi * ki
plango 'to strike, beat' clades 'destruction'
plebs 'common people' claudus 'limping, halting'
plus 'more' 
_ clivus 'gently sloping height'
(62) Medial Stop-Liquid Sequences in Latin (Voiceless Stops)
(63)
To reiterate, in no position in Latin do contrasts of TL-KL surface. When TL sequences are
introduced through borrowing or sound change, the coronal stops are either velarized or deleted.
There is an asymmetry in which process occurs based off the word-position of the introduced TL
sequence (as well as a medial asymmetry based off differences in stop voicing,
[t]/[d], which is detailed in the following chapter).
First, in medial position there is velarization of pre-lateral coronal stops. This process
occurred in inherited forms from Proto-Indo-European, as seen in (64). The inherited forms with
pre-lateral voiceless coronal stops mainly involve the instrument suffix *-tlom (Vaillant 1950;
88; Leumann 1977; 102, 312-314). The pre-lateral coronal stops first underwent velarization ([tl]
-> [kl]). A process of epenthesis resulted in words such as: piaculum 'a sin offering', pdculum
'drinking vessel', saeculum 'a race, generation', periculum 'trial'.
-pr- -tr- -kr-
stuprum 'defilement' patris 'father' (gen) acris 'sharp, piercing'
apri 'wild boars' aratrum 'plough' mucro 'sharp point'
vepres 'thorn bush' nutrire 'suckle, nourish' lucrum 'gain, profit'
-pl- *-1--i
poples 'the hough' nucleus 'kernel, inner part'
duplus 'double' periclita 'to test, try'
disciplina 'instruction'
Medial Stop-Liquid Sequences in Latin (Voiced Stops)
-br- -dr- -gr-
glabri 'smooth, bald' quadrimus 'of four years' nigri 'black, sable'
febris 'fever' dodrans 'three fourths' flagrum 'whip, scourge'
vibrare 'to tremble' Adria name fragrare 'to emit a (sweet) odor'
-bl- ' -*dl- 
-g_-
publicus 'of the people' neglego 'to disregard'
sublica 'stake, pile' iuglans 'walnut'
scriblita 'a kind of tart' figlinus 'of a potter'
(64) Medial *tl > kl in Latin: Inherited Forms from Proto-Indo-European
a. *p6-tlom
b. *pia-tlom
poclum
piaclum.
poculum.
piaculum
'drinking vessel'
'a sin offering'
Additionally, in Late Latin there was a process of syncope that created sequences of word-medial
[tl], which then underwent a process of velarization to surface as [kl] (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming
1995; Bradley 2006). This syncope process is shown in (65a)-(65c), and the syncope +
velarization interaction is shown in (65d)-(65e) (data from Leumann 1977).
(65) Late Latin Syncope Process (Triggers Velarization of Coronals)
Syncope:
a. oclus 'eye' (oculus -+ oclus)
b. anglus 'angle' (angulus -+-) anglus)
c. masclus 'male' (masculus -+ masclus)
Syncope + Velarization:
d. veclus 'old (dim)' (vetulus -+ vetlus -* veclus)
e. viclus calf' (vitulus -+ vitlus -+ viclus)
In contrast, coronal stops in word initial position do not undergo velarization. Instead, in initial
position, Latin shows deletion of coronal stops (both voiced and voiceless). This process of word
initial pre-lateral deletion occurs in inherited forms from Proto-Indo-European as in (66).
(66) Elimination of Initial *tl/*dl Sequences: Stop Deletion (data from Leumann 1977)
Type of Stem: Reconstructions: Realizations: Gloss:
*tl initial *tlatos/tltos latus carried/borne
*dl initial *dlongus/*dlghos longus long
______j
To summarize, the Latin data above shows an asymmetry in the behavior of [tl] sequences which
arise through inheritance/diachronic change. In initial position, coronal stops delete ([#tl] -> [#1]
and in medial position coronal stops velarize (([VtlV] -+ [VklV]). Thus, the neutralization of
TL-KL contrasts in Latin occurs through more than one type of unfaithful mapping from input-
output. The tableau in (67) captures the neutralization of TL-KL contrasts in Latin in initial
position (surface contrast set contains KL, not TL).
(67) Latin: TL-KL Contrast Banned in Initial Position
MinDist=F2xF3 (R) MinDist=
#tlV, #lV, #IV vDiffuse Merge NL:2
a #tlV, #klV, #IV F2xF3 (R) X(tl-kl), X(tl-l), X(kl-l)
Diffuse X(tl-kl)
b #tlV, #IV F2xF3 (R) X(tl-l) 
* *!(tl-l)
Diffuse
c #kIV, #IV F2xF3 (R) X(kl-l)
Diffuse
In (67) the contrast set that includes both TL and KL (67a) is prohibited because the place
contrast is not differentiated by properties in either the release transitions or the bursts of the
stops (it violates MINDIST=F2xF3vDiffuse). Both (67b) and (67c) have a reduced (two-way)
set of contrasts, and (67c) is the winning output contrast set because the velar stop burst is louder
than the coronal stop burst, satisfying the MINDIST=NL constraint. The correct surface contrast
set for word medial position is captured in the same manner in (68).
(68) Latin: TL-KL Contrast Banned in Medial Position
Vt1V, Vk1V, VIV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge MinDist=
vDiffuse NL:2
a VtIV, VklV, VlV F2xF3 (R) X(tl-kl), X(tl-l), X(kl-l)
Diffuse X(tl-kl) *! _ *(tl-k_)*(tl-1)
b VtIV, VlV F2xF3 (R) X(tl-l) *14t-1)
Diffuse
c VkIV, VIV F2xF3 (R) X(kl-l)
Diffuse
However, the winning output contrast set in (67) and (68) do not include the full set of stop place
contrasts seen in Latin--pre-lateral labial stops need to be included.
Including labial stops in the contrast set requires formalizing how to evaluate labial bursts
on the Noise Loudness scale proposed in (55). It is the case that both coronal and labial bursts
are weaker than velar bursts (Smits et al. 1996; Ohala & Ohala 1998). In fact, labial bursts are
argued to be the weakest (quietest) of the stop bursts. The results of perceptual experiments show
that there is a labial bias when listeners are presented with burstless stimuli and asked to label
stop place (Smits et al. 1996).
Despite the fact that both coronal bursts and labial bursts are weak (quiet), there is an
important difference between pre-lateral labial stops and pre-lateral coronal stops: all place
contrasts involving labial stops satisfy the higher ranked MINDIST constraint that requires
distinct burst properties or release transitions (MINDIST=F2xF3vDiffuse). Therefore, even
though surface contrasts involving labial bursts accrue violations of the distinctiveness constraint
requiring minimal perceptual distances in the dimension of loudness (e.g. TL-PL, PL-L), because
this constraint is ranked below *Merge, labial stops are still able to surface (neutralization does
not occur).
In (69) the schematized loudness scale from (55) is modified to include labial stop bursts.
(69) Schematized Noise Loudness (NL) Scale for Stop Bursts
l---------p-------t-----------------k
0 (0.5) 1 2
The tableau in (70) includes surface contrast sets that contain pre-lateral labial stops.
(70) Maintaining Place Contrasts: Surface Contrasts & Labial Stops
VtlV, VklV, VplV, VIV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge MinDist=
vDiffuse NL:2
+ a Vp1V, VkIV, VlV F2xF3 (R) X(kl-l), X(pl-kl) * *(pl-l), *(pl-kl)Diffuse
b VpIV, VtlV, VlV F2xF3 (R) X(ti-1) * *(p[l), *(p4-tl), *!(tl-I)
___ Diffuse X(pl-tl)
The surface contrast sets in both (70a) and (70b) satisfy the high ranked MINDIST=F2xF3 (R)
vDiffuse constraint (e.g. PL-TL contrasts have distinct transitions, PL-KL contrasts have distinct
burst properties). The result is that surface contrasts include labial stops, even though such
contrasts violate the lower ranked MINDIST=NL constraint. Pairwise comparisons involving
labial stops each contribute two violations of the MINDIST=NL constraint in both (70a) and
(70b) (violations: PL-L, PL-KL in (70a) vs. PL-L, PL-TL in (70b)). The contrast set in (70b)
loses because it has an additional violation of MINDIST=NL (from TL-L). This results in the
correct output contrast set in (70a): [VpV, Vk1V, VlV] (the contrast set with a velar rather than a
coronal stop).
The ranking of constraints in (70) captures the correct set of surface contrasts in Latin -
the fact that these contrasts do not include TL sequences - but this ranking does not distinguish
between different unfaithful mappings for the outputs of TL-KL and TL-L contrast
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neutralization. The contrast sets in (71 a) and (71 b) in the tableau below demonstrate that
regardless of whether [tl] sequences are mapped to simple laterals (71 a) or [kl] sequences (71 b)
the correct surface contrast set is generated.
(71) Latin: Unfaithful Mappings Not Predicted
VtV1, VkIV2, VpIV3, VIV 4  MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge MinDist=
vDiffuse NL:2
-+ a VklV 2, VpIV3, V1VI,4 F2xF3 (R) X(kl-l), X(pl-kl) * *pl-l), *(pl-kl)
Diffuse
- b VkV1,2, Vp1V3, V1V4 F2xF3 (R) X(kl-l), X(pl-kl) * *pl-l), *(pl-kl)I_ Diffuse
c Vt1Vi, 2, Vp1V3, VlV4 F2xF3 (R) X(tl-1) * *(pl-), *(pl-tl), *!(t-)
Diffuse X(p-tl)
Capturing the unfaithful input-output mappings motivated by distinctiveness (markedness)
constraints requires adding faithfulness constraints to the analysis.
2.7.1 Mapping TL to Possible Surface Sequences: Velarization or Stop Deletion?
The constraint ranking in the above tableaux captures the full range of stop contrasts that are
maintained in front of laterals in Latin. These contrasts are summarized in (72).
(72) Initial Contrasts: [#pl, #kl, #1]
Medial Contrasts: [pl, kl, 1]
As discussed above, although stop-lateral contrasts are the same in Latin both word-initially and
word-medially, the manner in which TL sequences are mapped to permitted surface sequences
differs by word position. In initial position pre-lateral coronal stops delete, resulting in simple
laterals ([tl] -> [1]), and in medial position coronal stops velarize, resulting in a velar stop-lateral
sequence ([tl] -+ [kl]). Both unfaithful mappings create outputs that are part of the same set of
surface contrasts.
(73) Initial Contrasts: [#pl, #kl, #1]
A-------- /tl/ 
- [1] (stop deletes)
Medial Contrasts: [pl, ki, 1]
A ------------- /tl/ -+ [kl] (stop velarizes)
Following Flemming (2008), I argue that capturing the correct mappings of inputs to outputs that
satisfy constraints on surface contrasts requires that faithfulness constraints be able to interact
with the distinctiveness constraints that evaluate surface contrasts.
2.7.2 Phonological Models & Perceptual Distances
In Flemming's (2008) grammatical model, phonology is divided into three separate components:
the Inventory, Phonetic Realization, and Phonotactics. Constraints are not re-ranked between
components, but not all constraints apply at all levels of the grammar. The first component is the
Inventory, which is where segment types (e.g. phoneme contrasts) are established. For example,
stop place contrasts for a language would be determined in this component (e.g. [p, t, k]) using
the same distinctiveness constraints that apply in the later Phonotactics component (where
contrasts involving sequences of sounds are evaluated).
The second component is the Phonetic Realization component. This is the level at which
segments are mapped to hypothetical output sequences via language specific patterns of phonetic
realization, such as whether or not stops are specified as released (or laterally released). This
language specific realization of segments is referred to as the Realized Input (RI). Evaluations of
faithfulness that take place in the final component - the Phonotactic component - refer to these
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phonetically detailed representations. A consequence of this model is that it allows the
faithfulness and distinctiveness constraints that determine output forms to be sensitive to
phonetic details - such as stop release - when deciding whether or not to neutralize contrasts (e.g.
released stops less likely to undergo place neutralizations than unreleased stops).
I adopt this phonological model for the present analysis. The third component of the
model (the Phonotactic component) plays the largest role in the analysis, because the focus of the
analysis is on the surface realization of contrasts (output forms). In the discussion below I
formalize the way in which faithfulness constraints interact with the distinctiveness constraints
that have been posited in order to capture surface stop-lateral contrasts in Latin' 9. I show that this
interaction derives (1) the correct output contrasts, and (2) the positional asymmetry observed in
the unfaithful mappings of TL during the course of contrast neutralization.
2.7.3 Unfaithful Mappings in Latin: Medial Velarization
In medial position the observed method of neutralizing TL-KL contrasts in Latin is through the
velarization of coronal stops in [tl] sequences. This method of contrast neutralization differs from
the method that occurs in initial position, where coronal stops in [tl] sequences are deleted. As
stop deletion is a (possible) observed repair in the language, one hypothesis is that changing the
place of a coronal stop in medial position involves a change of less perceptual magnitude than
deleting the coronal stop in the same context (A(VTL-VL) > A(VTL-VKL)).
One of the strongest (segment internal) cues to stop manner is a complete attenuation of
the speech signal across all frequencies--a duration of silence (Wright 2004). This cue to stop
19 Section 2.10 addresses the issue of lateral vs. oral release of stops, which is a topic that involves the Phonetic
Realization component of the grammar.
presence is perceptually salient in word-medial position but not in word-initial position, because
word-initial segments are preceded by a duration of silence. I hypothesize that this positional
asymmetry in the availability of cues to stop presence is responsible for the asymmetry in the
behavior of stop deletion in Latin. As deleting a stop in medial position involves a perceptual
change of greater magnitude than deleting a stop in initial position, stop deletion is a less
preferred repair for phonotactic violations that occur in medial position. The stop manner cue
that is removed through the deletion of a (medial) stop is formalized in (74). The constraint
penalizes removing the constriction duration of a stop (duration of silence).
(74) Faithfulness Constraint
Max-Closure: do not remove the constriction duration of a stop (period of silence)
This constraint is included in the tableau in (75) in order to prevent the deletion of medial stops
(due to space considerations, only the critical violations of MINDIST constraints are fully
specified, not the violations of the separate disjuncts).
(75) Preventing [t]-Deletion in Medial Position
VtlVi, Vk1V2, VpIV3, VIV4 MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *M Max- MinDist=
vDiffuse erge Closure NL:2
a VtlVI, VklV2, VplV3, VlV 4  *! (tl-kl) *****
b VklV2, VplV3, VlVI,4  * *! *(pl-l), *(pl-kl)
c VklV1,2,VplV3, VlV 4  * *(pl-l), *(pl-kI)
d VklVI,2,3 VlV4 **'
The fully faithful contrast set in (75a) is straightforwardly ruled out by the high ranked
MINDIST=F2xF3 (R)vDiffuse constraint. The unfaithful input-output mappings in contrast sets
(75b) and (75c) are differentiated by their violations of the Max-Closure constraint. The [kl, pl, 1]
contrast set that surfaces through the deletion of a coronal stop (75b) is ruled out due to its
violation of Max-Closure. The [kl, pl, 1] contrast set that surfaces through the velarization of a
coronal stop (correctly) wins.
2.7.4 Unfaithful Mappings in Latin: Initial Deletion
Generally, stops located at word-edges are more difficult to recover than word-medial stops, as
being located at an edge position leads to a reduction in the number of contextual (segment
external) cues for the presence of a stop. These cues play a role in the recoverability of both the
presence and the place of stops, and their availability is reduced in both word initial and word
final position. For example, due to the fact that there is a period of silence that precedes word-
initial segments 20, deleting an initial stop does not remove a measurable closure duration (e.g. a
measurable duration of silence associated with the stop). Therefore, I hypothesize that deleting a
stop in this context does not violate the Max-Closure constraint formulated above.
(76) Capturing [t]-Deletion in Initial Position: Additional Constraint Needed
#tlV1, #klV2, #plV3, #1V4 MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge Max- MinDist=
vDiffuse Closure NL:2
a #tlVi, #klV 2, #pIV3, #1V4 *! (ti-kl) *****
-b #klV 2, #plV3, #IVi, 4  * *(pl-l), *(pl-kl)
- c #klVi,2,#plV3, #1V4 * *(pl-l), *(pl-kl)
d #klV, 2 ,3 #1V 4  **_
The result is that another constraint is needed in order to motivate deletion of pre-lateral coronal
stops in initial position (16b) rather than velarization (1 6c).
As will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.8, one articulatory effort constraint that
assigns a greater penalty to heterorganic sequences such as [kl] (which has two constriction
20 At least when the word is pronounced in isolation.
gestures) than to homorganic sequences such as [tl] or simple consonants such as [1] (which have
single constrictions) is the markedness constraint *Gesture (Jun 2004). However, because the
evaluation of contrast sets in this phonological model is global, not pairwise, a markedness
constraint penalizing [kl] (when [kl] is a possible output sequence) cannot be used to prevent a
[tl] sequence from mapping to a [kl] sequence. There are the same number of violations of
*Gesture regardless of whether or not [tl] maps to [kl] or [1]. It does not matter if the coronal stop
deletes or velarizes, the surface contrast set is the same: [pl, kl, 1] (no gestures are eliminated--in
both cases the output contrast set contains five violations of *Gesture).
(77) Method of Evaluation Predicts Threshold of Articulatory Difficulty
#t]Vi #klV2 #plV3 #1V4 MinDist= *Merge Max-*Gesture MinDist=F2xF3(R)vDiffuse Closure NL:2
a #klV2, #plV3, #IVI, 4  * ***** *(pIl-)*(pl-ki)
- b. #klVI,2, #pIV, #1V 4  * *(pl-1)*(pl-k1)
As can be seen in (77), *Gesture penalizes both candidates equally (regardless of the surface
sequence that corresponds to a TL input). Once a [kl] sequence is allowed as a possible output
sequence in the language, a threshold has been set that prevents articulatory difficulty from
playing a role in input-output mappings that involve the sequence.
The outcome is that constraint violations incurred by velarizing pre-lateral coronal stops
can only be formalized in terms of faithfulness violations. One acoustic cue that is changed by
velarizing coronal stops is the loudness of the stop bursts. As discussed in Section 2.6, pre-lateral
velar stop bursts are louder than pre-lateral coronal stop bursts (Ohala & Ohala 1998). This
means that changing a coronal stop into a velar stop increases the Noise Loudness (NL) of the
stop burst. I formalize a faithfulness constraint that penalizes this change in burst NL in (78).
(78) Ident-Noise Loudness [+1]: do not increase the loudness of a stop burst (distance:1)
The Ident-NL constraint is included in the tableau in (79) in order to prevent the
velarization of pre-lateral coronal stops in word-initial position.
(79) Capturing Coronal Stop Deletion in Initial Position
#tVI, #klV2, #pV3, #1V4 MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge Max- MinDist= Ident-
vDiffuse Closure NL:2 NL[+1]
a #tlVi, #kIV 2, #pIV3, #1V4 *! (tl-kl) *****
-+b #klV 2, #pIV3, #IVi, 4  * *(pl-l), *(pl-kl)
c #klV1,2,#pIV3, #1V4 * *(pl-l), *(pl-kI) *!
d #klVi, 2 ,3 #1V 4  **_
The contrast set where [tl] is mapped to surface [1] (79b) is now the winning output set. The
contrast set where [tl] is mapped to surface [kl] is ruled out by its violation of Ident-NL[+ 1].
Although stop deletion in initial position does not result in the loss of a duration of
silence (a violation of Max-Closure), there are still acoustic cues associated with the segment
that are lost when it deletes. One perceptual change from input to output that results from stop
deletion (in both initial and medial position) is along the same dimension as the change that
occurs during velarization, but in the opposite direction: rather than the burst becoming louder, it
becomes quieter (deletes). I formalize a constraint that penalizes reducing the loudness of a stop
burst in (80).
(80) Ident-NL [-1]: do not decrease the loudness of a stop burst (distance: 1)
The tableau in (81) includes the Ident-NL[-1] constraint. It is necessary for this constraint to be
ranked below the Ident-NL[+1] constraint in order to capture the fact that coronal stop deletion is
preferred word-initially (81 b), not coronal stop velarization (81 c).
(81) Capturing Pre-Lateral Coronal Stop Deletion in Initial Position
#tlV1,#klV2,#plV3,#IV4 MinDist= *Merge Max- MinDist= Id-NL Id-NLF2xF3(R)vDiffuse Closure NL:2 [+11 1-11
a #tIVi,#klV2,#plV3,#1V 4  *! (tl-kl) *****
-'b #kIV2, #pIV3, #V1, 4  * **
c #kIVi,2,#pIV 3, #1V4 * ** *!
d #kIVI, 2 ,3 #1V 4  **!
In the above tableau, Id-NL[+1] correctly rules out the contrast set where the coronal stop
velarized (81c). Th winning contrast set (where the stop deleted) violates Id-NL[-1], but as it is
ranked lower than Id-NL[+1], the violation is tolerated in order to satisfy the high ranked
distinctiveness constraint.
The ranking of Ident-NL[+1] (penalizing velarization) >> Ident-NL[-1] does not affect
the velarization of medial pre-lateral coronal stops. This is because if those stops deleted, they
would violate not only the low ranked Id-NL[-1], but also Max-Closure (as a duration of silence
would be lost). This is shown in (82).
(82) Velarization Preferred Repair in Medial Position
VtlVi, VklV2, VpIV3, VIV4 MinDist= *Merge Max- MinDist= Id-NL Id-NLF2xF3(R)vDiff. Closure NL:2 [+1] [-1]
a VtlVi, VklV2, VplV3, V1V4 *! (tl-kl) *****
b Vk1V 2, VplV3, VIVi,4 * *1 ** *
c VklVi,2,Vp1V 3, V1V4 * **
d VklV1 ,2 ,3 VV 4  **!
The winning contrast set in (79c) violates the constraint (the stop in [tl] velarizes), but as long as
the constraint is lower-ranked than Max-Closure the violation is tolerated.
2.7.5 Constraint Re-Ranking & Perceptual Magnitudes of Change
The proposal of both Ident-NL[+1] and Ident-NL [-1] raises an issue of whether or not these
constraints are freely re-rankable. These faithfulness constraints - Ident-NL[+1] and
Ident-NL [-1] - both refer to the same perceptual dimension as the distinctiveness constraint
MINDIST=NL:2. The distinctiveness constraint penalizes contrasts that only differ by small
perceptual distances in the loudness of their bursts (e.g. TL-KL, TL-L(L)). These contrasts are
considered more marked and avoided. However, the fact that the perceptual distance between
sounds is small in TL-KL (and TL-L) contrasts makes an unfaithful mapping such as [tl] -+ [kl] a
preferred unfaithful mapping, because preferred violations of faithfulness from input -+ output
involve small perceptual distances (so that outputs are perceptually similar to inputs). In the
course of the discussion above, both deletion and velarization have been discussed as
perceptually small changes (smaller in some contexts than others) but as each can occur in the
same position across different languages (e.g. medial deletion vs. velarization in the Slavic/Baltic
languages), I have yet to try and label either of the perceptual changes 'minimal' (p-map,
Steriade 2001a, b).
One of the possible benefits of including both Ident-NL[+1] and Ident-NL[-1] in the
analysis of Latin in order to capture the language's preference for initial stop deletion in TL
sequences rather than velarization, is that the opposite word-initial pattern can be captured in
English through re-ranking. There is only a limited amount of evidence as to the chosen repair
when English speakers encounter a non-native word that contains an initial [tl] cluster (and
neutralize the TL-KL contrast). However, observations of English speakers pronouncing words
like 'Tlingit' as 'Klingit' [khrjgit] (Moreton 2002) seem to indicate that [tl] -4 [kl] is the
preferred mapping. The constraint ranking for word-initial [tl] -- [kl] in English is shown in (82).
(82) Mapping of Initial TL Sequences in English (Velarization)
#tlV.,#klV2,#plV3,#1V4 MinDist=F2xF3(R} *Merge Max- MinDist= Id-NL Id-NL
vDiff.vF2xF3(C) Closure NL:2 [-1] [+1]
a #tlVl,#kV2,#pIV3,#V 4  *! (tl-kl)
b #klV 2, #pIV3, #V1, 4  * ** *
-+c #kIVI,2,#pIV3, #1V4 * ** *!
d #klVi,2, 3 #1V 4  **!
A question that arises is whether this re-ranking is the correct analysis, or whether the phonetic
realization of stops determines whether increasing or decreasing the noise loudness of the burst is
the larger perceptual change. For example, in the Tlingit example discussed above the presence
of lateral frication might make deleting the stop (e.g. reducing the noise of the stop burst) a larger
perceptual change than velarizing the stop. Determining which of these two hypotheses is correct
(constraint re-ranking vs. language particular phonetic realizations) requires additional research.
2.8 TL-KL Neutralization: Capturing TL Only Languages
In the analysis thus far, the only outcome of TL-KL neutralization that has been addressed is
languages that neutralize in favor of the KL sequence. Although the cross-linguistically preferred
output of TL-KL contrast neutralization is generally agreed to be KL (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming
2002, 2007), there are languages/dialects that neutralize the contrast in favor of the TL sequence.
In fact, Blevins & Gruwander (2009) observe that outside of Indo-European languages, there are
more instances of TL-KL contrasts being neutralized to TL (rather than KL) than have been
reported more generally in the literature.
As discussed briefly in Section 2.7, there is a way in which a KL sequence requires more
articulatory effort than a (laterally released) TL sequence: the heterorganic KL sequence requires
two constriction gestures whereas the the homorganic TL sequence only has one. Blevins &
Grawunder (2009) commented on this difference regarding TL and KL sequences, stating,
"Although the Obligatory Contour Principle has been suggested as a phonological explanation
for TL markedness, since TL clusters may share place of articulation, they should be simpler than
non-homorganic clusters, requiring fewer articulatory gestures."
I hypothesize that the greater articulatory markedness of KL sequences is responsible for
TL only languages. The articulatory markedness of the additional gestures is generally captured
by the constraint *Gesture (Jun 2004). In TL only languages, minimizing articulatory difficulty is
ranked above maximizing perceptual distinctness of contrasts (e.g. *Gesture >> MinDist-NL:2).
(83) TL Only Languages: Minimizing Articulatory Difficulty
#tIV, #klV, #plV, #IV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge *Gesture MinDist=
vDiffuse NL:2
a #tlV, #klV, #plV, #IV *!_**** *****
b #plV, #klV, #IV * *****! *(pl-l)*(pl-k1)
-pc. #plV, #tlV, #IV * **** *(pI-1)*(pl-t)*(t-1)
d. #plV,#IV IV**!
The constraint ranking in (83) captures TL only languages. The contrast set in (83b) is ruled out
in favor of the contrast set in (83c), because the price of having the more perceptually distinct set
of contrasts is that it requires more articulatory effort. As the articulatory effort constraint
(*Gesture) is ranked above the constraint favoring more perceptible stop presence contrasts
(MINDIST=NL:2), a surface contrast set containing TL is the outcome ([tl, pl, 1]).
Thus, in TL only languages, this articulatory markedness constraint can capture the ban
on KL sequences, as the ban is global. This makes TL only languages crucially different from
languages such as Latin, which generally allows KL sequences, but prohibits mapping TL to KL
in some contexts.
(84) Latin: Threshold of Articulatory Difficulty: *Gesture cannot prohibit [tl] --->[kl
#tlVi #klV2 #plV3 #1V4 MinDist= *Merge Max- *Gesture MinDist=F2xF3(R)v Diffuse Closure NL:2
a #klV2, #pIV3, #1VI, 4  * *(pl-1)*(pl-kI)
b. #kIVi,2, #plV, #IV 4  **(pl-)*(pl-kl)
2.9 Summary & Conclusion
In this chapter I have formalized distinctiveness constraints that penalize indistinct place
contrasts such as TL-KL using detailed acoustic cues. I adopted the hypothesis that pre-lateral T-
K contrasts are less distinct than other pre-sonorant T-K contrasts because the stops in the pre-
lateral context lack sufficiently distinct cues to place in both their release transitions and their
stop bursts (Flemming 2007). I argued that TL-KL contrasts are more likely to licensed in
environments that provide additional contextual cues to stop place, such as post-vocalically
where there are closure (VC) transitions that can provide place information. The difference in the
availability of these cues in initial and medial position explains the stronger cross-linguistic ban
on these sequences in initial position. Finally, I examined more than one possible indistinct
surface contrast involving TL sequences: a stop place contrast (TL-KL) and a stop presence (TL-
L) contrast. I argued that the direction of neutralization of an indistinct surface contrast (such as
TL-KL) can be influenced by the desire to avoid creating another indistinct surface contrast (e.g.
KL-L > TL-L).
One general benefit of this type of analysis is that the rankings of the proposed
distinctiveness constraints in different languages that allow/ban pre-lateral stop place contrasts
make predictions about other contexts in which place contrasts should be allowed to occur in
those languages. For example, if preceding (VC) transitions are not able to license pre-lateral T-
K place contrasts (as in Latin), then place contrasts in other contexts that lack distinct release
transition cues or stop burst cues should also be neutralized if the only additional place cues
available are in preceding transitions. This prediction is explored in Chapter 5 with a more
general examination of the contexts in which stop place contrasts are maintained in Latin.
2.10 Homorganicity & Lateral Release: Minimizing Articulatory Difficulty
Throughout the entire analysis all [tl]/[dl] sequences included in tableaux have been assumed to
contain stops that are laterally released. However, if coronal stops in these sequences were
realized with a distinct (oral) release rather than a lateral release, the stops would retain a high F2
in their release transitions. Without the lowering of F2, pre-lateral contrasts of coronal and velar
stop place would be more perceptually distinct and easier for languages to maintain.
The tableau in (85) shows that if realizations of pre-lateral coronal stops with different
types of release are taken into account, then the present constraint ranking predicts that laterally
released candidates lose in favor of candidates with separately released stops (as such candidates
presumably satisfy the highest ranked distinctiveness constraint).
(85) Pre-Lateral Stop Release: Non-Laterally Released Candidate Wins
MinDist F2xF3(R) MinDist=
#tlV, #kV, #plV, #lV vDiffusevF2xF3(C) NL:2
-+ a #thlV, #klV, #plV, #IV
b #tlV, #klV, #plV, #IV *!(tl-kl)
c #klV, #plV, #IV *
d. #tlV, #plV, #IV *!
One strategy for maintaining (perceptually enhancing) pre-lateral coronal and velar stop
contrasts in a language would be for the language to require oral releases of coronal stops in this
context. Surprisingly, this type of distinctiveness enhancement is not observed even in languages
that generally have open transitions (less articulatory overlap) between segments in consonant
clusters. In such languages there is still a tendency to maintain a single constriction in [tl]/[dl]
sequences in the same way there is a tendency to maintain a single constriction in all homorganic
clusters.
2.9.1 Homorganic Clusters & the Release of Cl
One common observation about homorganic clusters is that they frequently do not have a
separate (articulatory) release of C1. This lack occurs even in languages such as Russian, a
language in which lags in consonant closures are argued to be what licenses a large inventory of
consonant clusters, including clusters which violate the SSP (Zsiga 2000; Davidson 2005;
Kochetov 2006; Haunz 2007).
The lack of a separate release in homorganic clusters in Russian has been reported both
impressionistically and in experimental results. In Jones & Ward's (1969) impressionistic
observations of Russian cluster behavior, they state that for sequences of identical consonants
(geminates) and some homorganic clusters, there is no release of Cl. If coronal clusters involve
nasals or laterals, this can lead to nasal or lateral release of C1 (pg. 88-89). Some of the example
forms they cite as lacking a separate release of Cl are in (83).
(83) Lack of Release in Cl of Homorganic Clusters (data from J&W, p. 88-89)
Russian data Transcription Cyrillic Gloss Cluster
Identical CC a. Ap'patjkoti o6raKaTE to stain pp
b. AtItuda orvrya thence tt
Pre-Nasal c. phitno rATHO spot tn
d. vrAltinjik BOpOTHHK collar tini
Pre-Lateral e. lpietilJa neTr3A loop tili
f. fu'tiliar @yTrAP case tili
A more precise description of the difference in behavior between stop release in heterorganic and
homorganic sequences in Russian is described by Zsiga (2000) and Kochetov & Goldstein
(2001) in their respective experimental studies. In Kochetov & Goldstein's study, they use
EMMA to determine the exact nature of the articulation of the stop clusters, and find a lag
between C1 and C2 in heterorganic sequences, with a release of C1. This lag is absent in
homorganic sequences. Kochetov (2006) observes that: "The same stops in homorganic clusters
often lack articulatory releases, forming one constriction together with C2." This again raises the
question: why form a single constriction when orally releasing would create a more distinct place
contrast?
2.9.2 Formalizing the Preference for Lateral Release
I hypothesize that the preference to avoid producing separate stop releases of C1 in homorganic
clusters can be attributed to the articulatory difficulty of producing two separate constrictions at
identical places of articulation in a short period of time. In other words, the desire of speakers to
maximize the acoustic distinctiveness of contrasts through orally releasing coronal stops is being
prevented by the need to minimize articulatory effort. This is a type of repetition avoidance effect
(Walter 2005, 2007), but one that is crucially different from the OCP. This constraint does not
penalize any TL sequences it only penalizes TL sequences that are not laterally released.
A possible method to avoid creating indistinct release/burst cues to the place of the stop
and avoid violating the repetition constraint (that penalizes producing two separate constrictions
at identical places of articulation in a short period of time) would be to lengthen the period of
transition between the stop and the lateral. However, this strategy might be avoided due to the
amount of time needed to ease the repetition effect. For example, Walter (2007) found that
schwas are longer between identical consonants; it might be that a related effect would occur in
this environment, and the transition needed would be so long that it would cue the presence of a
vowel, making the relevant output sequence too distinct from the input.
As Russian does have initial [tl]/[dl] sequences (e.g. [tlja] TJIA 'plant louse', [dlja] JInA
'for' (Groen 1992)) (as well as initial TL-KL contrasts) despite laterally releasing coronal stops,
the hypothesis is that there is some other cue present that is licensing the contrast (and that
producing these cues possibly involving some articulatory effort, but not as much as failing to
laterally release).
Chapter 3: The Role of Stop Voicing in TL Contrast Neutralization
3.0 Introduction
In the previous chapter I addressed a positional asymmetry in the neutralization of TL-KL and
TL-L(L) contrasts. I argued that the reason both contrasts are neutralized more frequently in
word-initial position than word medial position is that both contrasts are less perceptually
distinct in initial position than in medial position (schematized in (1)).
(1) Positional Asymmetry in Contrast Distinctiveness
(a). Stop Place Contrast (b). Stop Presence Contrast
VTL-----------------VKL VTL-------------------VL(L)
#TL-----------#KL #TL ----------- #L(L)
I posited that the contrasts are less marked (more distinct) in medial position due to additional
acoustic cues available in that context. In medial position there is an observable duration of
silence to better cue the presence of stops (TL-L(L)), and there are preceding formant transitions
to better cue the place of stops (TL-KL). I argued that the same availability of cues affects
unfaithful mappings in Latin (resulting in a positional asymmetry in the deletion vs. velarization
of pre-lateral coronal stops).
In this chapter I examine another acoustic cue that affects the distinctiveness of contrasts
involving pre-lateral coronal stops (TL). Rather than being a positional cue, this cue is related to
the quality of the stops themselves: the voicing quality of the stops. This examination of
asymmetries in the behavior of stops in coronal stop-lateral sequences based on whether the
stops are voiced ([dl]) or voiceless ([tl]) is part of a greater literature on the topic. Bradley (2006)
observes an implicational relationship in the cross-linguistic distribution of word-initial stop-
liquid sequences: the presence of [dl] implies the presence of [tl]. This implicational relationship
is schematized in (2) (table adapted from Bradley (2006); data from a dictionary corpus study of
over forty languages by Tobin (2002)).
(2) Implicational Relationship: [dlI and [tl] Sequences (adapted from Bradley 2006)
[tl] [dl]
(a.) Languages that have both sequences in initial position
Yiddish, Russian, Polish, Ukrainian, Czech, Slovak, Serbo-Croatian,
Bulgarian, Hebrew, Classical Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Aramaic, Georgian
(b.) Languages that have neither sequence in initial position
Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian, Albanian, English, German, Middle German,
Dutch, Afrikaans, Swedish, Norwegian, Danish,Vulgar Latin, Classical
Latin, Italian, French, Spanish (Castilian), Catalan, Romansch, Sardinian,
Romanian, Lithuanian, Latvian, Bukharian
(c) Languages that have only [ti] in initial position
Portuguese, Welsh, Irish, Classical Greek, Modem Greek
(d) Languages that have only [dIl in initial position
Bradley hypothesizes that the reason for this distributional fact is that TL-KL contrasts with
voiced stops ([dl]-[gl]) are less distinct than contrasts with voiceless stops ([tl]-[kl]). He argues
that because voiced stop bursts are quieter than voiceless stop bursts, the place contrast is more
difficult to perceive when the stops are voiced (3).
(3) TL-KL Perceptual Distances: Voiced vs. Voiceless Contrast (Bradley 2006)
TL ----------------- KL
DL ----------- GL
One difficulty with adopting the above analysis comes from results from perception studies
conducted to determine the manner in which speakers of languages that ban initial [tl]/[dl]
perceive and repair such phonotactically illegal sequences. The results of these studies show that
speakers perceive coronal stops as velar pre-laterally more often if the stops are voiceless rather
than voiced (Halld et al. 1998; Hall6 & Best 2007). In other words, listeners perceive [tl] as [kl]
more frequently than [dl] is perceived as [gl]. These results seem to contradict the hypothesis that
the coronal-velar place contrast is less distinct pre-laterally when the stop is voiced.
In the analysis below, I argue that the distributional facts regarding [dl]/[tl] sequences are
not at odds with the results of the perception studies if a different source for the [dl]
dispreference is explored. Rather than hypothesizing that pre-lateral voiced coronal stops are
more dispreferred due to the marked stop place contrast (e.g. TL-KL), I attribute the
dispreference to the marked stop presence (TL-L(L)) contrast. I argue that it is this latter contrast
that is less distinct when a coronal stop is voiced than when it is voiceless (4).
(4) TL-L(L) Perceptual Distances: Voiced vs. Voiceless Contrast
TL ----------------- L(L)
DL ----------- L(L)
In this analysis, the quieter, less intense stop bursts that Bradley (2006) cites for voiced stops are
one of the properties that makes makes the presence of a coronal stop even more difficult to
detect pre-laterally when voiced than when voiceless.
3.1 Outline of Analysis
In this chapter I present (1) experimental results from perception studies (Halle & Best 2007) and
(2) diachronic phonological changes in Latin that provide evidence differentiating between the
two approaches to explaining the implicational relationship between [tl] and [dl] sequences
outlined above. In Section 3.2 I begin by summarizing the acoustic results that contradict the
hypothesis that there is a less distinct place contrast when pre-lateral stops are voiced. In Section
3.3 I present data from Latin. The data shows asymmetries in the perceptual difficulty of medial
[tl]/[dl] sequences based on whether the pre-lateral stops are voiced ([dl]) or voiceless ([tl]). I
argue that this data provides evidence that a marked stop presence contrast (DL-L(L)) rather than
a marked stop place contrast (DL-GL) is responsible for the strength of the phonotactic against
[dl]. The results of this study reinforce the necessity of correctly identifying the nature of the
perceptual difficulty that motivates contrast neutralizations.
3.2 Summary of Experimental Results: TL-KL Labeling & Discrimination Tasks
The results of both discrimination tasks and labeling tasks of pre-lateral stop place conduced by
Halle et al. (1998) and Halle & Best (2007) directly contradict the hypothesis that [dl]-[gl] is a
less distinct contrast than [tl]-[kl]. In the results of a discrimination experiment, all three groups
of speakers, Hebrew speakers (who have the contrasts in their language), French speakers, and
English speakers (who do not have the contrasts), all show better discrimination for the [dl]-[gl]
contrast than the [tl]-[kl] contrast (e.g. 77% correct [dl]-[gl] vs. 64% correct [tl]-[kl] for French
speakers; 66% correct [dl]-[gl] vs. 61% correct [tl]-[kl] for English speakers) 21.
The voicing asymmetry is even stronger in a labeling task performed by both French and
English speakers. Both groups identified the place of the [kl]/[gl] tokens correctly far more
frequently than the place of the [tl]/[dl] tokens (99.7% correct [kl]/[gl] vs. 36% correct [tl]/[dl]
for the American speakers; 96.2% correct [kl]/[gl] vs. 42% correct [tl]/[dl] for the French
speakers). However, the place of the stop in [tl] sequences was incorrectly labeled as velar far
more frequently than the place of the stop in [dl] sequences. The French results showed an even
greater effect of this voicing asymmetry than English results, but the effect of voice in correctly
21 Though only in the results of the French speakers did the difference reach statistical significance.
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labeling coronal place in stop-lateral sequences was significant in both groups. The results of
these studies are summarized in (5).
(5) More Velar Labels for Voiceless Stops (Halle & Best 2007)
English % dental vs. velar response (total)
voiced voiceless
dental 58 [dl] 14 [tl]
velar 39 [gl] '86 [kl]
French % dental vs. velar response (total)
voiced voiceless
dental 71 [dl] 13 [tl]
velar 29 [gl] 81 [kl]
Given the perceptual findings of these studies, the hypothesis that [dl] is rarer cross-linguistically
than [tl] because the [dl-gl] contrast is less distinct than the [tl-kl] contrast is not supported by
experimental results.
3.3 Explaining the Voicing Asymmetry
At the beginning of this chapter, I discussed two competing hypotheses regarding the
implicational relationship between [tl] and [dl] sequences observed by Bradley (2006). The first
hypothesis, put forward by Bradley, is that the stronger cross-linguistic ban against the voiced
([dl]) sequences is due to a less distinct pre-lateral stop place contrast for voiced stops than
voiceless stops (e.g. TL-KL > DL-GL). The second hypothesis is the one being argued for in the
present analysis: that the stronger ban against voiced ([dl]) sequences is due to a less distinct
pre-lateral stop presence contrast for voiced stops than voiceless stops (e.g. TL-L(L)> DL-L(L)).
In this section I argue that asymmetries in the unfaithful mappings of [dl] and [tl] sequences in
Latin provide evidence for the latter approach.
In the previous chapter I discussed two common methods of neutralizing indistinct
surface contrasts involving TL: stop velarization (/tl/ -+ [kl]) and stop deletion (/dl/ -* [1]). Both
methods were argued to involve small perceptual changes from input-output. I showed that the
choice of which process occurs in word medial position can differ across languages (and
language dialects). For example, although pre-lateral coronal stops inherited in Russian from
Proto-Slavic generally deleted (e.g. *iedlo > ialo 'sting') in some Russian dialects, such as
Pskov, velarization occurred instead(e.g. *iedlo > iaglo 'sting, barb') (reconstructions from
Derkson 2008).
An examination of the manner in which coronal stop-lateral sequences inherited from
Proto-Indo-European are eliminated from the cluster inventory of Latin word medially reveals
that the same two processes (deletion, velarization) occur within the language. The crucial
difference is that in Latin there is an asymmetry between the behavior of voiced and voiceless
coronal stops within the language. Whereas voiceless coronal stops velarize word medially (/tl/
- [kl]), voiced stops assimilate to the following lateral (/dl/ -+ [1], [11]).
The similarity of the diachronic processes eliminating coronal stop-lateral sequences
across these different languages has been observed in the literature, including by Vaillant (1950,
p. 88) who indirectly references the voicing asymmetry in Latin (emphasis my own):
Mais les groupes /tl/, /dl/ se sont altires dans une partie du domaine slave:
maintenus dans les langues septentrionales, ils se sont riduits a /l/ dans les
langues meridionales et en russe, c'est-a-dire qu'a la fin du slave commun ils
s'itaient dialectalement assimilis en *ll. Dans les langues baltiques, /tl/ et /dl/ ne
se sont conserves que dans un dialecte du vieux prussien, et ailleurs ils sont
passes /kl/, /gl/. On retrouve ces traitements en d'autres langues, dans le latin
sella de *sed-la, poc(u)lum de *po-tlom.
But the groups /tl/, /dl/ were altered in a portion of the Slavic languages:
maintained in the northern languages, they are reduced to /1/ in the southern
languages and Russian, that is to say that at the end of Common Slavic they had
dialectically assimilated *11. In the Baltic languages, /tl/ and /dl/ are only
conserved in a dialect of Old Prussian, and elsewhere they are changed to /kl/,
/gl/. We find these treatments in other languages, in Latin sella from *sed-la,
poc(u)lum from *po-tlom.
This asymmetry in the behavior of pre-lateral voiced and voiceless coronal stops in medial position
in Latin is highlighted directly by Leumann (1977 p. 185) in his Lateinische Grammatik:
Als seltenere Gegenstucke zur Assimilation sind zu nennen: die sog. Differenziation
(auch Kontaktdissimilation genannt), etwa tl >kl (gegenuber dl > 11)...
Rarer counterparts to assimilation are to be named: the so-called differentiation
(also called contact dissimilation), for instance tl > ki (compared to dl> 11)...
Below I give data on the behavior of [tl] and [dl] sequences in both (1) word-initial and (2) word-
medial position in Latin. In the next section I argue that the differing phonological behavior of
pre-lateral voiced and voiceless stops in medial position indicates that TL-L(L) is a more distinct
contrast than DL-L(L) (e.g. A(TL-L(L))> A(DL-L(L)).
3.3.1 The Behavior of TL and DL Sequences in Latin
In the previous chapter I discussed the word-medial velarization of pre-lateral coronal stops in
Latin (Section 2.6). This data is shown again in (6)-(7). The table in (6) contains forms inherited
in Latin from PIE in which inherited voiceless coronal stops velarize word medially.
(6) Medial *tl > kl in Latin: Inherited Forms from Proto-Indo-European
Reconstruction: Output: Output: Gloss:
Velarization Epenthesis
a. *po-tlom poclum poculum 'drinking vessel'
b. *pia-tlom piaclum piaculum 'a sin offering'
The inherited forms with pre-lateral voiceless coronal stops mainly involve the instrument suffix
*-tlom (Leumann 1977;102, 312-314). The stops first underwent velarization ([tl] -- [kl]) and
then a process of epenthesis occurred to give the forms in (6) above.
The velarization of pre-lateral coronal stops was repeated in Late Latin after a syncope
process created new [tl] sequences (Kawasaki 1982; Flemming 1995; Bradley 2006). This
syncope process is shown in (7a)-(7c), and the syncope + velarization interaction is shown in
(7d)-(7e) (data from Leumann 1977).
(7) Late Latin Syncope Process (Triggers Velarization of Coronals)
Syncope:
a. oclus 'eye' (oculus --+ oclus)
b. anglus 'angle' (angulus -+anglus)
Syncope + Velarization:
d. veclus 'old (dim)' (vetulus -+vetlus -+* veclus)
e. vielus calf' (vitulus -+vitlus -+ viclus)
The reason for discussing the medial velarization of pre-lateral voiceless coronal stops in the
previous chapter was to compare an asymmetry in the behavior of coronal-stop lateral sequences
in Latin by position. Whereas pre-lateral voiceless coronal stops velarize in medial position, I
showed that in initial position pre-lateral voiced and voiceless coronal stops behave the same:
they delete (8).
(8) Elimination of Initial *tl/*dl Sequences: Stop Deletion (data from Leumann 1977)
Type of Stem: Reconstructions: Realizations: Gloss:
*tl initial *tlatos/t-tos latus carried/borne
*dl initial *dlongus/*dIghos longus long
I hypothesized that this asymmetry in unfaithful mapping by position occurs because deleting a
stop in word-initial position involves a smaller perceptual change than deleting a stop in medial
position (A(#TL-#L) > A(VTL-VL)), because deleting a stop in initial position does not remove
observable duration of silence, which is a strong cue to the presence of a stop (Wright 2004).
In this chapter, I highlight a further asymmetry in unfaithful mappings involving pre-
lateral coronal stops in Latin: this asymmetry involves the voicing of the stops. Whereas both
voiced and voiceless pre-lateral coronal stops inherited in Latin from PIE delete in word initial
position (e.g. *dlongus > longus, *tlatos > latus), in medial position the voiced and voiceless
stops behave differently. Pre-lateral voiceless coronal stops velarize (*tl > [kl]) and the voiced
stops fully assimilate to the following lateral (*dl > [11]). The complete assimilation process
undergone by the voiced stops (dl > 11) is shown in (9)-(10).
The data in (9) shows forms inherited from PIE that contain voiced pre-lateral coronal
stops. In these forms the coronal stops completely assimilate to the following lateral (stop
manner is lost).
(9) Medial *dl> 11 in Latin: Inherited Forms from PIE
a.) * sed-la Isella Iseat' 1
This complete assimilation process of voiced stops to following laterals is seen in synchronic
alternations in Latin as well. The data in (10) shows synchronic processes of suffixation in Latin
that show the same process of complete assimilation.
(10) Synchronic /dl/ -+ [11]: Simplification of Heteromorphemic /d-l/ Sequences
Type of Affixation . Alternating Forms Summary
Suffixation a.) /lapid-is/ [lapidis] stone-gen'
/lapid-lus/ [lapillus] 'stone-dim' d-l- 11
b.) caedo
/caed-lum/ [caelum] 'chisel' d- -+ 11
c.) rado
/rad-lum/ [rallum] 'instrument for scraping plow' d-l -+ 11
I argue that the differing phonological behavior of pre-lateral voiced and voiceless stops in
medial position indicates that the presence of a stop is more strongly cued in TL-L(L) (where the
stop velarizes) than in DL-L(L) (where stop deletes/assimilates and stop manner is lost). In other
words, TL-L(L) is a more distinct contrast than DL-L(L) (i.e. A(TL-L(L)) > A(DL-L(L)).
In the next section (Section 3.3.2) I formalize the cues that make deleting a voiceless stop a
larger perceptual change than deleting a voiced stop. Then, in Section 3.4, I address the length of
the lateral that remains in the output after the voiced stop is eliminated (dl >11 vs. dl > 1).
3.3.2 Formalization: A(TL-L(L)) > A(DL-L(L)
Two cues that differentiate between voiced and voiceless stops are schematized in (11). The first
cue is VOT and the second cue is closure voicing (Flemming 2006).
(11) Schematized Voicing and VOT specifications (from Flemming (2006)
t d
VOT: 1 0
Voice: 0 1
In formalizing the reason why A(TL-L(L)) > A(DL-L(L), I argue that VOT plays a critical role.
One of the main cues differentiating between voiced and voiceless stops in the pre-lateral
position is the VOT of the stop. Voiceless stops have a longer VOT than voiced stops (Lisker &
Abramson 1964, 1970). This is represented in the above schematization by a value of [1] for
voiceless stops and a value of [0] for voiced stops.
The result is that when assimilating/deleting a pre-lateral voiceless stop, not only is the
stop's constriction duration being removed from the signal (as also occurs with the voiced stop),
a longer duration of VOT is being removed as well, one that includes properties such as
aspiration noise (Repp 1979). I argue that removing this longer (unvoiced) interval and this
aspiration noise is a bigger perceptual change than the loss of the closure interval of a voiced
stop 22.
The relevant perceptual cues are formalized in the constraints in (12). The constraint in
(1 2a) is a constraint that penalizes removing the constriction duration of a stop (duration of
silence). This is the constraint that is violated by the deletion of both voiced and voiceless stops
in word-medial position. The constraint in (1 2b) is a conjoined faithfulness constraint. It
penalizes stop deletions that result in the loss of the constriction duration of a stop and the loss of
the longer, noisier VOT duration of voiceless stops .
22 Particularly in the case of complete assimilation to the lateral, where part of the voicing duration is maintained (as
is addressed in the next section).
(12) Faithfulness Constraints
(a) Max-Closure: do not delete the constriction duration of a stop (period of silence)
(b) Max-Closure & Max-Aspiration: do not delete the constriction duration of a
stop (period of silence) and do not delete the duration of aspiration of a stop.
Adding the conjoined constraint in (1 2b) to the constraint set from the previous chapter and
ranking it above the constraint that penalizes velarizing stops (Ident-(Noise Loudness[+ 1]))
predicts all the correct mappings for pre-lateral coronal stops in Latin: both the voiced stops and
the voiceless stops.
The tableaux in (13)-(14) show how this constraint ranking predicts the velarization of
pre-lateral voiceless coronal stops (13) and the complete assimilation of pre-lateral voiced
coronal stops (14).
(13) Medial Velarization of Pre-Lateral Voiceless Coronal Stops: A(TL-L(L)) > A(TL-KL)
VtlVi, VkV2, VplV3, VllV 4 MinDist=F2xF3(R) Max-Closure & Ident- Max-
vDiffuse Max-Asp. NL[+1] Closure
a VtIV 1 , VklV 2 , VpIV3, VlIV 4  *!
b VkIV 2, VpIV3, VIlV 1,4  *! *
-C VklV,2,VpIV 3 , Vl1V4 *
(14) Medial Assimilation of Pre-Lateral Voiced Coronal Stops: A(DL-G(L)) > A(DL-L(L))
VdlV 1, VgIV2, VbIV 3, VlIV 4 MinDist=F2xF3(R) Max-Closure & Ident- Max-
vDiffuse Max-Asp. NL[+1] Closure
a VdIVi, VgV2, VbV 3 , VlIV4 *!
b VgIV2, VbV 3 , VIV 1 ,4  *
C VglV1,2,VbV3, VIV 4 *!
In (13) the winning output surface contrast set is the set in (1 3c), which is the set where voiceless
coronal stops in [tl] sequences are mapped to velar stops (output [kl] sequences). The fully
faithful output contrast set (1 3a) is ruled out because mapping /tl/ to the fully faithful [tl] creates
an indistinct stop place contrast (TL-KL). This contrast is ruled out by the high-ranked
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distinctiveness constraint that penalizes stop place contrasts with indistinct release transitions
and burst properties (MinDist=F2xF3(R)vDiffuse). The contrast set in (1 3b) is ruled out because
mapping /kl/ to [11] (complete assimilation) violates the conjoined faithfulness constraint (Max-
Closure & Ident-VOT). Thus, velarizing (1 3c) is the preferred unfaithful mapping.
In (14) the winning output contrast set is the set in (14b), which is the set where voiced
coronal stops in [dl] sequences assimilate to the following lateral (resulting in output [11]). Once
again, the fully faithful output contrast set (1 4a) is ruled out because mapping /dl/ to the fully
faithful [dl] creates an indistinct stop place contrast (DL-GL). This contrast is ruled out by the
high-ranked distinctiveness constraint that penalizes stop place contrasts with indistinct release
transitions and burst properties (MinDist=F2xF3(R)vDiffuse). As deleting/assimilating a voiced
stop (14b) does not involve the removal of a duration of aspiration, the only constraint that is
violated by complete assimilation is Max-Closure (the conjoined constraint is not applicable).
Max-Closure is ranked below the constraint that penalizes velarization (the constraint against
increasing the Noise Loudness of a stop), so the velarized candidate (1 4c) is ruled out. Hence,
assimilation (14b) is preferred for medial voiced stops.
In initial position, deletion is still correctly predicted for both voiced and voiceless pre-
lateral coronal stops, rather than velarization. The reason for this result is that, as discussed in the
previous chapter, in initial position the constriction duration of the stop (the silent duration) is
not measurable. This means that the conjoined constraint is irrelevant in assessing unfaithful
mappings in initial position (Max-Closure is not violated by either deletion or velarization).
Deleting an initial voiceless stop does still violate Max-Aspiration, but as long as the individual
constraints that make up the conjoined constraint (Max-Aspiration, Max-Closure) are both
ranked below the constraint that penalizes velarization (Ident-NoiseLoudness[+ 1]), the correct
result for word-initial position is predicted.
The tableau in (15) shows the deletion of initial pre-lateral voiceless stops and the tableau
in (16) shows the deletion of pre-lateral voiced stops.
(15) Initial Deletion of Pre-Lateral Voiceless Coronal Stops
#tlV1, #klV2, #plV3, #1V4 MinDist=F2xF3(R) Max-Closure & Ident- Max-
vDiffuse Max-Asp. NL[+1] Aspiration
a #tIV 1 , #klV2, #pIV3, #1V4 *!
b #kIV 2 , #pIV3, #IVi, 4  *
c #klVi, 2 #pIV3, #1V4 *!
Initial Deletion of Pre-Lateral Voiced Coronal Stops
#dlV1, #glV, #blV, #IV MinDist=F2xF3(R) Max-Closure & Ident- Max-
vDiffuse Max-Asp. NL[+1] Aspiration
a #dIV 1 , #glV, #blV, #IV *!
- b #gIV, #blV, #1V 1
c #gIVi, #blV, #1V *!
The tableaux above show that deletion is correctly predicted in initial position for both voiced
and voiceless pre-lateral coronal stops (1 5b) and (1 6b), rather than velarization (1 5c) and (1 6c).
Crucially, deleting a voiceless stop in initial position does not violate the conjoined Max-Closure
& Max-Aspiration; it only violates Max-Aspiration (1 5b).
Thus the ranking: Max-Closure & Max-Aspiration >> Ident-Noise Level [+1] >> Max-
Aspiration, Max-Closure correctly predicts the differences in the unfaithful mappings for pre-
lateral coronal stops in Latin: both the positional asymmetry (deletion across-the-board initially
vs. velarization of voiceless stops medially) and the voicing asymmetry (deletion of voiced stops
medially vs. velarization of voiceless stops medially). Deleting a stop in medial position is
argued to be a change of greater perceptual magnitude than deleting a stop in initial position
(16)
because it removes an observable duration of silence (A(#TL-#L) > A(VTL-VL). The argument
is further refined by the introduction of a conjoined constraint across several perceptual
dimensions that captures the fact that deleting a voiceless stop in medial position is an even
greater perceptual change than deleting a voiced stop because doing so not only removes a
duration of silence, it removes a duration of aspiration as well.
An issue that is not addressed by the present ranking of the constraints is the length of the
lateral that remains after voiced coronal stops have been eliminated through either deletion or
assimilated (/dl/-+[ll] vs. /dl/ -+ [1]). For example, the tableaux above do not include initial
candidates with geminate laterals [#11] or medial candidates with lateral singletons [1]. The issue
of how to determine when the loss of a /d/ in a /dl/ sequence results in either a geminate lateral
(complete assimilation) or a lateral singleton (stop deletion) is addressed in the next section.
3.4 Analysis of Lateral Length
As can be seen in the data above, medial /dl/ sequences in Latin surface with a geminate lateral
((/dl/--+[11]) whereas initial /dl/ sequences surface with a singleton lateral (/dl/ -+ [1]). The
distribution of the single lateral output [1] and the geminate lateral [11] corresponds to the
distribution of geminates more generally in the language. Latin is a language that has singleton-
geminate contrasts but only in medial, intervocalic position. These singleton-geminate contrasts
can involve either obstruents (1 7a)-(1 7e) or sonorants (1 7f)-(1 7g) as shown in the table below
(data from Lief 2006).
(17) Latin Geminate-Singleton Contrasts in Medial Position
Singleton Consonant Geminate Consonant
a. vita life' vitta 'bandage'
b. aditus entrance' additus 'added'
c. vaca empty vacca cow
d. ager 'field' agger 'wall'
e. casa 'hut' cassa 'empty-FEM'
f. flimen 'gust' flamma 'flame'
g. palam 'openly' pallam 'dress-ACC'
The distribution of geminate-singleton contrasts in Latin fits with the more general distribution
of geminates cross-linguistically: intervocalic position is the preferred position to license
geminate consonants (Thurgood 1993). McCrary (2004, p. 151) argues that segmental context
plays a large role in the perceptibility of geminate consonants, and that geminate-singleton
contrasts are licensed in those environments that provide the best cues to perceive the contrast.
One of the main cues to a geminate-singleton contrast is the difference in the length of
the constriction duration for the singleton consonant and the geminate (long) consonant (Pickett
& Decker 1960). Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996) found that the duration of a geminate
consonant can be up to three times as much as that of a singleton consonant. In the following
analysis I hypothesize that neutralizing indistinct contrasts involving DL by assimilation to [11]
rather than deletion to [1] keeps a component of the length of the original cluster, thus making it
a more faithful mapping than simply deleting the stop. Specifically, I argue that what is being
maintained is the constriction duration, the acoustic correlate of which is a period of lower
amplitude noise (attenuated with respect to the surrounding vowels). I formalize this hypothesis
in the faithfulness constraint in (18) (a more developed version of the constraint would contain
concrete cut-off points).
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(18) Faithfulness Constraints
Ident-Constriction Duration: do not change the duration of low amplitude noise
Adding this constraint to the constraints formalized so far in the analysis gives the the correct
(geminate) output sequence in (19).
(19) Medial Assimilation of Pre-Lateral Voiced Coronal Stops: A(DL-G(L)) > A(DL-L(L))
VdlV1,VglV2,VblV3,VlV4,VllVs MinDist=F2xF3(R) Max-Clos & Ident- Ident-
vDiffuse Max-Asp. Const.Dur. NL[+1I
a VdIV1,VgIV2, Vb1V3,VV4,VIIV 5  *!
b VgIV2, VbV3,VIV 4,VlV, 5
c VgIV2, VbV 3,V1Vj, 4,VIIVs *!
d VgIVI,2,VblV3,VIV 4,VIIVs *!
In (19) the winning output contrast set is the set in (1 9b), which is the set where voiced coronal
stops in [dl] sequences assimilate to the following lateral (resulting in output [11]). Once again,
the fully faithful output contrast set (1 9a) is ruled out because mapping /dl/ to the fully faithful
[dl] creates an indistinct stop place contrast (DL-GL). The candidate set in (1 9c) is crucially
ruled out because simplifying the /dl/ sequence to a lateral singleton shortens the duration of low
amplitude noise (which is perceptually salient due to the surrounding vowels). The candidate set
in (1 9d) is ruled out because velarizing the stop violates the constraint against increasing the
Noise Loudness of a stop burst (Ident-Noise Loudness [+1]). Thus, the winning candidate set is
the one in which medial /dl/ sequences are predicted to map to geminate [11].
I hypothesize that reason that the /dl/ sequence is mapped to a [1] sequence initially is
because the precise duration of the low amplitude noise associated with the consonantal
constriction (that is penalized by shortening by Ident-Constriction Duration) is more difficult to
perceive at a word edge. The result is that the faithfulness constraint is not violated by shortening
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in initial position (20). This result is connected to the perception of singleton-geminate contrasts
more generally, which is discussed below.
(20) Initial Deletion of Pre-Lateral Voiced Coronal Stops: A(DL-G(L)) > A(DL-L(L))
#dlVj, #glV2, #blV3, #1V4,#11Vs MinDist=F2xF3(R) Max-Clos. & Ident- Ident-
vDiffuse Max-Asp. Const.Dur. NL[+1]
a #dlVi, #gIV2, #blV3, #1V4, #11Vs *!
b #glV2, #blV 3, #1V4, #1lVi, 5
-C #gIV2, #blV 3 , #lVi, 4 , #11V5
C #glV1,2, #bV3, #V4, #11V5 *!
As can be seen in the above tableau, because Ident-Constriction Duration no longer applies,
mapping /dl/ to a singleton lateral is no longer ruled out (20c). However, with no additional
constraints, mapping /dl/ to either a singleton lateral [1] or a geminate lateral [11] is equally good.
Additionally, there are no constraints that prevent surface contrast sets with initial contrasts of
geminate laterals and singleton laterals (LL-L) which are unattested in initial position in Latin
more generally.
I hypothesize that this mapping to a lateral singleton is the language trying to avoid
creating a singleton-geminate contrast in initial position. This is a contextual effect where
geminate-singleton contrasts are licensed in only those environments that provide the best cues
to perceive the contrast (McCrary 2004). The exact duration of a geminate lateral is already
argued to be difficult to perceive, even in medial, intervocalic position, because the constriction
duration of the geminate is difficult to measure--the boundary of sonorant geminates blurs into
surrounding sonorant segments (Kawahara 2007). Kawahara formalizes the difficulty involved in
perceiving the length of a geminate sonorant as *SONGEM, which is - in essence - a markedness
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constraint that penalizes an indistinct contrast between a lateral singleton and a lateral geminate
(e.g. penalizes a length contrast: L-LL).
I re-formalize the constraint as a distinctiveness constraint: MinDist=LiquidDuration.
This constraint is violated by the indistinct duration contrast between a lateral singleton and a
lateral geminate. If this constraint is ranked below Ident-Constriction Duration, the ranking
predicts that geminate-singleton LL-L contrasts should be preserved in medial position (where
the attenuated duration of noise is salient and the faithfulness constraint applies) and that these
same contrasts should be prevented from surfacing in initial position, where the faithfulness
constraint is not violated by shortening the lateral (allowing the markedness constraint to apply).
I show the way in which MinDist=LiquidDuration rules out geminate-singleton contrasts in
initial position in (21) and I show the way the faithfulness constraint Ident-Constriction Duration
maintains such contrasts in medial (intervocalic) position in (22).
(21) Initial Deletion of Pre-Lateral Voiced Coronal Stops: A(DL-G(L)) > A(DL-L(L))
#dVI, #glV2, #blV3, #1V4, #11Vs MinDist=F2xF3(R) Ident- MinDist= Ident-
vDiffuse Const.Dur. Liquid Dur. NL[+1]
a #dlV1 , #gIV2, #blV 3, #1V4, #11V5 *
b #glV2, #bV 3, #V4, #1lVi,5 *!
C #gIV2, #bV 3, #1Vi,4, #11Vs *!
d #glV2, #bV 3 , #1Vi,4
e #glVI,2, #bV 3 , #1V4 *!
(22) Medial Assimilation of Pre-Lateral Voiced Coronal Stops: A(DL-G(L)) > A(DL-L(L))
VdlVi,VglV2,VblV3,VIV4,VllVs MinDist=F2xF3(R) Ident- MinDist= Ident-
v Diffuse Const.Dur. Liquid Dur. NL[+1]
a VdIVi,VgIV 2, VbIV 3,VV4,V1sV5  *
b VgIV2, VbV3,VV 4,V11VI, 5  *
C VgIV2, VbIV3,VIV1, 4,VllV 5  *1 *
d. VgIV2, VbV 3,VIV, 4  *_
d VgIV1,2,VbV3,VV 4 ,VIV 5 * *1
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3.4.1 Languages that Neutralize Medial LL-L Contrasts
In Latin, in medial position, [dl] sequences are realized as [11] sequences rather than simplifying
to lateral singletons [1] (less faithful realization), but singleton-geminate contrasts are tolerated
elsewhere in the language. This means that distinctiveness constraints that penalize geminate-
singleton contrasts are relatively low ranked. The prediction is that in languages that have higher
ranked constraints that penalize geminate-singleton contrasts, the (less faithful) dl > I mapping
could occur in medial position. In other words when neutralizing indistinct contrasts involving
DL, languages can choose to be more unfaithful in order to avoid creating (or eliminate) another
indistinct contrast: LL-L.
In Slavic languages such as Russian (discussed above) we saw simplification of [dl] to a
lateral singleton in medial position in the languages where pre-lateral coronal stops were deleted
(e.g. *iedlo > ialo 'sting'). The general assumption in the historical literature is that the [dl] -+
[1] change went through an intermediate stage of assimilation that created a geminate lateral *11
(Vaillant 1950; Shevelov 1965; Anderson 2006), but as geminates were not permitted in the
languages at the time, the geminate was further simplified to [1] (Shevelov 1965 p. 374).
6.4.1 Caught In-Between: Neutralizing Medial DL-L & Medial LL-L Contrasts
More support for the idea that both DL-LL and LL-L are indistinct contrasts comes from data
that shows that there is bi-directionality in the elimination of contrasts: both [dl] -+ [11] and [11]
-+ [dl] are attested mappings in languages. For example, alternations between [dl] and [11]
sequences are also seen in Icelandic. In Icelandic, when a sequence of two laterals arises as the
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result of morpheme concatenation, the first of the laterals is realized as a [d] (Gibson 1997, p.
142-143)23. This is a reverse of the assimilation process in Latin (Latin [dl] -+ [11]; Icelandic [11]
-> [dl]). In addition to the heteromorphemic [11] --> [dl] process, Gibson also discusses the fact
that some tautomorphemic sequences of [11] have been lexicalized as [dl].
(23) Alternations in Icelandic: [dl]-[ll] (adapted from Gibson 1997)
Word: Transcription: Gloss:
Tautomorphemic: ball [bal:] 'dance'
hella [hedla] 'flat rock'
Heteromorphemic: bil [bi:l] 'automobile'
bil+1 [bidl] 'automobile' nom. sg.
bfl+a+st66- [bi:lastou:6] 'car stop'
fl [fu:l] 'foul' (root)
fd+1 [fudl] 'foul' adj. masc. sg.
fdl+menni [fulmEn:I] 'scoundrel'
Gibson argues that the reason that the [1-1] -> [dl] process occurs in Icelandic is to avoid creating
a geminate lateral. This could indicate that in Icelandic it is better to create an indistinct place
contrast DL-GL (violating MinDist=MinDist=F2xF3(R)vDiffuse) than an indistinct lateral
length contrast LL-L (MinDist=LiquidDuration). The observation that can be made about
neutralizing either DL-GL or LL-L is that there is a tension between choosing neutralization
strategies that involve small perceptual changes and trying to avoid neutralizing one indistinct
contrast only to create another.
23 There is a complication in the Icelandic data that involves the exact quality of the stop that is transcribed as a [d]
in Gibson's analysis. In describing the quality of stops in Icelandic more generally, he observes that while voiceless
stops in Icelandic vary in terms of the quality of their aspiration (e.g. post-aspirated initially, pre-aspirated when
geminate or before /n/, /1/), they are always voiceless. This is in contrast to the voiced stops, which although voiced
initially, may surface as partially devoiced elsewhere.
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6.5 Summary
In the analysis above, I argued that the distributional facts regarding [dl]/[tl] sequences are not at
odds with the results of perception studies if a different source for the [dl] dispreference is
explored. Rather than hypothesizing that pre-lateral voiced coronal stops are more dispreferred
due to the marked stop place contrast (e.g. TL-KL), I attribute the dispreference to the marked
stop presence (TL-L(L)) contrast. I argue that it is this latter contrast that is less distinct when a
coronal stop is voiced than when it is voiceless. The results of this study (e.g. behavior of pre-
lateral voiced and voiceless coronal stops in Latin) reinforces the necessity of correctly
identifying the nature of the perceptual difficulty that motivates contrast neutralizations.
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Chapter 4: Stop Presence vs. Place Cues in sCl Sequences
4.0 Introduction
In the preceding chapters of this dissertation I have argued that pre-lateral stop place contrasts
are maintained in languages in precisely the environments that provide the best acoustic cues to
recover the place and the presence of the stops. For example, I have shown that cross-linguistic
positional asymmetries in TL-KL and TL-L(L) contrast licensing can be explained by the
difference in the availability of cues provided by the segmental context of the stop. As both the
burst properties and the release transitions of coronal and velar stops are less distinct pre-
laterally, there is a greater burden on the the context preceding the stop to provide cues to
differentiate stop place. If a stop-lateral sequence occurs in medial, post-vocalic position (VC),
there are more cues available to support a contrast than if the sequence occurs in initial position.
To be precise, in post-vocalic position there are formant transitions preceding the stop that
provide additional acoustic cues to recover the place of a pre-lateral stop (VTL-VKL > #TL-
#KL), and there is measurable duration of silence (constriction duration) to recover the presence
of the stop (VTL-VL > #TL-#L(L)). The availability of these additional cues in medial, post-
vocalic position predicts that phonological contrasts that are perceptually enhanced by these cues
should be more common in medial position than in initial position. This is precisely the type of
positional asymmetry discussed in the literature for TL sequences (Kawasaki 1982).
As this word-initial/medial positional asymmetry is not a general effect of position, but
rather an effect of the acoustic cues available from different segmental contexts (Steriade 1997,
2001; Cotd 2000, 2004; McCrary 2002, 2004), not all medial contexts are predicted to provide
equally good cues to pre-lateral stop place and presence contrasts. Contrasts such as TL-KL
should be maintained in those word-medial contexts where preceding segments provide distinct
acoustic cues to the place specifications of the stops.
This argument is similar to arguments made about the licensing of word-final stop place
and stop presence contrasts in languages where final stops are unreleased. In word-final position,
if stops are unreleased then they also lack both burst cues and release transitions to provide
information about the place and the manner of the stop. Much as in the pre-lateral environment,
there is a greater burden on preceding transitions to provide information about the stop. A
number of studies have shown that stops are deleted/contrasts are neutralized in the
environments where preceding transitions do not provide distinct cues for stop presence or place
specifications (Steriade 2001 a,b).
An examination of medial TL-KL contrasts in English shows that a variety of segments
can precede medial TL and KL sequences as in (1) ([al] represents a syllabic lateral).
(1) Word-Medial Contrasts of TL-KL in English
Medial Sequence -dl- -gl-
a. VCl needle [nidal] regal [iigal]
middle [midal] iggle [nigal]
saddle [sodal] haggle [hogal]
noodle [nudal] frugal [fjugal]
b. rCl curdle [k3jdal] gurgle [g3gal]
c. nCl spindle [spindal] jingle [d3n3l]
d. sCl pistol [pistal] fiscal [fiskil]
It is straightforward to argue that the segments preceding TL-KL contrasts in (1 a)-(1 c) all
provide additional cues to the place of the relevant stop. Both preceding vowels and preceding
rhotics are very sonorous segments that provide good cues in their formant transitions to the
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place of the following stop (see Chapter 2 for a more in-depth discussion). The nasal murmur in
the nasals in (1 c) (a sound comprised of the resonances of the nasal cavity and the anti-
resonances of oral cavity) provides place cues to the nasal and the following homorganic stop
(Kurowski & Blumstein 1984). The formant transitions preceding the nasal also provide place
cues for both the nasal and the stop as well, considering that both segments are homorganic.
However, the TL-KL contrast in (1 d) provides a seeming puzzle for a cue-based account
of contrast licensing. What cues in the strident are helping to maintain the following TL-KL
contrast? Previous acoustic analyses have shown that there is a strong place cue for labial stops
in the transition between an [s] and a following labial stop (a high peak of energy in the frication
that falls very sharply into the following stop), but that this cue does not exist for either velar or
coronal stops (Munson 2001). Cozier (2008) argues that this is the reason that the only word-
final s-stop sequences that are maintained in Trinidadian English are [sp] sequences. As word-
final stops are unreleased in Trinidadian English, the only cues to the presence of word final
stops exist in cues from preceding segments. He argues that the transition from the strident into
the labial stop cues the presence of the labial stop, but as this cue is absent in the transitions into
velar and coronal stops, the presence of coronal and velar stops in [s_#] contexts are not well-
cued in any perceptual dimension and are not realized.
In this chapter I show that there are acoustic cues present in [s_l] contexts that support a
coronal and velar stop place contrast. I argue that due to articulatory pressures, homorganic STL
sequences in some languages have no reliable complete constriction for the stop (e.g. no reliable
duration of silence). This reduction of one of the strongest cues to stop manner (Wright 2004)
weakens a cue that contributes to the perceptibility of the presence of the coronal stop. One
important effect of the weaker cues to the presence of the coronal stop is that it makes T more
distinct from being perceived as a K. This is schematized in (2).
(2) Perceptual Distances: Shorter Coronal Stop Duration Enhances Place Contrast
STL ----------------- SKL
#TL ----------- #KL
However, the weaker cues to the presence of the coronal stop threatens the distinctness of
another contrast: the stop presence contrast (STL-SL). In the last chapter I argued that (due to
their lack of aspiration) pre-lateral voiced stops have less distinct stop presence contrasts than
stop place contrasts (e.g. DL-GL > DL-L(L). In this chapter I make a similar argument: due to a
lack of a reliable duration of silence to cue the presence of a coronal stop I argue that coronal and
velar stops have less distinct stop presence contrasts than stop place contrasts (e.g. SKL-STL >
STL-SL). Thus, as in the previous chapter, this is another context in which cues to contrasts
involving stop presence are less distinct than cues to contrasts involving stop place (3).
(3) Perceptual Distances: Stop Presence vs. Place
DL ----------------- GL STL ----------------- SKL
DL ----------- L STL ----------- SL
Evidence for the weakness of the STL-SL contrast comes from historical data that shows
diachronic alternations between SL-STL outputs (Jespersen 1942 for English; Jones & Ward
1969 for Russian).
To summarize, the weaker cues to stop presence makes the place contrast more distinct,
allowing SKL-STL contrasts to be maintained. However, the weaker cues to the presence of the
stop endangers the stability of SL-STL contrasts, demonstrating that what enhances one contrast
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can weaken another. This weakening of the STL-SL contrast leads to another puzzle: if there is
no reliable duration of silence what cues the presence of coronal stops enough for the contrast to
be (even variably) maintained in languages? In the following analysis I hypothesize that the
presence of the coronal stop is cued indirectly, by properties of the surrounding context. One
such cue is the length of the strident segment, which is shorter in [s]+stop sequences than in [s]
+lateral sequences. I argue that this length difference can help cue the presence of a stop (Repp
1984b), and that this duration difference is easier to perceive word medially than at a word edge,
which explains positional asymmetries in attested STL-SL contrasts (allowed medially, banned
initially).
4.1 Outline of Analysis
The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, I describe the distribution of stop place contrasts
pre-laterally in both English and German. The distribution of contrasts in both languages shows
that TL-KL contrasts are banned in word initial position (*#TL-#KL), but maintained after
stridents (STL-SKL). This suggests that STL-SKL is a more distinct contrast than #TL-#KL. In
Section 4.4 I report the results of a production experiment I conducted to determine the acoustic
cues in the adult speech that are responsible for licensing a distinct stop place contrast in STL-
SKL. The results show that for American English there is a low rate of complete attenuation
(duration of silence) for coronal stops in [s_l] environments. I formalize the role this cue plays in
licensing STL-SKL contrasts using distinctiveness constraints. In Section 4.4 I argue that
although this low rate of complete attenuation is responsible for maintaining a distinct place
contrast in STL-SKL, it is also responsible for weakening the distinctiveness of a stop presence
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contrast in STL-SL. I report data showing how diachronic change in languages provides support
that the presence of a coronal stops is difficult to maintain in [s_l] environments.
In Section 4.5 I report more of the results from the production experiment. The acoustic
results indicate the presence of indirect cues to stop presence that allow STL-SL contrasts to be
(variably) maintained in adult languages. One such cue is the length of the strident segment,
which is shorter in [s]+stop sequences than in [s]+lateral sequences. I argue that this length
difference can help cue the presence of a stop (Repp 1984b), and that this duration difference is
easier to perceive word medially than at a word edge. In Section 4.6 I conclude with an example
of an asymmetry in the behavior of post-vocalic and post-strident TL sequences in child speech. I
argue that a less distinct place contrast is responsible for the behavior of post-vocalic TL
sequences (VTL-VKL), whereas a less distinct presence contrast is responsible for the behavior
of post-strident TL sequences (STL-SL).
4.2 General Distribution of sC and sCl Clusters in English & German
Strident clusters are well-attested in English, including word initial /s/+stop clusters that violate
the Sonority Sequencing Principle (Clements 1990).
(4) Attested Initial sC Clusters in English (Hammond 1999)
a. st, sk, sp, sn, sl, sw (bi-consonantal clusters)
b. str, spl, spr, skr, skw (tri-consonantal clusters)
The licensing of such clusters has been argued to result from the good internal cues present in the
intense frication of the strident (as to both the place and the presence of the consonant). These
strong internal cues allow for their distribution to include environments lacking contextual cues,
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such as formant transitions provided by sonorants, etc (Wright 2004). However, looking at the
distribution of sCl clusters specifically reveals a more limited distribution of these sequences.
The only well-attested sCl cluster in word initial position is [spl]. As regards the other clusters,
there are only a few (borrowed) words that contain initial [skl] and initial [stl] is unattested.
(5) English Initial sCl Sequences
Stop Place: Attested Forms:
labial spl split, splat, spleen
velar skl sclerosis, scleroid
coronal * stl
All three cluster types exist word medially--though with a somewhat limited distribution.
Generally, the attested medial sCl sequences either involve a syllabic lateral (6a) or are
heteromorphemic (6b), separated by either a morpheme or a pseudo-morpheme boundary.
(6) English Medial sCl Sequences
Stop Place: a. pre-syllabic lateral b. pre-lateral
labial -spl- gospel graspless, displace, crisply
velar -skl- rascal, fiscal riskless, disclaim, briskly
coronal -stl- crystal, pistol restless, beastly
As the medial tautomorphemic sCl sequences in English involve a syllabic lateral, there is a
question as to whether or not the place contrast being maintained in this position (and not in
initial position) is a result of the quality of the lateral and not due to other context related cues.
However, a similar asymmetry in the distribution of the pre-lateral TL-KL place contrast is also
seen in languages such as German, where the laterals in the medial sCl sequences are non-
syllabic. The data in (7) shows the distribution of pre-liquid place contrasts in word-initial
position (data from Russ 1994). All three stop places (labial, coronal, dorsal) contrast in front of
rhotics, but coronal and velar stop place do not contrast in front of laterals.
(7) German Word-Initial Stop-Lateral Phonotactics
Initial Stop Place: a. pre-rhotic b. pre-lateral
labial p Preis 'price' Plan 'plan'
b Brei 'mash' Blei 'lead'
velar k Krahe 'crow' Kleie 'bran'
g Grad 'degree' gleiten 'glide'
coronal t treu 'faithful'
d drei 'three'
Whereas initial TL-KL contrasts are not maintained in the language, in medial position the
contrast is licensed in [sil] environments (e.g. SKL-STL maintained). Such sequences can
involve non-syllabic laterals (mostly in names), making them more directly comparable with the
sequences in initial position.
(8) German Medial sCl Sequences
Stop Place: a. pre-syliabic lateral b. pre-lateral
coronal -stl- Mistel mistletoe K6stler
Distel thistle Deistler
Pastell pastel
The hypothesis being explored in this analysis is that there are acoustic cues that make stop place
contrasts in TL-KL more distinct when the sequence occurs after stridents than when it occurs in
initial position (STL-SKL > #TL-#KL).
4.3 Pilot Production Study: sC & sCl Clusters
In order to determine the cues that make pre-lateral coronal and velar stop place contrasts distinct
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when TL and KL sequences occur in a post-strident context, I conducted a production study
involving sC and sCI clusters in American English. The experimental design of the study is
described in Section 4.3.1, and the results of the study are summarized in Section 4.3.2. In
Section 4.3.3 I formalize the role of the cues found in the experiment that differentiate the place
contrast in STL and SKL sequences by incorporating the cues into distinctiveness constraints.
4.3.1 Experimental Design & Methods
The wordlist created for the experiment consists of three types of forms. The first is a set of
words from American English that contain medial /stl/ sequences. These words are the focus of
the experiment, as the main goal of the study is to determine the manner in which stops are
realized in these sequences that leads to the availability of cues to license pre-lateral T-K place
contrasts. The set of recorded /stl/ forms are given in (9) below. Two repetitions of each of the
forms with monomorphemic sequences (9a)-(9d) are included in the actual elicitation list, as well
as one repetition each of the forms that contain heteromorphemic sequences (9e)-(9f), giving a
total of 10 /stl/ forms for each participant in the experiment.
(9) Full Set of Recorded /stl/ Clusters
Tautomorphemic: Heteromorphemic
a. [pistol] pistol e. [poustill postal
b. [kristol] crystal f. [koustol] coastal
c. [hostal] hostel
d. [vest3l] vestal
The second type of forms are a set of comparison sCl & sl sequences. These sequences are
included in the experiment in order to determine the manner in which the realization of the
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coronal stop significantly differs from that of the velar stop in the [sl] environment (place
contrast: STL-SKL), as well as how the realization of the /stl/ sequence differs from that of
/sl/ (presence contrast: STL-SKL).
The comparison set is formed by comparing near minimal quadruplets that contain the
input sequences: /-stl-/, /-skl-/, /-spl-/, /-sl-/. In forming the comparison set, the goal was to have
three different words for each sequence with two repetitions each. However, given the rarity of
forms with the sequences being analyzed, some forms are repeated more than twice. Example
forms are shown in (1 0)24.
(10) Comparison /sl/ & /sCl/ Clusters
a. [grisol] gristle [pistol] pistol [fiskal] fiscal [gDspal] gospel
b. [kosol] castle [vestal] vestal [roskal] rascal [gosp3l] gospel
The last type of forms are comparison sC sequences. These forms are included as a control group
in order to determine the manner in which the realization of the coronal stop differs in /s/-clusters
that are specifically of the form sCl (as opposed to sCV). The comparison set is formed by
comparing near minimal quadruplets that contain the input sequences: /#st/, /#sk/, /#sp/, /#sl/.
The comparison set contains three different words for each sequence with two repetitions each. A
partial word-list of forms is shown in (11).
24 Due to the scarce nature of these forms in English (e.g. the only word that contains an [-spl-] sequence with a
syllabic lateral in CELEX is 'gospel' ([gospal]), the word list used in the experiment contains some forms that are
repeated more than twice.
(11) Comparison sC Clusters
#s1- #st- #sk- #sp-
a. [slot] slit [stot] stat [skot] scat [spot] spat
b. [sloup] slope [stoun] stone [skoun] scone [spouk] spoke
To form the elicitation list, I took the above words, randomized them, and then put them in the
carrier sentence, "Sayeight times." Five speakers participated in the production experiment.
All the participants were adult native English speakers between the ages of 25-35. They were
given the elicitation list and asked to read the sentences at a casual speech rate into a headset
microphone in a sound attenuating booth. Their responses were recorded using Amadeus
(sampling rate 44.1 kHz). The acoustic analysis was performed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink
2011).
In the acoustic analysis of the data, I performed two measurements on the relevant
sequences in order to find: (1) the degree and length of attenuation of the stop, and (2) the length
of the strident (the results of the second measurement are reported in Section 4.6). These are just
two of many acoustic cues that have been argued to be relevant in the perception of stop
presence and stop place in sC (and sCl) sequences in the literature (partial cue summary in (12)
and (13) below). Some of these cues are referred to in more detail in the following discussion
(For a complete list of the results, including all the measurements, see Appendices A & B).
(12) Cues to the Presence of a Stop in a sC Cluster
Acoustic Cue: Reference:
Duration of silence Best et al. 1979; Bailey & Summerfield 1980,
Fitch et al. 1980, Wright 2004
F1 onset of following vowel Bailey & Summerfield 1980
Duration of preceding strident Repp 1984b
Strength of Burst Repp 1984a
(13) Cues to the Place of a Stop in a sC Cluster
Acoustic Cue: Reference:
CV Transitions Dorman et al. 1977
Burst Quality/Duration Dorman et al. 1977, Repp 1984a
Offset Spectrum of Fricative Bailey & Summerfield 1980,
Repp & Mann 1981, Wright 2004
Duration of Silence Repp 1984b
4.3.2 Stop Constriction Durations: Measurement Description & Results
The measurements of the silence duration of the stops in the sC and sCl clusters are made
starting at the end of the frication of the strident and continuing until the beginning of the release
burst of the following stop. The results of the measurements are that of the 50 [stl] forms (e.g the
10 /stl/ forms x 5 subjects), only 12/50 forms (24%) show a duration of complete silence
associated with the coronal stop. Of the other 38 forms, 24 forms show no evidence of a stop
closure at all, and 14 show evidence of what I will refer to throughout the analysis as 'incomplete
attenuation'. These are cases in which there is a drop in the level of noise during where the
closure should occur, but complete closure (silence) is never achieved. Comparing the two types
of results, in (14)-(15) I give examples of a complete lack of stop closure in between the strident
and the lateral, while the form in (16) shows a lack of complete attenuation, but a partial
dampening of noise still occurs.
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No Closure: Speaker 1: 'pistol'
0.546590187
6000
1.08989285
Time (s)
(15) No Closure: Speaker 4: 'vestal'
0.430219268
60(0-
Partial Attenuation: Speaker 1: 'crystal'
0.526312233 1.03572959
0.5263 r 1.036
Time (s)
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(14)
(16)
i 1()
The above forms are in contrast to the /stl/ sequences that do surface with an actual period of
silence (the other 24% of forms). An example of an /stl/ sequence with a period of complete
attenuation is shown in (17).
(17) Complete Attenuation: Speaker 1: 'vestal'
0.71777705 1.16352
07 178
Time (s)
This latter form is most similar to the realizations of the other stops in this context. The results
concerning the degree of attenuation in the stops of the comparison /skl/ and /spl/ clusters are
that (except for one exception) the presence of a stop always results in a duration of silence.
These results are summarized in the table in (18).
(18) Closure Duration of Stops in Medial sCl Clusters
Cluster # of Closures % Closures Average Duration
-stl- 6 of 30 20.0% -------------------------
-skl- 30 of 30 100.0% 46.1 ms (st.dev. 8.8)
-spl- 29 of 30, 96.7% 66.6 ms (st.dev. 12.2)
Thus, the behavior of the coronal stop in sCl sequences is in direct contrast to the behavior of the
other stop places in the same environment. Both velar and labial stops create a period of
complete silence in the signal almost 100% of the time. Though there are not enough /stl/ forms
that surface with complete closures for the results of the comparison to be significant, the
durations of velar and labial stop closures appear to be longer than the relatively few coronal
closures that do occur in this [s_l] context, although this is a fact about the duration of coronal
closures more generally (Repp 1984b) (also see discussion of initial sC sequences below).
Spectrograms of sCl sequences that contain a labial stop and a velar stop (with complete stop
closures) are shown side-by-side in (19).
(19) Complete Attenuation: Speaker 4
0.701807555 Form: 'fiscal'
65O
07018 f ~ s.k I
Complete Attenuation: Speaker 4
122528827095182 Form: 'gospel'
65a( p
1.225 0.6271 1 ieM 1.126
The lack of complete attenuation of coronal stops in sCl clusters not only contrasts with the
behavior of stops with other places of articulation in the same environment, it also contrasts with
the behavior of coronal stops in sC clusters more generally. Below I list the results of the degree
and duration of stop closures for stops with coronal, labial, and velar places of articulation in
initial sC clusters.
(20) Closure Duration of Stops in Initial sC Clusters
Cluster # of Closures % Closures Average Duration
st- 28 of 30 93.3 48.8 m/s (st.dev. 13.6)
sk- 29 of 30 96.7 55.5 m/s (st.dev. 13.9)
sp- 29 of 30 96.7 84.7 m/s (st.dev. 20.0)
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The data in (20) shows that even though the closure duration for the stop in /st/ clusters is shorter
than the durations for those in /sk/ or /sp/ clusters, the closure does occur, and at a fairly
consistent rate and duration. The difference in the durations of the closures of the different stops
in sC clusters is schematized in the graph in (21).
(21) Closure Duration: Stops in Initial Cl Clusters
st sk sp
120
90
60
30
0
closure duration (m/s)
As can be seen most clearly from the graph above, the behavior of the coronal stop in the [sl]
context (the loss of the stop's closure duration) is not simply the result of occurring in a sequence
with a homorganic strident (e.g. [st]), but rather is a particular result of occurring in a context
where it is flanked on one side by a strident and the other side by a lateral.
4.3.3 Duration of Attenuation in sCl & sC Clusters: Discussion & Formalization
Many perception studies have argued that a period of complete attenuation of the speech signal
(duration of silence) is one of the main cues to the presence of a stop (Best et al. 1979; Bailey &
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Summerfield 1980; Fitch et al. 1980; Wright 2004). Therefore, by not reliably having a duration
of silence associated with the presence of a coronal stop in the realization of the /stl/ cluster, the
presence of the stop in the cluster is less well cued. However, this lack of a duration of silence
for coronal stops in this environment enhances the place contrast with velar stops: velar stops
have a period of complete silence, whereas coronal stops have either no duration of silence (e.g.
no complete closure) or a very brief silence/dampening of noise loudness (e.g. an 'extra short
closure' similar to a flap (Steriade 2000)). I formalize the difference in closure duration that
enhances the T-K place contrast in this context in (22a)-(22c). The scale in (22a) contains a
schematic representation of the difference in closure durations between stops (the flap represents
the closure duration for a very short coronal stop--as discussed above, sometimes there is no
closure at all).
(22a) Differences in Closure (Silence) Durations Along a Single Perceptual Hierarchy
closure duration (schematized)
1 2 3 4 5
f t k p geminates....
The distances along the scale are include in the constraint in (22b). The crucial difference is
between the closure duration for the short coronal stop and closure duration for the velar stop
(schematized distance of 2).
(22b) MINDIST=ClosureDuration:2: closure (silent) durations must be distinct (distance:2)
This constraint is then incorporated as a disjunct in the more general constraint that licenses
place contrasts (proposed in Chapter 2).
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(22c) MINDIST=F2xF3(R)v DiffusevF2xF3(C)v ClosureDuration:2: release transitions
must be distinct in their values for F2xF3 (distance: .90 barks) or release bursts must be
distinct in their values for diffuseness (distance:1) or closure transitions must be
distinct in their values for F2xF3 (distance .90 barks) or closure (silent) durations must
be distinct (distance.2)
Without the closure duration cue being added into the distinctiveness constraint, the T-K place
contrast is predicted to neutralize as in (23).
(23) TL-KL Place Contrast Not Maintained in SCI Position w/o Adding Duration Cue
stlVI, sklV2, SPIV MinDist=F2xF3(R) *Merge Ident- Max-
vDiffusevF2xF3(C) NL[+1] Closure
a stIVi, skiV2, splV3 F2xF3(R) X(t-k), X(p-k)
F2xF3(C) X(t-k) *
Diffuse X(t-k), X(t-p)
- b sklVi,2, splV3 F2xF3(R) X(p-k)
F2xF3(C) * *
Diffuse
The violations of the distinctiveness (MINDIST) constraint in (23a) occurs because T-K place
contrasts have neither sufficiently distinct formant transitions or sufficiently distinct burst
properties in front of laterals, and closure transitions cannot save the contrast in the post-strident
environment. Thus, a neutralization of the contrast is predicted.
However, once the closure duration disjunct is included in the constraint, the medial T-K
place contrast is predicted to surface in medial position as in (24).
(24) TL-KL Place Contrast Maintained in SCI Position
MinDist=F2xF3(R) Ident- Max-
stIVI, sklV2, splV v DiffusevF2xF3(C) *Merge NL[+1] Closure
v ClosureDur:2
- a stiVi, sklV2, spIV3 F2xF3(R) X(t-k), X(p-k)
F2xF3(C) X(t-k)
Diffuse X(t-k), X(t-p)
ClosDur X(p-k)
b sklV1,2, splV3 F2xF3(R) X(p-k)
F2xF3(C)
Diffuse
ClosDur X(p-k)
The T-K contrast in (24a) is able to surface because of the difference in the closure duration of
the stops: the velar stop produces a silent interval that the coronal stop does not.
This constraint also helps to explain why an [s_l] context is a better environment in
which to license a T-K place contrast than initial position (STL-SKL > #TL-#KL). As discussed
in the previous two chapters, in initial position the constriction duration of the stop (the silent
duration) is harder to recover (difficult to measure). The result is that no disjunct of the
distinctiveness constraints is satisfied by the T-K place contrast in initial position (25).
(25) TL-KL Place Contrast Neutralized in Initial Position
MinDist=F2xF3(R) Ident- Max-
#tlVi, #klV2, #pIV v DiffusevF2xF3(C) *Merge NL+11 Closure
v ClosureDur:2
a #tlV 1, #klV2, #pIV3 F2xF3(R) X(t-k), X(p-k)
F2xF3(C) X(t-k)
Diffuse X(t-k), X(t-p)
ClosDur X(t-k) X(p-k)
-+ b #klVl,2, #plV3 F2xF3(R) X(p-k)
F2xF3(C) X(p-k)
Diffuse
ClosDur X(p-k)
The T-K place contrast in neutralized in (25a) because in initial position the place contrast lacks:
sufficiently distinct release transitions, sufficiently distinct burst properties, sufficiently distinct
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closure transitions (they are not available in initial position), and the durations of the stop
closures are not measurable.
Thus, the correct distribution of stop place contrasts in the medial [sl] environment is
captured by the above analysis. However, the cue that licenses the stop place contrast - the lack
of closure duration - raises questions about the maintenance of the stop presence contrast. If
closure duration (a silent duration) is an important cue to stop manner (Wright 2004), then how is
the SL-STL contrast maintained word medially?
In the analysis below I argue that STL-SL contrast is licensed based on the length of the
strident preceding the coronal stop. Previous production studies have found that there is a
significant difference between the length of a strident that occurs before a coronal obstruent and
one that occurs in front of a lateral sonorant. Repp (1 984b) found that shorter stridents can cue
the presence of stops, as speakers are aware of the compensatory shortening that occurs in the
production of a /s/+ stop cluster. I posit that it is this cue in the stop's context (the length of the
strident) that is the perceptual dimension that allows STL-SL contrasts to be (variably)
maintained in adult speech.
4.4 Diachronic Change as Evidence of a Less Distinct Contrast: STL-SL
In the next two sections, I present data that shows alternations involving the presence of the stop
in STL clusters. I begin by discussing deletion processes (e.g. stl -+ si), and then give examples
of intrusive (epenthetic) stops in the [sl] environment (e.g. sl -+ stl). The fact that the
realizations of the cluster go in both directions ([sl] or [stl]), demonstrates that [sl]-[stl] is a
difficult contrast to maintain in languages more generally.
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4.4.1 Stop Deletion in STL Clusters
In examining the orthographic representation of 'stl' sequences in English, it can be observed
that there are many words of English written with an orthographic 'stl' sequence that are not
currently pronounced with one. Some words with orthographic 'stl' are pronounced with an [sl]
sequence (26a), some variably with an [stl]/[sl] sequence (26b), and some consistently with the
full [stl] sequence (26c).
(26a) Orthographic 'stl' Sequences Realized as [sh]
(26b)
(26c)
Form: Transcription: Form: Transcription:
a. bristle [brisal] g. rustle [JAsal]
b. bustle [bAsa1] h. thistle [01s3l]
c. castle [kosal] i. whistle [wisal]
d. epistle [1pis;l] j. wrestle [Jcs3l]
e. gristle [g.is3l] k. mistletoe [mis3ltou]
f. nestle [nesal] 1. ostler [Dsl-]
Orthographic 'stl' Sequences Produced Variably
Form: Transcription:
a. pestle [p&s3l]/[pcstal]
Orthographic 'stl' Sequences Realized as [stl]
a. Tautomnorphemic:, a. Heteromorphemic
Form: Transcription: Form: Transcription:
a. pistol [pistal] e. postal [poust;al]
b. crystal [kuistal] f. coastal [koustol]
c. hostel [hostal]
d. vestal [vcstal]
In his book, "A Modern English Grammar On Historical Principles," Jespersen (1942) observes
that the modern pronunciation of at least some of the forms in which the orthographic
'stl' sequence is pronounced as [sl] is part of a diachronic process of stop deletion in this
environment in English. He notes that some of the forms that are now pronounced with an [sl]
sequence are in contrast to the transcriptions of earlier phoneticians, who transcribe 'stl' clusters
with the coronal stop (bolded emphasis in the following passage is my own):
"The reduction of /stl/ to [sl] must have begun in the 16th c., as bristle is sometimes
written brissle (Sh. Tw. I 5.3 fol.) and rustle sometimes written russle (Sh. Meas.
IV. 3.38), but the early phoneticians do not omit the /t/: H 1569 has t in castle
and epistle, M 1582 in whistle, S 1567 and G 1621in thistle. E 1765 and W 1791
teach the omission as a general rule (in nestle, jostle, castle, Astley, Westley, ostler,
mistletoe, etc); in pestle they pronounce the t." (Jespersen, p. 224)
In Kim's (1995) discussion of diachronic consonant cluster reductions, he gives more examples
of this stl > sl process in English. Forms borrowed into English from Romance that show the
deletion of the stop in derived /stl/ clusters are reproduced in (27) below.
(27) Deletion in /stl/ Clusters in English (from Kim (1995))
English Forms c~f. Latin
a. epistle epistola
b. castle castellum
c. apostle apostolus
As will be discussed in Section 4.7, there is also acquisition data from English learning children
that support the hypothesis that STL and SL are perceptually similar. This acquisition data in
addition to the diachronic processes discussed above support the hypothesis that the SL-STL
contrast is not well cued in English.
Vaillant (1950, p. 89) discusses a diachronic cluster simplification process similar to that
of English for the Slavic languages, where *stl is simplified to sl. He observes that these clusters
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are eventually reintroduced into languages such as Russian and Czech (e.g. in Russian: cTjiaT
[stlat] 'extend/spread'), but that the presence of the stop is weak. This observation is confirmed
by Jones & Ward (1969) in their synchronic analysis of Russian phonology. In their analysis,
they observe that there is variability in the production of words with /stl/ sequences. In some
words the sequence is produced faithfully (28a) as [stl], and in some words the coronal stop is
deleted, resulting in the surface sequence [sl] (28b).
(28) Stop Deletion in /stl/ Clusters in Russian (from J&W 1969, p. 205)
Transcription: Cyrillic: Gloss:
Stop Deletion: [ftfisiliivij] csaCTJIHBbrN happy
a. stl -> sl [zAvisiliivij] 3aBHCTJIHBbIN envious
[soviisiliivij] cOBeCTJJHBbIN conscientious
Faithful Realization: [xvAsjtjljivij] XBaCTJIHBblNk boastful
b. stl -- stl [kAsitiliavij] KOCTJISIBbI bony
To summarize, the diachronic process of coronal stop deletion in some words containing [stl]
clusters in English and Russian provide evidence for the difficulty of perceiving the presence of
the (coronal) stop in this environment, and points to a possible difficulty in maintaining the
distinctness of the [sl]-[stl] contrast.
4.4.2 Intrusive (Epenthetic) Stops in SL Clusters
In Ohala & Sole's (2010) paper, they discuss alternations involving the presence of coronal stops
in [sl] vs. [stl] clusters. Their focus is on the epenthesis of stops in /sl/ clusters, rather than the
deletion of the stops in /stl/ clusters. In other words, their focus is on /sl/ clusters that surface
phonetically as [stl] (which is the opposite of the realization of the cluster as discussed above). In
their analysis, they discuss the phenomenon of intrusive stops in sC sequences where C2 is either
a lateral or a nasal (e.g. /sn/ and /sl/ clusters). In their discussion, they address the fact that these
emergent stops are common cross-linguistically, and cite examples of the process occurring in
both /sl/ and /s/ sequences. I have reproduced a few of these examples in (29)-(30) below.
(29) Epenthetic Stops in Strident-Lateral Clusters (data from O&S 2010)
English Clusters:
(30)
a. hustle < Dutch: husseln, var. of hutselen
b. wrestle < O.E. *wrestlian, c.f. N.Fris. wrassele
c. listen < O.E. hlysnan
Epenthetic Stops in Lateral-Strident Clusters (data from O&S 2010)
Word: [t]-Epenthesis Standard Pronunciation
a. 'false' [fHlts] [fois]
b. 'else' [EtS] [EIS]
c. 'pulse' [pAis] [pAls]
d. 'Elsie' [Ectsi] [Eisi]
Kim (1995) gives diachronic epenthesis examples in English similar to the ones listed in (17)
above. One of his examples illustrates the back-and-forth nature of the epenthesis/deletion of of
[t] in [stl] sequences. The word 'whistle', which corresponds to OE hwislian, underwent a
process of epenthesis in Middle English that resulted in an [stl] sequence, but is pronounced in
modem English with an [sl] sequence (e.g. s1 --> stl -- > s). The fact that forms go back-and-
forth as to the realization of [sl]-[stl] clusters provides support for the hypothesis that the contrast
between [sl]-[stl] is difficult to maintain, suggesting that the contrast is not perceptually well-
cued.
The idea that both the deletion and the epenthesis processes active in the realization of the
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[sl]-[stl] contrast are connected is also put forward by Ohala & Sole (2010). Even though their
analysis focuses on the epenthesis process (e.g. on emergent stops), at the end of their discussion
they make a comment regarding the relation between the perception of the stop in s-clusters, and
the occurrence of epenthesis and deletion in these environments (bolded emphasis in the
following passage once again my own):
"In fact, failure to distinguish whether the stop was intended or not is
probably at the origin of (i) the loss of an etymological it/ in fricative-/t/-nasal and
fricative-/t/-lateral sequences, e.g. soften (but softer), christen (but Christianity),
hasten; castle (but -chester), thistle, wrestle, and (ii) the emergence of non-
etymological it/ in listen and hustle in English"
Their observation highlights the idea that it is the same principles underlying both types of
processes, and that the connection between the two processes indicates that the inherent
difficulty with the sequences appears to be in differentiating between them.
4.4.3 Articulatory Issues with SL & STL Sequences
In the previous section, I showed that both processes of stop deletion (e.g. stl -+ so and stop
epenthesis) (e.g. sl -+ stl) occur in the [sl] environment. This seems to indicate a tension
between perceiving/not perceiving a stop in this context, which further seems to indicate a
difficulty in articulating [sl] and [stl] sequences with a complete closure duration (or lack of
complete closure duration) in order to cue the presence/absence of a stop. One property to note
about the consonants in [stl] sequences is that they all involve the same (coronal) articulator, and
that the consonants alternate in whether or not they are continuant (continuant - non-continuant-
continuant). Thus, not producing a complete closure for the stop in this environment can be seen
as a type of assimilation to the surrounding context. This is similar to the lack of complete
closure seen in [sts] sequences (Shockey 1973).
A property to note about [sl] sequences is the issue of phasing the coronal gestures
involved. Ohala & Sole (2010) propose that the tendency for stops to emerge in a sequence of a
strident and a lateral involves the manner in which a sequence of a lateral and a strident is
articulated. They propose that it is the phasing of the gestures involved in switching between
energy produced from a central constriction to energy produced at a lateral constriction that
determines whether or not a stop is produced. If there is a period in which the switch results in a
complete closure, then a stop is the result. However, experimental results have shown that these
epenthetic stops (when they occur) in similar contexts (e.g. [nts]) have shorter closer durations
than non-epenthetic stops (Fourakis & Port 1986; Warner & Weber 2001) and are not strongly
cued more generally. Thus, there are articulatory reasons for the difficulty evidenced by
languages in maintaining a distinct STL-SL contrast.
4.4.4 Summary: SL-STL Confusability
As a result of both (1) synchronic and diachronic processes that show alternations between [sl]-
[stl] (with the realizations going in both directions) and (2) the results from the production
experiment reported in Section 4.4 that show a reduction in reliability of stop presence cues for
coronal stops in [s-l] contexts, I propose the indistinct contrast STL-SL as schematized in (3 1b).
(31) Perceptual Distances: Stop Presence vs. Place
a). DL-----------------------GL b.) STL--------------------SKL
DL--------L STL-------SL
least distinct * (presence) least distinct o (presence)
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In the next section I give more results from the production experiment I conducted in order to
determine the nature of the acoustic cues that allow STL-SL contrasts to be maintained in
languages. The hypothesis is that even if the stop presence contrast (STL-SL) is less distinct than
the stop place contrast (STL-SKL) in the [s_l] context, there must be acoustic cues present that
make the presence of the stop recoverable. The results show that the duration of the strident
differs in a cluster based off the presence or absence of a following stop (e.g. sl vs. sCl), as well
as a period of lower-amplitude noise that corresponds to the presence of a stop.
4.5 Strident Duration in sCi & sC Clusters: Measurements & Results
The second set of measurements are of the duration of the strident fricatives in the sC and sCl
clusters. These measurements are made starting at the beginning of the frication energy of the
strident and ending at the offset of the same energy. Beginning with an examination of the length
of stridents in the control sC clusters, there is a pronounced difference in the length of the
strident in a stop cluster as opposed to its length before a lateral. The duration of strident in the
different clusters is summarized in the table in (32). A visual representation of how strident
duration differs by cluster is shown in the graph in (33).
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(32) Durations of Stridents in Initial sC Clusters
sl- 154.5 m/s
st- 117.2 m/s
sk- 109.4 m/s
sp- 98.5 m/s
(33) Strident Durations in
sl st
160
120 -
80
40
0
(st.dev. 30.9)
(st.dev. 25.8)
(st.dev. 30.9)
(st.dev. 28.3)
Initial sC Clusters (m/s)
||[ sk * sp
strident duration (m/s)
The difference in the length of the strident before the lateral as opposed to before the coronal
stop is easy to measure in word initial position. Unfortunately, exact measurements are more
difficult to acquire in medial position. As discussed in Section 4.3.2, this is due to the fact that
there are relatively few closure durations in between the strident and the stop in medial [stl]
clusters.
However, the durations are easy to observe in front of the lateral, and in front of the stops
with other places of articulation, so I will report those findings first. The durations of the strident
in all clusters other than the /stl/ cluster are shown in (34). As expected, the duration of the
strident is much shorter in front of the labial and the velar stops, as opposed to in front of the
lateral. This difference in relative duration is represented graphically in (35).
(34) Durations of Stridents in Medial sCl Clusters
Cluster Average Strident Duration
-stl- N/A (see discussion below)
-skl- 72.1 m/s (st. dev. 10.3)
-spl- 63.7 m/s (st. dev. 8.4)
-sl- 108.1 m/s (st. dev. 12.2)
(35) Strident Durations in Medial sCl Clusters (m/s)
-sl- -skl- -spl-
120
90
60 -
30
0
strident duration (m/s)
Although it is difficult to measure the length of the strident in front of the coronal stop in the /stl/
cluster due to the lack of attenuation in the noise, the break between the segments can be visually
confirmed in the spectrograms of some speakers. This ability to spot the break is due to the rapid
change in the distribution of energy (intense energy migrating from higher frequencies
downwards). This type of segment identification is represented in (36). In order to compare the
distribution of energy in what surfaces from an /stl/ sequence from that which surfaces from an
/sl/ sequence, a comparison form with a realization of an underlying /sl/ sequences is also
provided in (37).
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(36) No Closure: Speaker 1: 'pistol'
O.546590187 1.089892-85
(1) high energy, ,
(2) transit
0.546 p I s (t) 1 ]
Time (s)
(37) Strident-Lateral Cluster: Speaker 1: 'gristle'
0.536672661 09555720246( i n
(1) high energy
0 5367
Time (s)
0.9556
Using this method of segmentation for the clearest of the speakers netted the result in (38). There
are not enough forms for the result to be meaningful (statistically speaking), but at least the result
points in the correct direction (approx. 20 m/s difference in the length of the strident, with the
longer version being in the [sl] cluster).
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(38) Difference in Duration of Stridents in /sl/ & /stl/ Sequences15
Speaker 1 -stl- duration -sl- duration Difference:
crystal 89.4 m/s gristle 96.1 m/s
crystal 88.4 m/s gristle 106.4 m/s
pistol 114 m/s castle 128.9 m/s
pistol 74.2 m/s castle 117.9 m/s
vestal 88.4 m/s thistle 112.6 m/s
vestal 92.6 m/s thistle 121.5 m/s
Average: 91.2 m/s 113.9 m/s -+ 22.7 m/s
St. dev. 12.9 m/s 11.6 m/s 1.3 m/s
4.5.1 Discussion: Strident Duration in sCl & sC Clusters
The results of these measurements show that strident durations are different in the outputs of /sl/
and /sCl/ clusters, such that even if there is no period of complete attenuation, the duration of the
strident can still cue the presence of a following stop. This is true even when there is no break
between the energy of the strident and the aspiration/frication of the following consonant, due to
the spectral properties and intensity of the strident. In other words, I hypothesize that the
difference in the quality of the noise between the strident and the following aspiration/frication is
still enough to cue the difference in duration of the strident between the outputs of a /sl/ and a
/sCl/ cluster.
25 What is needed to capture the difference more concretely is a better developed measure of intensity (an issue that I
am going to address in further research).
One reason for arguing this contrast in strident length as being perceptually salient is
Repp's (1 984b) study that showed that the shorter the strident, the less silence was necessary in
order to perceive the presence of the stop 26. I reproduce Repp's summary of the effect below:
"The effect of [s] duration is interpreted here as a perceptual compensation for the
known reduction in fricative noise duration when it precedes a stop consonant
closure. Thus, it is considered a purely phonetic effect, deriving from listers tacit
knowledge of speech patterns."
Interestingly, this finding was anecdotally confirmed by Fleischhacker (2005) in her dissertation.
When trying to synthesize [sl] forms for an experiment, even though she had no silence in
between the [s] and the [1], listeners reported hearing an intrusive [t] until she lengthened the
strident in the cluster.
4.5.2 Formalization: Strident Duration
In this section I sketch the formalization of the role that strident length plays in maintaining a
contrast between STL-SL. In a more refined analysis, the period of lower-amplitude aspiration/
frication would also play a role, as would lateral length27. In formulating this constraint, I also do
not attempt to explain timing relations in clusters more generally in the language. I assume that
at the level of phonetic realization, compression constraints apply that shorten stridents in
obstruent clusters. In that way, one of the main cues that is enhancing the distinctiveness of the
26 In Repp's study, silence cued the presence of a labial stop, except when closure duration was very short and then it
cued the presence of a coronal stop. The different quality of the frication/aspiration observed in this study rather than
complete silence is probably also a cue for a coronal rather than a (quiet) labial stop.
27 Repp (1 984b) found that the shortest silence duration needed to perceive the presence of a stop in an sCl cluster
was with the shortest strident and the longest lateral5 .
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stop presence contrast SL-STL is an unintentional enhancement (it is a result of timing/gestural
phasing relations more generally in the language).
I formalize the role that strident duration plays in maintaining STL-SL contrasts in (39).
The constraint requires faithfulness to the duration (of the intense energy) of a strident.
(39) Ident-Duration Strident: do not lengthen the duration of a strident.
This constraint ensures that a medial contrast of SL-STL is preserved, because merging the
contrast would violate Ident-Duration Strident as in (40).
(40) SL-STL Contrast Maintained in Medial Position
MinDist-=F2xF3(R)
VstlVi, VsklV2, VsplV3, VsIV4 vDiffusevF2xF3(C) Ident- Ident-Strid Max-
vClosureDur:2 NL[+1] Dur. Closure
- a VstlVi, VsklV 2, VSplV3, VsIV 4
b VsklVi, 2, VsplV3, VslV4 *!
c VsklV2, splV3, slV1,4 *!
This leads to another question: why are contrasts of STL-SL maintained in medial position but
not initial position in languages like German and English?
One of the main cues that is preserving the contrast is a duration cue, which have been
argued to be more difficult to perceive at word edges. Kawahara (2007) suggests that differences
in duration for stridents are difficult to perceive at a word edge (when discussing [ss]-[s]) as
opposed to intervocalically, a hypothesis which is confirmed by perception studies conducted by
Pajak (to appear) 28. In this case the medial strident is only adjacent to one vowel in medial
position, but at least there is a steep amplitude change on one side of the strident in [Vstl] that is
not present in [#stl]. In order to account for the fact that there is a contrast in strident duration
28 Although differences in strident duration are argued to be easier to perceive at a word edge if the contrast in
durations is in initial rather than final position (Giavazzi & Cho ms).
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that is distinct enough to license a contrast between STL-SL in medial position I propose the
constraint MINDIST=Strident Duration. This is similar to the MINDIST=Liquid Duration
constraint proposed in the previous chapter. In both cases, these constraints on minimal duration
are violated in initial position 29. The way in which this constraint bans initial SL-STL contrasts is
shown in (41).
(41) SL-STL Contrast Neutralized in Initial Position
MinDist=F2xF3(R) MinDist Ident- Ident-Stri Max
#stlVi, #sklV2, #spIV3, #slV4 vDiffusevF2xF3(C) Strid Ident- d ri Max-
vClosureDur:2 Dur NL[+1] Dur. Closure
a #stlVi, #sklV2, #splV3, #slV4 *!
b #sklV1,2, #splV3, #slV4 *!
-+ c #sklV2, #spIV3, #slV,4 (*!)
The MINDIST=Strident Duration constraint rules out the SL-STL contrast in (41a) as the
duration difference of the stridents in SL-STL is not perceptible enough in initial position to
license a contrast. In this case it crucially is the stop presence (STL-SL) contrast that is
responsible for the elimination of the STL sequence (violating MINDIST=Strid Duration). The
stop place contrast (STL-SKL) does not violate the distinctiveness constraint on stop place, as T
and K are distinguished by the duration of their closures (duration of silence) in the [sl] context.
The prediction is that the STL sequence should surface as an SL sequence, because if a
strident duration is difficult to perceive, there is a question as to whether or not mapping an STL
sequence to an SL sequence would even involve a violation of Ident-Strident-Duration (or
whether it would involve a lesser degree of violation).
29 This is a simplified version of the more nuanced constraint that is needed to capture the phonotactics of English.
As there is not a geminate-singleton contrast for stridents in English, it cannot only be the duration of the strident
that differentiates [sl] from [stl]. A more precise way to formulate the constraint would be to also include a minimum
distance requirement on the attenuated energy associated with the presence of the stop.
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4.6 The Phonological Behavior of TL & STL Sequences in Child Phonology
I conclude this discussion with an example of an asymmetry in the behavior of post-vocalic and
post-strident TL sequences in child speech. I argue that a less distinct place contrast is
responsible for the behavior of post-vocalic TL sequences (VTL-VKL), whereas a less distinct
presence contrast is responsible for the behavior of post-strident TL sequences (STL-SL). This
asymmetry in behavior reinforces the hypothesis that it is crucially a stop presence contrast that
less distinct than a stop place contrast in the [sl] context.
4.6.1 Velarization of TL in Child Speech & the Puzzle-Puddle-Pickle Shift
In the speech of some English learning children, there exists a general process of velarization of
pre-lateral coronal stops. This process of velarization occurs as part of the much discussed
'puzzle-puddle-pickle' chain shift (Smith 1973; Macken 1980; Dinnsen et al. 2001; Dinnsen &
McGarrity 2004; Jesney 2005; Vanderweide 2006). The data in the table in (40) is from the
speech of Amahl (Smith 1973), whose speech will be the focus of the following analysis unless
indicated otherwise.
(40) Puzzle-puddle-pickle chain shift of Amahl, age 2;2-2;11 (Smith 1973)
Alternation 1: Alternation 2: Velars Surface
Stopping -+ Velarization +- Faithfully
Stridents -- Cor Stops Cor Stops -- Velar Stops Velar Stops -+ Velar
'puzzle' [pAdal] 'puddle' [pAg3l] 'buckle' [bAgal]
'whistle' [witol] 'fiddle' [figal] 'pickle' [pikol]
'pencil' [pental] 'handle [hojgal] 'uncle' [A13kal]
There are two alternations involved in this chain shift. One involves target adult SL sequences:
the stopping of stridents (/zal/ -+ [dcl]). The second involves target adult TL sequences: the
velarization of coronal stops in front of laterals (/dal/ -+ [gal]). The latter alternation (the
velarization process) shows that there is a period during the acquisition of English in which
children neutralize the TL-KL contrast in adult English in all positions, despite the contrast being
attested in adult English word-medially. Target adult forms with TL sequences undergo
velarization to give KL outputs (e.g. [pAgal] 'puddle'), while forms with KL sequences surface
faithfully with regards to their place specification (e.g. [bAgal] 'buckle'). The complication that
arises from this chain shift is the fact that children create new TL sequences as a result of the
stopping of stridents (e.g. [PAdal] 'puzzle'). This means that children are creating TL sequences
as outputs for SL sequences, while still refusing to faithfully produce target TL sequences (and
target TL-KL contrasts) in the adult language.
Jesney (2005) and Vanderweide (2006) argue that it is the perceptual salience of the place
cues in the strident that is responsible for the fact that the strident surfaces as a stop with a
coronal place specification--even in front of a lateral. The reason for the robustness of strident
recoverability is that stridents have intense frication that is recognizably shaped by the front
cavity of the mouth (Wright 2004). It is the former property of the stridents (their intensity) that
leads to the recoverability of their presence, and a combination of both properties that leads to
the recoverability of their place. Thus, regardless of segmental context, the place specification of
a strident is perceptually salient. The prediction is that children will be more faithful to the
perceptually salient place cues provided by the strident, and thus be more faithful to the robust
place contrast between sequences involving pre-lateral stridents and pre-lateral velar stops (SL-
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KL) than to the indistinct contrast in place between pre-lateral coronal stops and pre-lateral velar
stops (TL-KL). Neutralizing the place contrast in the case of SL-KL (e.g. mapping [sl] --> [kl])
involves a faithfulness violation of a greater perceptual magnitude than neutralizing the place
contrast in the case of adult TL-KL (e.g. mapping [tl] --> [kl]).
A strident fricative is realized as a coronal stop in front of a lateral for articulatory
reasons. Strident fricatives are generally argued to present an articulatorily difficulty for children
in their acquisition of speech, rather than a perceptual one. Cross-linguistically, stridents are
some of the later acquired segments in child speech. This late acquisition is argued to result from
problems children encounter in manipulating their articulators with the precision required to
maintain and direct strong airflow (Smit 1993; Beckman et al. 2003; Goad & Rose 2004). Thus,
at the stage when Amahl is producing stridents as stops in front of laterals, he is producing them
as stops everywhere. In other words, he shows a context free ban on the segment (Jesney 2005).
(41) Stopping of Stridents Across Contexts (Amahl, age 2;2-2;10)
General Acquisition of Stridents
Initial [s] forms Medial/Final [s] forms
a. say [de:] c. inside [indaid]
b. sing [tI] d. nice [nait]
Acquisition of Strident-Lateral Sequences
e weasel [wi:dal] g. pencil [pEntal]
f. parcels [pa:tol] h. whistle [wit3l]
In the table above, there are examples of stridents becoming stops in the outputs of child speech
word initially (6a-b), word medially in front of a vowel (6b), word finally (6d), and pre-laterally
(6e-h). In all cases, including in front of the lateral, the place of the resulting stop is coronal. The
hypothesis for the reason that the strident keeps its value for (coronal) place, no matter the
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environment, is same one discussed above: stridents have good internal cues for both their
presence and their place of articulation (Wright 2004; Jesney 2005; Vanderweide 2006).
Thus, in this section, I have established the behavior of post-vocalic (and post-sonorant)
TL, KL, and SL sequences in child speech. I have shown that TL sequences velarize to give
output KL sequences (neutralizing adult TL-KL contrasts), and that SL sequences undergo a
process of stopping to create output TL sequences in the child speech. In the next section, I
examine the contexts in which target adult TL sequences do not velarize in child speech.
Specifically, I look at the behavior of STL and SKL sequences and show that rather than the STL
and SKL sequences behaving identically (neutralizing a stop place contrast), STL and SL
sequences behave identically (neutralizing a stop presence contrast).
4.6.2 The Behavior of TL-KL in sCl Sequences
One context in which Amahl shows a contrast in the behavior between pre-lateral coronal and
velar stops in is his treatment of sCl clusters (Smith 1973; Macken 1980; Jesney 2005). There
are only a few examples in the corpus of his speech, but those sequences that do occur show that
STL sequences are realized with a coronal stop (TL), while SKL sequences are realized with a
velar stop (KL). This contrast in behavior is shown in (42) below.
(42) Contrast in the Behavior of Stops in sCi Clusters
a. /skl/ sequences b. /stl/ sequences
'rascal' /raskal/-- [ra:kol] 'pistol' /pistal/-- [pital]
'postal' /postol/- +[pho:tal]
=> output KL sequences => output TL sequences
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As discussed above, Amahl generally velarizes a coronal stop pre-laterally, being unfaithful to
the TL-KL contrast in the adult language by changing the place of the stop as in (43).
(43) Stop Place Contrast - Velarization of Pre-Lateral Coronal Stops
a. /tl/ sequences /kl/ sequences
'puddle' /pAdal/ -> [pAgal] 'buckle' [bAgal]
'fiddle' [figal] 'pickle' [pikal]
=> output KL sequences
However, when the TL sequence occurs after a strident (as it does in the STL-SL contrast) the
stop does not velarize even though it is still in a pre-lateral environment. I follow Macken (1980)
in positing that the difference in the behavior between the post-strident velar and coronal stops
might be due to a different source than an indistinct stop place contrast: to a difficulty of
perceiving the presence of a coronal stop in this context. A comparison of the outputs in sCl
clusters is schematized in (44) below. The crucial observation is that the behavior of /sl/ and /stl/
clusters is identical--and that the behavior contrasts with the outputs of /skl/ clusters.
(44) Stop Presence Contrast - Simplification of Medial /sl/ and /sCl/ Clusters
a. /sl/ sequences /stl/ sequences
'puzzle' /pAzal/ -+[pAdol] 'pistol' /pistal/--+ [pital]
'whistle' /wis;l/ -+[wital] 'postal' /postal/-+[pho:tal]
=> output TL sequences
b. different from /ski/ sequences
'rascal' /rask3l/-+ [ra:kal]
=> output KL sequences
It is unclear from the data whether or not Amahl is correctly perceiving the contrasts he
neutralizes (TL-KL, STL-SL), but either way his output forms indicate which contrast is least
perceptually distinct. Either he is not perceiving the least distinct contrasts, or he he is choosing
the minimal perceptual repair. Whichever the outcome, it still indicates that a less distinct place
contrast is responsible for his choice of output for VTL (e.g. VTL-VKL) and a less distinct
presence contrast is responsible for his choice of output for STL (e.g. STL-SL).
4.7 Summary & Conclusion
In this chapter I showed that there are acoustic cues present in [s_l] contexts that support a
coronal and velar stop place contrast. I argued that due to articulatory pressures, homorganic
STL sequences in some languages have no reliable complete constriction for the stop (e.g. no
reliable duration of silence). This reduction of one of the strongest cues to stop manner (Wright
2004) weakens a cue that contributes to the perceptibility of the presence of the coronal stop.
One important result of the shorter closure duration of the coronal stop in the [s_l] context is that
it makes T more distinct from being perceived as a K (enhances the place contrast STL-SKL).
Thus, the enhancement of a cue for one contrast (stop place STL-SKL) can weaken a cue
for another contrast (stop presence STL-SL). In the analysis I argued that the presence of the
coronal stop in STL is allowed to be maintained by the availability of other contextual cues. One
such cue is the length of the strident segment, which is shorter in [s]+stop sequences than in [s]
+lateral sequences. I hypothesized that this length difference can help cue the presence of a stop
(Repp 1984b), and that this duration difference is easier to perceive word medially than at a word
edge, which explains positional asymmetries in attested STL-SL contrasts (allowed medially,
banned initially).
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Appendix A: Acoustic Measurements of sC Clusters
Acoustic Measurements: Initial /sk/ Clusters
closure Y/N s duration closure duratio
Speaker 1 [skon] scan Y 159.6 51.5
[skot] scat Y 186.9 45.4
[skoun] scone Y 171.5 57.7
[skoup] scope Y 132.1 48.7
[skup] scoop Y 137.6 62.3
[skut] scoot Y 139.5 99.7
Speaker 2 [skon] scan Y 76.1 54.5
[skot] scat Y 74 44.5
[skoun] scone Y 84.9 65.5
[skoup] scope Y 68 54.8
[skup] scoop Y 89.6 60.2
[skut] scoot Y 92.7 40.6
Speaker 3 [skon] scan Y 90.4 52.6
[skot] scat Y 116.2 55.6
[skoun] scone Y 104.9 46.2
[skoup] scope Y 104.3 52.5
[skup] scoop Y 112.5 46.9
[skut] scoot Y 135.4 55.6
Speaker 4 [skon] scan Y 158.9 37.4
[skot] scat Y 122.7 66.3
[skoun] scone Y 98.2 67.1
[skoup] scope Y 116.6 53.6
[skup] scoop Y 81.3 57.4
[skut] scoot Y 77.6 75.9
Speaker 5 [skon] scan Y 97.6 43.7
[skot] scat Y 89.4 38.2
[skoun] scone Y 96.1 52.5
[skoup] scope N 94.8 NA
[skup] scoop Y 87 83.8
[skut] scoot Y 85.5 37.9
Average: 109.39666667 55.468965517
St. Dev. 30.901997294 13.853547855
Acoustic Measurements: Initial /st/ Clusters
closure Y/N s duration :losure duratior
Speaker 1 [ston] Stan Y 161.5 65.6
[stot] stat Y 157 52
[stoun] stone Y 137.2 50
[stouv] stove Y 170.1 51.7
[stu] stew Y 165.8 73
[stup] stoop Y 141.3 42.7
Speaker 2 [ston] Stan Y 71.9 27.8
[stot] stat N NA NA
[stoun] stone Y 92.1 41.6
[stouv] stove Y 131 37
[stu] stew Y 125.4 42.2
[stup] stoop Y 121.5 68.3
Speaker 3 [ston] Stan Y 98.6 30.2
[stot] stat Y 131 42.1
[stoun] stone N NA NA
[stouv] stove Y 106 19.3
[stu] stew Y 120.6 66
[stup] stoop Y 112.2 45
Speaker 4 [ston] Stan Y 92.8 49.6
[stot] stat Y 106.8 74.3
[stoun] stone Y 95.7 60.5
[stouv] stove Y 90.2 48.9
[stu] stew Y 126.2 53.6
[stup] stoop Y 106 53
Speaker 5 [ston] Stan Y 78.1 52.8
[stot] stat Y 106.8 59
[stoun] stone Y 104 45.9
[stouv] stove Y 91 27.9
[stu] stew Y 118.7 41.3
[stup] stoop Y 121.5 43.8
Average: 117.17857143 48.753571429
St. Dev: 25.794032573 13.645470885
Acoustic Measurements: Initial /sl/ Clusters
Speaker 1 [slot] slat 190.2
[slot] slat 178.6
[slit] slit 192.5
[slit] slit 184.4
[sloup] slope 186.3
[sloup] slope 178.3
Speaker 2 [slot] slat 115.9
[slot] slat 112.4
[slit] slit 115
[slit] slit 131.6
[sloup] slope 94.8
[sloup] slope 137.3
Speaker 3 [slot] slat 164.9
[slot] slat 115.7
[slit] slit 135.8
[slit] slit 151.6
[sloup] slope 115.2
[sloup] slope 156.8
Speaker 4 [slot] slat 183.8
[slot] slat error
[slit] slit 173.2
[slit] slit 228.9
[sloup] slope 153.5
[sloup] slope 167.3
Speaker 5 [slot] slat [lat fric/release 168.7
[slot] slat 157.6
[slit] slit 142.1
[slit] slit 168.4
[sloup] slope 153.9
[sloup] slope 125.51
Average: 154.48965517
St. Dev: 30.941988864
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Acoustic Measurements: Initial /sp/ Clusters
closure Y/N s duration -losure duratior
Speaker I [spon] span Y 137.1 86
[spot] spat Y 138.4 93.6
[spouk] spoke NA NA
[spour] spore Y 150.7 89.4
[spul] spool Y 165.8 99.8
[spun] spoon Y 148.7 89.7
Speaker 2 [spon] span Y 63.8 66
[spot] spat Y 78.7 56.1
[spouk] spoke Y 72 72.6
[spour] spore Y 60.5 71.9
[spul] spool Y 80 68.4
[spun] spoon Y 83.8 62.2
Speaker 3 [spon] span Y 83.1 67.1
[spot] spat Y 85.5 97.3
[spouk] spoke Y 81.7 109.6
[spour] spore Y 100.5 109.6
[spul] spool Y 120 129.6
[spun] spoon Y 91.2 92.4
Speaker 4 [spon] span Y 90.1 93.6
[spot] spat Y 94.1 45.5
[spouk] spoke Y 70 55.2
[spour] spore Y 88.2 98.1
[spul] spool Y 131.9 119.4
[spun] spoon Y 102.3 82.5
Speaker 5 [spon] span Y 77.5 89.7
[spot] spat Y 74.5 93.9
[spouk] spoke Y 119.9 61.9
[spour] spore Y 102.2 74.4
[spul] spool Y 80.8 98.1
[spun] spoon Y 85.7 quiet/ete
Average: 98.575862069 84.771428571
St. Dev: 28.327594512 20.348134088
Acoustic Measurements: Medial /skl/ Clusters
closure Y/N s duration :losure duratior
Speaker 1 [fiskl] fiscal Y 81.7 57.1
[fiskl] fiscal Y 81.7 34.6
[fiskl] fiscal Y 74.7 55
[fiskl] fiscal Y 88.5 39
[roskl] rascal Y 78.6 49.3
[roskl] rascal Y 75.3 41.7
Speaker 2 [fiskl] fiscal Y 67.5 47.9
[fiskl] fiscal Y 59 55.1
[fiskl] fiscal Y 57.2 35.9
[fiskl] fiscal Y 72.2 36.6
[roskl] rascal Y 72 52.4
[roskl] rascal Y 55.3 52.8
Speaker 3 [fiskl] fiscal Y 78.6 37.9
[fiskl] fiscal Y 69.9 36.7
[fiskl] fiscal Y 70.6 36.1
[fiskl] fiscal Y 86.8 38.8
[roskl] rascal Y 77.5 30.5
[roskl] rascal Y 71.5 29.9
Speaker 4 [fiskl] fiscal Y 59 59.2
[fiskl] fiscal Y 64.4 58.3
[fiskl] fiscal Y 63.1 51.8
[fiskl] fiscal Y 75.1 53.9
[roskl] rascal Y 54.9 55.4
[roskl] rascal Y 61.6 37.9
Speaker 5 [fiskl] fiscal Y 86.7 53.6
[fiskl] fiscal Y 87.7 49.5
[fiskl] fiscal Y 76 46.3
[fiskl] fiscal Y 86.7 47.4
[roskl] rascal Y 65.7 51.6
[roskl] rascal Y 62.3 49.6
Average: 72.06 46.06
St. Dev: 10.260994104 8.8469203681
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Acoustic Measurements: Medial /sl/ Clusters
closure Y/N s duration closure duratio:
Speaker I [grisl] gristle 96.1
[grisl] gristle 106.4
[kosl] castle 128.9
[kosl] castle 117.9
[thisl] thistle 112.6
[thisl] thistle 121.5
Speaker 2 [grisl] gristle 98.1
[grisl] gristle 94.6
[kosl] castle 100.5
[kosl] castle 73
[thisl] thistle 92.9
[thisl] thistle 103.5
Speaker 3 [grisl] gristle 107.6
[grisl] gristle 132.8
[kxsl] castle 124.5
[kosl] castle 117.4
[thisl] thistle 94.2
[thisl] thistle 114.2
Speaker 4 [grisl] gristle 109.7
[grisl] gristle 102.4
[kosl] castle 114.5
[kosl] castle 107.7
[thisl] thistle 106
[thisl] thistle 105.2
Speaker 5 [grisl] gristle 112.6
[grisl] gristle 110.3
[kosl] castle 106.7
[kosl] castle 115.3
[thisl] thistle 97.7
[thisl] thistle 118.71
Average: 108.11666667
St. Dev: 12.154467983
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Appendix B: Degree of Attenuation of Stops in /st/ Clusters
(i) Forms with No Closure (no attenuation)
Speaker Word closure Y/N s duration losure duratior
Speaker 1 [pistl] pistol N NA NA
Speaker 2 [kristl] crystal N NA NA
[kristl] crystal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[pisti] pistol N NA NA
[vcstl] vestal N NA NA
Speaker 3 [kristl] crystal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[vestl] vestal N NA NA
Speaker 4 [pistl] pistol N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[vEstl] vestal N NA NA
[vcstl] vestal N NA NA
Speaker 5 [vestl] vestal N NA NA
(ii) Forms with Partial Closure (incomplete attenuation)
Speaker Word closure Y/N s duration :losure duratior
Speaker 1 [kristl] crystal PC 90.8 24
[kristl] crystal PC 88.4 23
[vestl] vestal PC 92.7 15
Speaker 2 [vestl] vestal PC NA NA
Speaker 3 [kristl] crystal PC 72 30.6
[vEstil] vestal PC NA NA
Speaker 4 [kristl] crystal PC NA NA
[kristl] crystal PC 48.6 19.7
Speaker 5 [pistl] pistol PC 95.2 14.7
[vestl] vestal PC NA NA
(iii) Forms with Closure (complete attenuation)
Speaker Word closure Y/N s duration -losure duratior
Speaker 1 [pistl] pistol Y 114 23
[vcstl] vestal Y 96.7 18
Speaker 3 [pistl] pistol Y 103.9 15.2
Speaker 5 [kristl] crystal Y 90.7 48.3
[kristl] crystal Y 82 25.6
[pistl] pistol Y 90.7 35.3
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Closure Results /st/ Clusters: Total (by Speaker) - All Forms
Speaker Word closure Y/N s duration :losure duratior Total # Closures
Speaker 1 [hostl] hostel N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[postl] postal N NA NA
[hDstl] hostel PC 92.6 35
[kristl] crystal PC 90.8 24
[kristl] crystal PC 88.4 23
[vestl] vestal PC 92.7 15
[kostl] coastal Y 93.6 33
[pistl] pistol Y 114 23
[vcstl] vestal Y 96.7 18 3/10
Speaker 2 [hDstl] hostel N NA NA
[hDstl] hostel N NA NA
[kristl] crystal N NA NA
[kristl] crystal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[vEstl] vestal N NA NA
[postl] postal PC 84.6 8.7
[vcstl] vestal PC NA NA?
[kostl] coastal Y 55.1 25.4 1/10
Speaker 3 [hostl] hostel N NA NA
[hostl] hostel N NA NA
[kristl] crystal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[postl] postal N NA NA
[vcstl] vestal N NA NA
[kostl] coastal PC NA NA
[kristl] crystal PC 72 30.6
[vcstl] vestal PC NA NA
[pistl] pistol Y 103.9 15.2 1/10
Speaker 4 [hostl]
[pistl]
[pistl]
[postl]
[vEstl]
[vestl]
[hostl]
[kristl]
[kristl]
hostel
pistol
pistol
postal
vestal
vestal
hostel
crystal
crystal
N
N
N
N
N
N
PC
PC
PC
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
78.2
NA
48.6
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
18.5
NA
19.7
, 3142.7,Speaker 5 [hostl]
[vEstl]
[pistl]
[vEstl]
[hostl]
[kostl]
[kristl]
[kristl]
[pistl]
[postl]
hostel
vestal
pistol
vestal
hostel
coastal
crystal
crystal
pistol
postal
N
N
PC
PC
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
NA
NA
95.2
NA
101
92.4
90.7
82
90.7
91.4
NA
NA
14.7
NA
16.4
34.6
48.3
25.6
35.3
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Closure Results /stL/ Clusters: Total (by Speaker) - Comparison Forms
Speaker Word closure Y/N s duration closure duratior Total # Closures
Speaker 1 [pistl] pistol N NA 0
[kristl] crystal PC 90.8 24
[kristl] crystal PC 88.4 23
[vestl] vestal PC 92.7 15
[pistl] pistol Y 114 23
[vcstl] vestal Y 96.7 18 2/6
Speaker 2 [kristl] crystal N NA NA
[kristl] crystal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[vEstl] vestal N NA NA
[vcstl] vestal PC NA NA 0/6
Speaker 3 [kristl] crystal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[vEstl] vestal N NA NA
[kristl] crystal PC 72 30.6
[vestl] vestal PC NA NA
[pistl] pistol Y 103.9 15.2 1/6
Speaker 4 [pistl] pistol N NA NA
[pistl] pistol N NA NA
[vestl] vestal N NA NA
[vEstl] vestal N NA NA
[kristl] crystal PC NA NA
[kristl] crystal PC 48.6 19.7 0/6
Speaker 5 [vestl] vestal N NA NA
[pistl] pistol PC 95.2 14.7
[vEstl] vestal PC NA NA
[kristl] crystal Y 90.7 48.3
[kristl] crystal Y 82 25.6
[pistl] pistol Y 90.7 35.3 3/6
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6/10n
[kostll coastal 31.9
42.7 1/10
Heteromorphemic Sequences (Tense Vowels)
Speaker Word closure Y/N s duration closure duratior Total # Closures
[kostl] coastal Speaker 1 Y 93.6 33
Speaker 2 Y 55.1 25.4
Speaker 3 PC NA NA
Speaker 4 Y 31.9 42.7
Speaker 5 Y 92.4 34.6 4/5
[postl] postal Speaker 1 N NA 0
Speaker 2 PC 84.6 8.7
Speaker 3 N NA NA
Speaker 4 N NA NA
Speaker 5 Y 91.4 24.9 1/5
Monomorphemic Sequences (Lax Vowels)
Word Speaker closure Y/N s duration closure duratior Total # Closure
[kristl] crystal Speaker 1 PC 90.8 24
Speaker 1 PC 88.4 23
Speaker 2 N NA NA
Speaker 2 N NA NA
Speaker 3 N NA NA
Speaker 3 PC 72 30.6
Speaker 4 PC NA NA
Speaker 4 PC 48.6 19.7
Speaker 5 Y 90.7 48.3
Speaker 5 Y 82 25.6 2/10
[pistl] pistol Speaker 1 N NA NA
Speaker 1 Y 114 23
Speaker 2 N NA NA
Speaker 2 N NA NA
Speaker 3 N NA NA
Speaker 3 Y 103.9 15.2
Speaker 4 N NA NA
Speaker 4 N NA NA
Speaker 5 PC 95.2 14.7
Speaker 5 Y 90.7 35.3 3/10
[VEStl] vestal Speaker 1
Speaker I
Speaker 2
Speaker 2
Speaker 3
Speaker 3
Speaker 4
Speaker 4
PC
Y
N
PC
N
PC
N
N
92.7
96.7
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
15
18
NA
NA?
NA
NA
NA
NA
Speaker 5
Speaker 5
N
PC
NA
NA
NA
NA 1/10
[hDstl] hostel Speaker 1 N NA NA
Speaker 1 PC 92.6 35
Speaker 2 N NA NA
Speaker 2 N NA NA
Speaker 3 N NA NA
Speaker 3 N NA NA
Speaker 4 N NA NA
Speaker 4 PC 78.2 18.5
Speaker 5 N NA NA
Speaker 5 Y 101 16.4 1/10
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Chapter Five: Conclusion
5.0 Summary of Analysis
In this dissertation I examined [tl]/[dl] gaps in languages as being the result of perceptually
indistinct surface contrasts involving stop place TL-KL and stop presence TL-L. I argued that
cross-linguistic gaps of [tl]/[dl] sequences are not motivated by any inherent dispreference for
the sequences, but rather are the result of languages trying to avoid creating (and maintaining)
difficult to perceive phonological contrasts (Flemming 1995, 2002; Ni Chiosain & Padgett 2001;
Bradley 2006). In this type of analysis, the elimination of TL from language inventories can be
viewed as a result of a dispreference for the maintenance of indistinct contrasts, of which TL-KL
is the most discussed contrast in the literature (Flemming 2002, 2007; Bradley 2006).
In my examination of stop place contrasts in front of laterals, I addressed several
questions that arise when adopting a contrast-based approach for [tl]/[dl] gaps. First, I addressed
the question of which perceptual dimensions are indistinct for TL-KL. This question has been
asked in previous analyses (Flemming 2002; 2007; Bradley 2006), but this is the first analysis to
formalize constraints that incorporates a level of phonetic detail. I capture the indistinctness of
TL-KL contrasts by formalizing distinctiveness constraints that penalize stop place contrasts that
crucially lack sufficiently distinct cues for place in both their release transitions and their stop
burst properties (Flemming 2007), and show how coronal and velar place contrasts are predicted
to be maintained in environments in which at least one of the two cues is available (e.g. before
vowels/rhotics). Precisely formalizing these cues and these constraints is important because
whatever threshold of distinctiveness for place contrasts that rules out TL-KL contrasts in a
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language is predicted to rule out any place contrast that is less distinct for the same cues. In this
type of analysis, there is nothing special about a ban on TL-KL; the constraint that bans TL-KL
is made up of cues that apply to stop place contrasts in other contexts. Thus, the formalization of
these constraints make testable predictions about place contrasts in languages more generally,
some of which are explored in Section 5.1.
The second question I addressed is the question of what contextual cues license TL-KL
contrasts. Although pre-lateral T-K contrasts have indistinct release transition and burst cues for
the place of their stops, these contrasts are maintained in languages in specific contexts. In this
analysis, I showed that the distribution of the contrasts under discussion is affected by
contextually available acoustic cues present in both the segments of the contrast (intrinsic cues)
and in cues present in surrounding context (Steriade 1995, 1997, 2001; C6t6 2000). For
example, I argued that the difference in the availability of preceding (VC) transitions in word
initial and word-medial contexts explains the strength of the asymmetry in the initial and medial
licensing of TL-KL contrasts: the cues in medial (post-vocalic) position that enhance the contrast
do not exist in initial position.
Finally, I addressed a puzzle that arises from adopting a contrast-based analysis for the
coronal-stop lateral dispreference involves the outcome of TL-KL contrast neutralization. Why,
in languages that show a neutralization of the contrast, is the outcome frequently a KL sequence
(Flemming 2007)? In the analysis above, I hypothesized that the direction of the neutralization
of indistinct surface contrasts, such as TL-KL, is conditioned by the avoidance of other indistinct
contrasts. In addition to the stop place contrast (TL-KL), I showed there are marked contrasts
involving stop presence that play a role in determining the phonotactics of surface contrasts.
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Specifically, I argued that a contrast between a stop-lateral sequence and a lateral
singleton is less distinct when the stop is coronal (TL-L(L)) than when the stop is velar (KL-L
(L)). I proposed that it is the avoidance of this second, less distinct contrast (TL-L(L)) that
conditions the outcome of TL-KL neutralizations. This hypothesis is schematized again in (1).
(1) Contrast Neutralization Influenced By Avoiding Other Contrasts
TL--------KL
TL---------L KL-------------L
less distinct o* more distinct o*
This type of effect, where an outcome of contrast neutralization can be conditioned by trying to
avoid creating another indistinct contrast is predicted by the manner in which surface contrast
sets are evaluated by distinctiveness constraints (Flemming 2002; Lubowicz 2003).
5.1 Predictions of Analysis
One benefit of the present analysis is that the rankings of the proposed distinctiveness constraints
in different languages that allow/ban pre-lateral stop place contrasts make predictions about other
contexts in which place contrasts should be allowed to occur in those languages. That is why
formalizing, in detail, the perceptual dimensions referenced in the distinctiveness constraints is
crucial. Whatever threshold of distinctiveness for place contrasts that rules out TL-KL contrasts
in a language is predicted to rule out any place contrast that is less distinct for the same cues
(Flemming 2002; Bradley 2006). For example, if preceding (VC) transitions are not able to
license pre-lateral T-K place contrasts (as in Latin), then place contrasts in other contexts that
lack sufficiently distinct release transition cues or stop burst cues should also be neutralized if the
only additional place cues available are in preceding transitions. In the next two sections I
examine how the ranking of distinctiveness constraints posited for Latin captures stop place
contrasts in Latin in (1) word final position and (2) before other stops.
5.1.1 Predictions of Distinctiveness Constraints: Final Stop Place Contrasts in Latin
In Chapter 2, I analyzed the ban on TL-KL contrasts in Latin across all positions, both word
initially and word medially.
(2) Attested Word Initial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
Attested Word Medial Stop-Liquid Clusters in Latin
a. kr, gr, pr, br, tr, dr (stop-rhotic clusters)
b. kl, gl, pl, bl, *tl, *dl (stop-lateral clusters)
This is a more restrictive ban than in languages such as English, where the contrast is only
banned in initial position, not medial position. I hypothesized that the reason that TL-KL
contrasts are better attested cross-linguistically in medial position is because there is the
possibility for the preceding context to provide place cues to keep the contrast distinct. I argued
that the across-the-board ban on TL sequences in Latin signifies that preceding (VC) transitions
are not able to license TL-KL stop place contrasts. This is due to the ranking of:
MINDIST=F2xF3 (R)v Diffuse: 1 > * Merge. as in (3). Without allowing closure transitions to
license stop place contrasts, pre-lateral T-K contrasts merge as they do not have distinct cues in
either their release transitions or their stop bursts.
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(3) Latin: Closure Transitions Do Not License Medial TL-KL Contrasts
VtlV, VklV, Vp1V MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
vDiffuse
a VtlV, VklV, VplV *! (kl-tl)
-+ b VklV, VplV *
The prediction of this constraint ranking is that if preceding transitions are not able to license
pre-lateral T-K place contrasts, then place contrasts in other contexts that lack distinct release
transition cues or stop burst cues should also be neutralized if the only additional place cues
available are in preceding transitions.
Another environment where closure transitions play a large role in licensing place
contrasts is in word-final position. In this context, release transitions are unavailable, and stop
burst properties are only available if stops undergo final release.This means that if final stops in
Latin were unreleased stops, VC transitions could not have saved the contrast.
(4) Latin: Closure Transitions Do Not License Final Stop Place Contrasts
Vt#, Vk#, Vp# MinDistF2xF3 (R) *Merge
vDiffuse
a Vt#, Vk#, Vp#
b Vt#, Vk# *! *
c Vk# Vp# *! *
- d Vtl# **
Given the constraint ranking for Latin, the prediction is that in order for stop place contrasts to be
licensed in final position in Latin, stops had to have been released in this context (providing
distinct burst properties). Otherwise, the contrast should not be licensed.
An examination of final stops in Latin reveals that a stop place contrast is not well-
attested. According to Devine & Stephens' (1977) corpus study of 49,488 Latin words, stops
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comprised 28.9284% percent of final consonants in Latin30 , but of this percentage of final stops
only 2.8531% are non-coronal ([b]=0.8663%, [k]=1.9868%).The high number of final coronal
stops can be attributed to the inflectional ending [-t]. Jacobs (1989) asserts that the only content
word that contains a final [t] that is not a product of the inflectional ending is the word caput
'head' 31. Of the remaining stops, many of them occur in function words, and only content words
occur in word-final position (Lief 2006), or they occur in imperatives (derived forms), which
could be subject to output-output constraints (Benua 1997).
(5) Final Stop Place Contrasts in Latin (data from Jacobs 1989; Lief 2006)
Stop Place: Example Forms:
labial p# volup 'comfortable'
b# ab 'from', ob 'towards' (function words)
velar k# lac 'milk', nec 'nor', dic 'tell!'(from dicere)
g#
coronal t# caput 'head'
d#
Thus, the Latin data does not seem to contradict the predictions of the present analysis, but given
the general rarity of final stops in Romance languages it does not provide strong support for the
analysis either. More support for the present approach can be found by looking at medial stop-
stop clusters in Latin.
5.1.2 Predictions of Distinctiveness Constraints: Medial Stop Place Contrasts in Latin
The medial stop-stop clusters in Latin are shown in (6). What is striking about these clusters is
that coronal stops are the only stop permitted in C2 and prohibited in CI position (Levine &
Stephenson 1977; Lief 2006).
30 Breakdown: [b]=0.8663%, [k]=1.9868%, [t]=21.2723%, [d]=4.8030%.
31 In Late Latin this [t] deleted (Jacobs 1989).
(6) Word Medial Stop-Sequences in Latin
labial p neptis, optare, septem *tp, 'kp
velar k noctis, fructus, octd *tk, *pk
A wider variety of sequences occur across a morpheme boundary (e.g. ob-duco 'bring over')
(Lief 2006), but as they can be accounted for by output-output faithfulness (Benua 1997), I am
focusing on the clusters in (6) for this analysis. An interesting property about coronal stops being
the only possible C2 is that (because of the rapid gestures of coronals) it has been shown that
having a coronal in this position means that there should be more cues on the preceding vowel
for C1 ([p] and [k]) then would be available if C2 was non-coronal; the place cues of C1 in the
VC transitions are less likely to be masked by C2 (Jun 2004; Kochetov & So 2007).
However, the prediction of the analysis that captures the distribution of pre-lateral stop
place contrasts in Latin is that preceding (VC) transitions do not license place contrasts. One
plausible explanation for the set of permitted medial stop-stop sequences in Latin also crucially
references the coronality of C2 (and the non-coronality of Cl). Due to the rapid articulation of
coronals, there is the possibility that in these sequences there could also be a progressive effect of
C1, where cues to C1 affected the release transitions of C2. There is some evidence that this
could be possible from contact profiles (heavily overlapped) for sequences such as [gd] in
English in Bryd (1992).
If it is the case that there are progressive effects of Cl on the release transitions of C2,
then the stop-stop sequences attested in Latin are predicted by the current analysis. In (7) I show
the PT-KT surface contrast maintained in Latin. This contrast is allowed because there are (in
theory) distinct cues in release transitions for [p] and [k] in this contrast.
(7) Latin: PT-KT Contrast Allowed in Medial Position
VptV, VktV MinDistF2xF3 (R) *Merge
vDiffuse
-+a VptV, VktV F2xF3 (R)
Diffuse X
b VptV, *!
c VktV *!
The KP-PK contrast is ruled out in (8) because due to the slower articulation of labials and
velars, information from Cl is not predicted to be available in the release transitions of C2, and
thus the contrast is not sufficiently distinct.
(8) Latin: KP-PK Contrast Banned in Medial Position
VkpV, VpkV MinDist=F2xF3 (R) *Merge
vDiffuse
a VkpV, VpkV F2xF3 (R) X
Diffuse x '
-+b VkpV *
-+c VpkV *
If progressive transitions were not available, the alternate hypothesis would be that a lateral in
C2 obscures the preceding (VC) transitions of a Cl stop in a way that a rapidly articulated C2
coronal stop does not. This would predict that there needs to be a more nuanced cut-off point in
determining the effectiveness of preceding (VC) transitions to license stop place contrasts than
has been proposed thus far in the analysis. I leave this issue open for future work.
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5.2 Comparison with Previous Analyses
An obvious way in which the approach adopted in the present analysis differs from many
previous approaches to analyzing the cross-linguistic gaps of [tl]/[dl] sequences is that I do not
analyze these gaps as a phonotactic against [tl] and [dl] sequences. Instead, I pursue the
hypothesis that the relevant phonotactic is against indistinct surface contrasts that include TL
sequences such as TL-KL (Flemming 2002; Bradley 2006) or TL-L.
However, another difference from many past approaches to capturing surface
distributions of coronal stop lateral sequences is that the present approach does not rely on
syllabification in order to define the constraints that rule out these sequences. A property of
analyses that posit *TL constraints and analyses that posit OCP based constraints in order to rule
out [tl]/[dl] sequences is that these constraints often crucially refer to the syllabification of the
sequences to determine their acceptability in a language.
For example, in order to capture the distribution of [tl]/[dl] sequences in English, where
the sequences occur in medial position, but not initial position, *TL constraints proposed to
account for the distribution of sequences includes an onset condition (Hammond 1999).
(9) Constraint Against TL Onset Clusters (from Hammond 1999)
*ONSET/ [COR] [1]
[stop ]
The relativized version of the the OCP (McCarthy 1979; Selkirk 1981) proposed by Moreton
(2002) that accounts for the distribution of [tl]/[dl] sequences in English is also specified (in the
text of the analysis) as applying to onsets.
(10) Relativized OCP Moreton (2002)
OCP(CONT, PL) Adjacent consonants using the same articulator are forbidden if they
share the same value of [cont]
Data from Ancient Greek presents an issue for syllable based accounts that is not an issue for the
present analysis. The distribution of stop-liquid sequences in Ancient Greek is shown in (11)
(11) Ancient Greek Data: Stop-Liquid Clusters (from Steriade 1982)
Voiceless Stops Voiced Stops
pre-rhotic pre-lateral pre-rhotic pre-lateral
krasis mixture klepto to steal graphQ to write gluphQ to carve
khreos debt khlide delicacy
protos first plan except brotos mortal blab damage
phrazdQ show phlauros petty
trephQ to feed tlag to endure drds oak
thriks hair thlibQ squeeze
As can be seen in the above table, although voiceless coronal stop lateral sequences are permitted
in the language, voiced coronal stop lateral sequences are prohibited.
This voicing asymmetry can be straightforwardly accounted for by either of two
approaches schematized in (9) and (10) above. The feature [voice] just needs to be added to the
respective constraints. This is shown in (13) and (14).
(13) Constraint Against [dl] Onset Clusters (from Hammond 1999)
*ONSET/ [COR ] [1]
[stop ]
[voice]
(14) Moreton (2002)
OCP(CONT, PL, VOICE) Adjacent consonants using the same articulator are forbidden if
they share the same value of [cont] and the same value of [voice]
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However, the more problematic issue is the manner in which these sequences are syllabified in
medial position. In Attic, stop-liquid sequences generally have a tautosyllabic parse, except in the
case of the voiced stop-lateral sequences ([bl], [gl]) which are optionally heterosyllabic (Steriade
1982). In other words the ItlI sequence in es.thlos 'good' has to be syllabified as an onset, but the
[gl] sequence in ek-pag.los 'frightful' may be syllabified as a coda.32 This means that [dl] if it
surfaced should be able to have a heterosyllabic parse, and that there is no onset condition on the
ban of the sequence. This creates a particular problem for an OCP account because if the
constraint is not restricted to ONSET, it predicts that medial [ld] should be equally bad as medial
[dl].
The analysis I purse can account for the distribution of stop-liquid sequences in Ancient
Greek because (1) medial [ld] is fine as long as there are sufficiently distinct release transitions
or stop bursts in the following context to cue the place of the stop, and (2) [dl] is predicted to be
more difficult to maintain in languages than [tl] due to the fact that the cues for pre-lateral stop
presence contrasts are weaker in the case of the voiced stop (e.g. TL-L > DL-L).
5.4 Future Research
Future topics of research in this line of analysis include an in-depth exploration of how the
phonetic realization of TL and KL sequences affect the maintenance of indistinct surface
contrasts for stop place (TL-KL) and stop presence (TL-L). In order to do this I want to examine
certain types of distributional asymmetries such as the distribution of of stop place in front of
syllabic vs. non-syllabic laterals in English. The asymmetry in this distribution is large: the
CELEX (lemmas) counts for both TL and DL sequences show only 10 forms for each
32 Evidence for these syllabic parses comes from from poetry and reduplication (Steriade 1982).
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sequence33, but reveals 61 tautosyllabic TL forms with syllabic laterals and 55 tautosyllabic DL
forms with syllabic laterals34.
Another topic worth exploring is the more general processes in languages that
'unintentionally' enhance surface contrasts. For example, the process of flapping (stop
weakening) in American English reduces the cues for coronal stop presence in pre-lateral
position (weakens TL-L), while unintentionally strengthening the cues for place contrasts
involving the stop because of its extra short closure (e.g. strengthens TL-KL). This is similar in
effect to the role that the [sAl] context had on T-K place contrasts in Chapter 4.
33 Derived forms (e.g. suffixed [-ly] forms, etc) and duplicate forms removed from the counts.
34Due to the existence of the suffix [-;l] (e.g. 'horizon'/'horizontal'; 'hand'/'handle'), I eliminated any forms from
the counts that had a stand alone sub-part, even if the form was obviously not etymologically derived (e.g.
'digit'/'digital'), as they might be lexically stored and produced in a manner that affects the phonetic realization of
TL/KL sequences (Cho 2000, Hay 2003). The counts before this removal were: 85 tautomorphemic TL sequences
and 67 DL sequences.
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